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Transportation, Trade andRegional Identity
in theSouthwestern Prairies
A.A. den Otter
ABSTRACf. Two Montana rums dominated southern Alberta commerce in the years preceding the
buildingof theCanadianPacificRailway (CPR). Butitwas lesstherailwayitselfthanNationalPolicy tariffs
andthe arrivalof entrepreneurialimmigrantswithimportantties to businessinterestsin centralCanadaand
London that weakened the hold of the American merchants. So did the decision of the Hudson's Bay
Company (HBC) to spend the monies required to reestablish its former importance in the trade of the
northwest.It was the link betweenthe railways andthe expandedinterestof tradersin thenorthwest,rather
than the buildingof the railway itself, that led to the eclipseof the American firms in southernAlberta.
SOMMAIRE.Au COUTSdes anneesqui ont precedela constructiondela voie ferree du CanadienPacifique
(CPR), deux finnes du Montanadominaientla scenecommercialedu sud de l' Alberta.Maisce n' est pas tant
la voie ferree que les tarifs de la Politiquenationale et l'arrivee d'immigrants pleins d'entreprise et ayant
des liens importants avec des interets commerciaux dans le Canada central et aLondres qui ont affaibli
l'emprise des marchands americains, La Compagnie de la Baie d'Hudson a elle aussi contribue acet
affaiblissement lorsqu'elle a decide de depenser les fonds necessaires pour reprendre la place qu' elle
occupait dans le commercedu Nord-Ouest.Ce fut done le lien qui existaitentre les compagniesde chemin
fer et les interets des negociants du Nord-Ouest plutot que la construction de la voie ferree mente, qui
entrainala disparitiondes firmes americainesdans le sud de l' Alberta.

Canadian tradition has accorded great importance to communication
technologies as a means of unifying the diverse regions of Canada. 1D.G.
Creighton, for example, has argued that "the prime function of the Canadian
Pacific Railway was to assist in this effort - to help in the building of the
national economy and the national society. ,,2Other historians have echoed this
theme. Paul Sharp, after an intensive analysis of trade patterns in the southwest
corner of the Canadian plains, concluded that "not until the Canadian Pacific
entered the region in 1883 did the boundary line really indicate a division in the
economic and cultural life of [southern Alberta and Montana]. ,,3
The history of two American trading companies, T.C. Power and Brother
Company and I.G. Baker and Company, active in the southwestern corner of the
Canadian Prairies, suggests that the submergence of regional identities into the
national consciousness by means of railway technology is a more subtle and
complex process than Paul Sharp's theme suggests. Undoubtedly, the completion of the CPR permitted central Canadian retailers to penetrate the western
market, but these American entrepreneurs were equally able to use the railway
to transport their trade goods. They eventually abandoned southern Alberta and
Saskatchewan not primarily because they failed to adjust to changing transportation routes but mainly because they were unable to adapt to the radically
altered business climate which the railway introduced to the northwest. In
addition to increased competition and more sophisticated retailing techniques,
the Montana merchants faced federal transportation subsidies, monopolistic
concessions and high protective tariffs. A nationalistic fiscal regime, set within
a business and transportation revolution, became the primary factor in the
complex set of circumstances which forced the Power and Baker companies to
withdraw from Canadian territory.
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The region now known as southern Alberta was an intertidal zone between
the commercialempires of British and American fur companies. In the 1830s,
however,a slighttransportationadvantagepermittedAmericanbusinessmento
capturethe largershareof tradewithinthe region.As a result,theLondon-based
HBC, dependentuponrelativelysmallcanoesand unwieldyYorkboats,increasingly specializedin small,lightfurs, surrenderingthe mainproductof the plains
- the expandingbut bulky bison robe trade- to the AmericanFur Company,
whichusedsteamboatsto transportits goodsdownthe MissouriRiver to eastern
markets.' This division of activities complementedthe migrations of the local
Natives,who sold their smallfurs to the northern HBC posts during the summer
and traded their large buffalo robes to the southern American establishments
during the winter.'
By the late 1860s,the insatiabledemand for buffalo hides eroded the power
of the two companies as hundreds of traders scoured the great plains in search
of the rapidly dwindling herds. Most of the free commerce originated in Fort
Benton, a buffalo trade rendezvousfounded in 1846.Its position at the head of
navigationof the MissouriRiver made it the hub of transportation for northern
Montana, and a fleet of carts, wagons and stagecoaches spread across the
territory.By theearly 18708, the town's tradersweretravellingnorthwardsdeep
into Canadianterritory,sometimesreaching as far as Fort Edmonton.Although
the HBC remained interested in the trade, its reliance on archaic transportation
techniques curbed its activities. Moreover,in 1870the companysurrenderedits
trade monopoly and its political control over Rupert's Land to the Canadian
government. The company's retreat into the northern forests, added to the
government's reluctance to spend money on law enforcement in its new
holdings,created an economicand political vacuumon the southwesternplains
which was quickly filled by rapacious robe hunters. The result was a period of
totally unrestrictedand lawlessfree trade in westernCanadian territory,'
Although devastating, the apparent anarchy lasted only briefly. It began in
December 1869, when two American traders, John J. Healy and Alfred B.
Hamilton, escaped the pressure of American law enforcement and took advantageof thepower vacuum in Canadianterritoryto buildFort Hamilton at the
confluenceof the St. Mary and Oldmanrivers. The two traders spent the winter
next to a favouritewintercamp of the Bloodsand swappedadulteratedwhiskey
for buffalorobes. In the springtheyburnedthefort andloadedtheircartsforFort
Benton,where they supposedlynetted $50,000 for one season's work.' Stories
of theirsuccessspreadrapidlyandwithinyearsscoresof small,temporaryposts,
with descriptivenameslike Robber's Roost,Stand-Offand Whisky Gap dotted
the southwestern Canadianplains. Crossingthe border at will, often pursued by
Americanmarshals,thetraderscheatedthedisease-weakened Indians,debasing
them with adulteratedwhiskey,"
Among the beneficiaries of the temporary power vacuum in the Canadian
northwestwere two Fort Benton trading companies. The first was T.C. Power
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and Brother CO.,one of the largest companies in Montana, built on sales to gold
miners, Indians and military garrisons. Crucial to its success was the Fort
Benton Transportation Company, which operated a fleet of steamers on the
Missouri River, a company which T.C. and John W. Power had founded and
which gave them control over the cheapest means of transportation into the far
western American plains."
The principal competitor of the Powers in Canadian territory was another
prominent Fort Benton firm, the I.G. Baker and Company, founded in 1866 by
two enterprising, well-educated New Englanders, Isaac and George Baker. In
1873 two of its employees, William and Charles Conrad from Virginia, became
partners in the firm, When the Bakers moved to the major financial centre and
shipping port of S1. Louis to manage the enterprise, the Conrads, still only in
their twenties, supervised the Fort Benton operations. The four partners formed
an ambitious team, eager and fit to compete in the freewheeling frontier
economy, avidly building a wide range of business interests."
The whiskey trade wrested Whoop-Up country out of the grasp of the
traditional British empire and the newborn Canadian nation. In his classic study,
Paul Sharp claims that the whiskey era was a dangerous threat to Canadian
sovereignty and a potential preludeto American annexation because it made this
Canadian territory part of the American frontier." This is an overstatement.
Although the Indians may have ignored the international border, American law
officers and traders were very conscious of its presence. Federal marshals and
the army, following official American policy not to encroach upon British and
Canadian sovereign soil, never pursued smugglers into Canadian territory .12 As
for the whiskey smugglers, their only interest in Canada was the potential quick
profits possible under anarchy; the last thing they wanted was the extension of
American jurisdiction to Canadian soil. They gleefully thumbed their noses at
chagrined American authorities whenever a chase ended at the border. The
whiskey trade, then, was an aberration which resulted in a temporary loss of
authority in the northwest, a sore to be cauterized as soon as the inexperienced
Canadian government decided on the proper procedure.
Repeated warnings from western residents eventually spurred the Canadian
government to establish the North-West Mounted Police (NWMP), a small,
highly mobile force. Particularly influential was the argument that serious
unrest would undermine Canada's effort to settle the northwest." Although the
force nearly perished in 1874 on its difficult march to Whoop-Up country and
had to be aided by Fort Benton merchants, it quickly established law and order
in the region and simultaneously asserted Canada's claims. The Indians
accepted the NWMP because the force severely curtailed the whiskey trade.
Small-time traffickers, obsessed with quick, high profits, abandoned the
whiskey trade because frequent and unpredictable patrols made smuggling too
risky, while the larger operators, committed to long-term interests, welcomed
the new regime as it promised a stable business environment free from costly
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Indian raids. 14 T.C. Power and Brother Co., for example, quickly abandoned the
illegal whiskey trade when the NWMP arrived, preferring to operate a legitimate
business under police protection. 15
The NWMP placed a distinctive cultural stamp upon the southwestern prairies.
Building upon the foundation of mutual respect which HBC traders and Natives
had nurtured, the police used to good advantage the decade during which the
Prairies were relatively unsettled. Moreover, in the early years the NWMP were
more than peacekeepers and law enforcers; they became mailmen, customs
collectors, welfare officers and agricultural advisors. They affirmed Canada's
sovereignty on the Prairies, effectively neutralizing the impact ofthe short-lived
whiskey trade. Despite the HBC's indifference toward the southwestern fringe
of its empire and despite the free-trade era, the segment of the western great
plains lying north of the international boundary retained its distinct BritishAmerican identity."
Although the NWMP curbed the whiskey trade, the force stimulated the
activities of the two Fort Benton competitors. Knowing how desperately the
police needed provisions, Isaac Baker, who was prominently involved in the
whiskey trade, slaughtered several buffalo and sold them to the police. He also
provided a guide to take the police to Fort Whoop-Up and wrote a lengthy
memorandum describing the northwest," Both the Powers and the Conrads
cultivated cordial relations with the officers and made frequent business trips to
Ottawa. As a result, their activitieson the Canadian Prairies grew rapidly. I.G.
Baker and Company opened a store at Fort Macleod in 1.874 and at Calgary and
Fort Walsh the following year, while T.C. Power and Brother Co. established
businesses at Forts Macleod and Walsh. Each operation represented a substantial investment. The I.G. Baker and Company properties at Calgary, for
example, included a number of buildings and over one thousand acres of
cultivated land." Provisioning the police proved to be a valuable and stable
replacement for the uncertainties of the marginal whiskey trade.
Transportation was the key to T.C. Power's and I.G. Baker's northern empire
and the foundation of their prosperity. The rapid development of river steamboats and railways in the post-Civil War era allowed them to monopolize trade
on the southwestern Canadian Prairies. By 1874 the companies could use cheap
water transportation all the way from New Orleans, or rapid rail haulage to
Bismarck, North Dakota, and steamers the rest of the way up the Missouri. This
efficient combination oftransportation methods permitted the Bentonites to sell
goods to the NWMP at Fort Macleod at half the price charged by the HBC. 19 As
the local Recordput it, Fort Benton "commands the traffic of the country, holds
the key to the business homes of the Territory . . . in short. .. is the business
center of Montana. ,,20
North of Fort Benton, commerce with Canada relied on wheeled transportwagons, carts and stagecoaches - running against the grain of the landscape.
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Metis crews wrestled heavily laden trains along dusty or muddy trails, across
unbridgedrivers, and throughdeep coulees, the wheelsand hoovescarving deep
ruts northwardto Fort Walsh and northwestwardto Fort Macleod and Calgary.
Almostweekly,bull trains broughtmanufacturedgoodsfrom eastern American
and British factories to western ranchers, squatters, and Indians. For many
years, Fort Macleod's only connection to central Canada was via this overland
trail; even its mail came via Fort Benton. In the early 1880s, the Benton,
Macleod and Calgary Stage Coach Co. used crude wagons to transport passengers between these centres three times per month; subsequently, the
company bought more comfortable Concord coaches which also carried mail.
This overland transport was expensive, however, and a single bull train,
consisting of 12-14 teams of oxen hauling 24-30 wagons, cost about $25,000$30,000 to operate per year. Although mule trains were faster, they were even
more expensive." Moreover, within years both companies required dozens of
trains to meet the ever-growingdemands of Canadian customers.
In 1875, the Canadian government appointed I.G. Baker and Company as
banker for the NWMP. A substantial business, the company paid $15,560 in the
first five months of 1876 as salaries for the three police divisions stationed at
Calgary,Fort Macleod, and Fort Walsh. The 2 percent commissionit earned on
the NWMP payroll was not sufficient for Isaac Baker, however, and he complained that the governmentreimbursed the companytoo slowly,that the transit
of cash from Ottawa often consumed two months of high interest charges, and
thatkeepingCanadiancurrencyon hand was costly.He proposedto pay the men
in American currency but the department refused and he eventually accepted
monthly deposits of $5,000 to his company's account at an Ottawa bank."
Under theseterms, police banking became a profitable business;I.G. Baker and
Companyearnedintereston governmentdeposits, a commissionon the payroll,
and additional profits when the police spent their salaries in the company's
stores,"
As the buffalo disappearedfrom the plains in the late 1870s,hauling food to
the Prairies became increasingly importantparticularly after Ottawa assumed
responsibilityfor feedingthedestitute and starvingprairieNatives.In 1879,I.G.
Baker and Company supplied $8,751 and $25,072 worth of cattle to Treaty Six
and Treaty Seven Indians respectively. The, company also supplied $10,889 in
emergencyrations, while T.C. Power dispensed$5,398 in food at Fort Walsh.24
Obviously, Canadian government spending was an important factor in the
economicrecovery of Fort Benton.
Meanwhile,the HBC did not pursue government business as aggressively as
the Americanfirms,especiallyin the southwesterncomer of thePrairies.In part,
the company's strategy continued the tradition of neglecting this marginal
region, but increasingly, it reflected its strained transportation network." The
century-oldriver route from York Factory on Hudson Bay was obsolete and the
companyincreasinglyimported its trade goods byrail to S1. Paul and from there
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by the Red River. In the early 1870s it placed a steamboat on Lake Winnipeg
and another on the Saskatchewan River, but a series of unfortunate incidents
foiled its plans. Not until July 1874 did the first river steamer, the Northcote,
reach Fort Edmonton. The vessel ascended the Saskatchewan only once that
year, however, and the company employed a fleet of York boats on the river and
an army of four hundred carts on land to ferry trade goods as far as Edmonton,"
Despite its limitations the Northcote demonstrated the cost efficiency of steamboats, and in 1876 the HBC bought another steamer and completed several
expensive improvements on the Saskatchewan. Nevertheless, low water levels
and accidents continued to plague the company. zt
The company's archaic transportation technology severely limited its
activities. Although it opened a store in Calgary in 1874, the cumbersome
transportation system limited the size ofits inventory and selection of merchandise. Unlike its American competitors, the HBC store offered only a small
assortment of groceries and no canned fruit. Only by virtue of its reputation for
selling high-quality goods did the company manage to keep any customers."
Meanwhile, the HBC left the provisioning of Treaty Seven Indians entirely to
1.0. Baker and Company and surrendered inost of the business in Treaty Four
to Winnipeg firms. In 1879, the company competed for Indian Department
supplies only in .Treaty Six territory, selling $4,553 worth of seed, which
represented 17 percent ofthe available business. It also distributed $8,868 worth
of food to destitute Indians near its posts."
The completion of the St. Paul, Minneapolis, and Manitoba Railway to
Winnipeg in 1878 heralded a new age for the company. Encouraged by the signs
of economic recovery, the company was receptive to fresh initiatives. It hired
C.J. Brydges, an experienced and innovative railway manager, to initiate new
objectives. Brydges lobbied the government to improve river navigation,
expanded the steamboat operations, and opened the vessels to general traffic."
Anxious to maintain the HBC's transportation monopoly in western Canada,
Brydges argued that
unless the companyis prepared to make its boats available for public traffic and
especiallyin regardsfor the Indian department. .. there will undoubtedly be an
oppositionline of boatsput upontheriver whichwill havetheeffectof openingup
the whole of the northern country for sUPRlies for fur trading purposes in direct
oppositionto theHudson s Bay Company. 1
t

t

Although Brydges was determined to retain the company's centuries-old policy
of controlling access to the northwest, he also intended to take full advantage of
the opportunities created by the arrival of railway technology to the northwest.
Concerned about the revitalized HBC, the Montana merchants gradually
integrated their affairs. As early as 1875, after chiding Baker for selling grain
too cheaply, Power suggested he might abandon the Cypress Hills business and
proposed an alliance against "other traders," presumably the HBC. 32
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Meanwhile, he freely used the financial resources of the Bakers to operate his
trading posts. In 1879, the gradual intertwining of the financial affairs ofthe two
firms became apparent in the establishment of the Benton National Bank. W.G.
Conrad, T.C. Power, and Samuel T. Hauser, an ambitious banker with financial
contacts in St. Louis, New York and Montreal, founded the Fort Benton bank to
finance their extensive business activities. To secure the bank's position in
western Canada and improve its chances of receiving "a deposit of 100,000 to
200,000 from the Canadian government, " the bank's directors gave fifty shares
to Edgar Dewdney, the Indian commissioner," The gift proved to be a sound
investment and the Benton bank became a profitable venture, particularly in the
financial vacuum in Canada.
At this point in the development of southern Alberta, Paul Sharp's contention
that the region was being integrated into the financial empire of Montana has
merit," Nevertheless, it is important to note that these businesses were but
outposts of the financial empires of eastern North America. 1.0. Baker and
Company, T.C. Power and Brother Co., and the Benton National Bank tapped
financial institutions on the Atlantic seaboard and the St. Lawrence River. They
operated within a colonial economy, exporting natural resources and importing
manufactured goods, the whole financed by metropolitan centres. It was a
marginal structure, totally dependent upon a temporary transportation
advantage, liable to be toppled at any time by a competing business empire.
Meanwhile, government policies and extenuating circumstances forced
Baker and Power to adopt new business strategies. This was particularly true for
the trade in buffalo robes, an important component in their activities because the
hides provided cargoes for bull trains returning to Fort Benton. Before 1876
T.C. Power had been unable to break into the Canadian buffalo trade, but when
the United States increased the tariff on buffalo robes Power arranged for a
bonding agreement with the American government." Enjoying substantial
savings on transportation costs, aided by a new and aggressive Montreal agent,
John Reiplinger, T.C. Power outsold the HBC. As late as 1879, when buffalo
were virtually extinct on the Canadian Prairies, Reiplinger was still briskly
selling Power's robes."
Initially the basis of Fort Benton's prosperity, the buffalo robe trade disappeared quickly. In 1881, Power's Fort Walsh agency shipped no hides because
no buffalo had been killed near the post that winter. Elsewhere the situation was
not as desperate, but in 1883 the bottom dropped out of the market because
fashion dictated that robes be grey. Since most Canadian hides were best suited
for coats and robes, demand slumped and Reiplinger' s North West Buffalo and
Robe Co., which by then controlled the entire Canadian trade, stockpiled many
of the twenty-five thousand robes the Fort Benton merchants sent to Montreal
that summer. In 1884 Reiplinger advised T.C. Power to store all hides - which
were of very poor quality - in Chicago until the surplus disappeared and prices
improved." Neither demand nor prices recovered and the trade virtually ended.
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An ominous portent, the demise of the buffalo trade robbed the Americans of
payloads for their bull trains returning to Fort Benton.
The demise of the buffalo hunt did not end the Power-Reiplinger association.
In 1881, the Montreal agent handled a large shipment of goods from Montreal
to Fort Macleod for T.C. Power and Brother Company. Subsequently, he made
regular trips to Ottawa as a representative for T.C. Power and in 1885 tendered
for him on Indian Department contracts. The following year, Reiplinger and the
Montreal merchandising firm of Tees and Wilson joined T.C. Power and
Brother Company to bid on a $7,000 contract to provision Treaty Seven
Indians."
More significant than the collapse of the robe trade was the impact of the
National Policy, enacted in 1879 as a deliberate protectionist program primarily
designed to stimulate the industrial development of the young nation. Within its
broad design the National Policy also contained protection for commercial
interests: the complex tariff structure included provisions which discouraged
American factories and wholesalers from bypassing Canadian wholesalers and
selling directly to Canadian retailers and consumers."
The dramatic tariff changes forced T.C. Power to change his tactics. He
began to buy more of his goods in Montreal and carry them in bond through the
United States. Starting in 1879, he purchased tobacco products from J. Rattray
& Co.; in 1881 and 1882 his invoices amounted to over $700 and nearly $1,000
respectively," Rattray usually shipped his tobacco by steamboat from
Collingwood to Duluth, by train to Bismarck, by river steamer to Fort Benton,
and finally by bull train to Fort Walsh. Others, like James O'Brien & Co., a
wholesale clothier, dispatched six cases of clothes with the Grand Trunk to
Chicago and from there by train to Bismarck." Increasing his purchases in
Montreal every year, Power annually bought several thousand dollars worth of
nails, tools and other hardware from Crathern & Caverhill, candy and sweets
from Boisonneault, and blankets from James Johnstone & CO.42 Most significant
was his courtship of the prominent wholesale grocery firm of Tees, Costigan &
Wilson, which sold him $4,606 worth of groceries in the first nine months of
1881. 43 Eventually, Tees, Costigan & Wilson handled shipping arrangements
for Power's Canadian tobacconist and confectioner, and in the mid-1880s this
wholesaler joined Power in tendering for several Indian Department supply
contracts. In sum, even if the Fort Benton merchants were drawing Canada's
Whoop-Up country into the American economy, they themselves were being
integrated into the empire of the S1. Lawrence. The federal government's tariff
policy had forced the American businessmen to seek Canadian suppliers and
associates.
The demise of the buffalo robe trade was a powerful omen of the new
industrial order transforming prairie society. By 1878 the foremost symbol of
this revolution, the railway, reached the Canadian plains. Soon afterward the
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tracks of the CPR stretched across the expansive Prairies, recasting regional
transportation systems.As elsewhere,the technologyof railwaysaltered traditional patterns and methods of commerce. Impervious to climatic and
geophysical obstacles, the railway provided regular, dependable and fast
transportation; it reduced the cost of overland transport and slashed delivery
times. In western Canada, the railway made the land accessible and carried
thousands of ambitious settlers onto the plains. With the colonists came
hundreds of entrepreneurs eager to capture a slice of a potentialmarket.Yet, if
railway technologywas central to the transformation of the economicorder in
westernCanada,the role of the CPR in tying the plains to centralCanada was a
complexand subtleprocess.
\
The Canadianization of commercein the northwestevenemergedout of CPR
construction policies. In the first stage of the railway's prairie construction
program, the companyentrusted the bulk of the work to large Americanfirms
likeLangdon,Shepherdand Company. Naturallythesecontractors preferredto
hire American subcontractors, who in turn favoured American suppliers and
labourers. Theperformanceof the Americanfirmswasdisappointing, however,
and after 1882 the CPR awarded construction contracts to smaller Canadian
firmswho weremoreinclinedto look to Canadiansuppliers andlabour," In this
subtle way, the company's construction policy encouraged Canadian
businessmen to invest in northwestern enterprises.
More significantly, the completion of the prairie sectionof the CPR in 1883
made possible the establishment of large-scale ranching in southern Alberta.
Hoping to minimize the cost of feeding the destitute Indians, and anxious to
secure a share of British investment in American ranching, the Canadian
government awardedseveralverylarge grazingleasesto a numberof prominent
CanadianandBritishinvestors. Amongthe most notablewasSenatorCochrane
of the Eastern Townships, who drove a large herd into Albertafrom Montana.
At theendof the year,he signeda contractto supplysixty-fourthousandpounds
of beef to the NWMP in Calgary." Not only did the new ranching industry
represent a potent threat to the American merchants but the enterprise was
dominatedby central Canadianand British businessmen who establishedfirm
cultural and political links betweenwestern and central Canada,completing a
process begunby the earliestfur traders."
Initially, the Fort Benton merchants responded well to the rise of the cattle
industry.T.C. Powerand BrotherCompanydeliveredherdsto severalsouthern
Alberta ranches, the largest for the Walrond Ranch, near Pincher Creek, in
whichPower had a 10percentinterest.In July 1883,Power's mendrove a herd
of 3,125head of cattle from Bismarckto the WalrondRanch.Boughtin central
Canada at $32 a head, this herd was shipped to Bismarck on the Grand Trunk
and American railways at a cost of $220 per carload. Two years later, the
company handled a herd of 5,000 head. Since prominent central Canadians
owned these ranches, the connectionprovidedPower with an important entree
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into government circles: "I think we could do considerable wire pulling at
Ottawa," one collaborator wrote him, "both with the government and syndicate. ,,47 In fact, that influence secured Power a lucrative grazing lease of about
63,000 acres, at $1 per acre, in Assiniboia, south of the CPR mainline,"
Meanwhile, Conrad and Company bought a 640-acre ranch near Calgary. From
these holdings, and from herds in Montana, both companies supplied beef to
railway construction camps. The cattle business, therefore, evolved naturally
out of the old transport and supply business. As long as the railway network was
immature, the expertise of the Fort Benton merchants was a valuable asset.
The two Montana companies also continued to be successful in their first line
of business, filling Indian and police contracts. They succeeded for two reasons.
First, they established ties with Canadian businessmen. In 1881, Power joined
the Ottawa firm of Kavanagh Brothers to get a beef contract for the Indian
Department. "If we pull together," Kavanagh wrote Power, "we can get our
price as Conrad said last month he will not tender again. ' ,49 Second, as implied
in Kavanagh's letter, the Fort Benton merchants survived the arrival of the CPR
because they stopped competing for the same contracts. In 1885, I.G. Baker and
T.C. Power agreed that Baker would bid on all police and Indian supply
contracts on the CPR line; that Power would tender for beefcontracts at Calgary,
Medicine Hat, Maple Creek and Regina; and that they would divide equally the
profits of each contract." In 1889, four years after the completion of the CPR,
I.G. Baker captured Indian Department contracts worth $123,995, representing
32 percent of the total available." Significantly, almost all the contracts were to
supply beef, bacon or flour to destitute Natives. Bulk shipments to remote places
was I.G. Baker's specialty and the firm did the job efficiently and profitably.
Nevertheless, the task of supplying beef to railway crews or Indian reserves
was no longer the sole preserve of Power and Conrad. The presence of large
cattle herds in the northwest and a growing market lured young and energetic
frontier entrepreneurs to the region, ready to challenge the older, established
traders with new techniques. In 1890, for example, Pat Bums, an Ontario-born
Saskatchewan homesteader and cattle buyer, secured the contract to supply beef
to construction crews on the Calgary-Edmonton Railway. Blending traditional
cattle drives with railway transport and crude slaughtering houses at strategic
sites, Bums captured an increasing share of the cattle market. Significantly, he
found a good supply of beef among local ranchers who were by then already
shipping cattle to central Canada and overseas. In 1891 Bums won the beef
contract for the Fort Macleod to Calgary railway and also a significant portion
of the Indian contracts for southern Alberta. Meanwhile, he moved into interior
British Columbia and competed for business in the United States, filling
contracts for several Great Northern and North Pacific branch lines." Thus the
new transportation regime permitted Canadian entrepreneurs to challenge the
Fort Benton merchants even on their home grounds.
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Elsewhere, too, the CPRaltered trading patterns on the southwestern Prairies.
In 1883, two CPRrepresentatives were in Fort Benton gathering business for the
railway and a year later the local press carried CPR advertisements offering
cheap rates for stock shipments from Montana to the eastern United States by
way of Maple Creek." In 1885 Sir Alexander Galt, a prominent Montreal
financier and one of the Fathers of Confederation, completed a narrow gauge
railway from Medicine Hat to his coal mines at Lethbridge, a few kilometres
from the charred ruins ofFort Whoop-Up. The branch line made Lethbridge the
distribution centre for southern Alberta: Galt's North Western Coal and Navigation Company, for example, instituted regular stagecoach service to Fort
Macleod." Financed largely by London capital, the Galt concern symbolized
the reorientation of the southwestern Prairies to central Canada, the eastern
United States and Great Britain. Although I.G. Baker established a store in
Lethbridge, it competed against several other businesses and eventually sold out
to the HBC. When a group of Montana investors and the Galt interests built a
railway from Lethbridge to Great Falls, they bypassed Fort Benton. The road,
completed in 1890, was designed to channel cattle and other trade northward but
steep tariffs and embargoes killed the importation of cattle: the road became a
local branch line, a conduit for Lethbridge coal to Montana smelters. 55
Commerce between the two parts of Whoop-Up country gradually declined.
The arrival of railway technology to the American plains also strengthened
the mercantile community of Winnipeg. As with Fort Benton, Winnipeg's
isolation from eastern merchants had permitted the rise of a small but expansionist group of merchants who historically were tied to American commercial
networks. Since the 1840s, its traders had imported goods from St. Paul on the
Mississippi, using cars on overland trails or steamboats on the Red River. In the
next decade, the HBC reinforced the Minnesota connection and by the 1860s
moved half of its goods by way of St. Pau1.56 Meanwhile, Winnipeg became an
important western warehouse and wholesale centre controlled by an aggressive
merchant class, which traded directly with St. Paul or London but not with
Canada. Commercial activity fluctuated year by year, but grew steadily so that
by 1878, when the rail connection with St. Paul was complete, Winnipeg had
the experience and access to credit to take advantage of government supply
contracts. 57
As the CPR advanced across the plains, the volume of traffic through
Winnipeg increased and its trading community grew. By 1886, the city had
nineteen major establishments specialized in exploiting the commerce of the
- western hinterland. Their owners formed a powerful group which persuaded the
CPR to build the main line south through Winnipeg rather than Selkirk, wrested
control over the grain trade from Toronto, and later demolished the CPR
monopoly. Its members founded subsidiaries in towns built along the main line;
I.H. Ashdown, hardware wholesaler and retailer, for example, established a
hardware store in Calgary. His and other fums replenished their stock from
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Winnipeg suppliers who in turn ordered from central Canada, Great Britain or
the United States, depending upon price and quality. Dixon Brothers of
Medicine Hat bought almost half its supplies from Winnipeg wholesalers, and
most of the remainder from Montreal and Toronto." No longer was western
Canada tied only to the HBC's London suppliers but, with the assistance of the
CPR, prairie entrepreneurs were forging the region into an international
economic network.
The availability of the railway, in fact, prompted even the HBC to alter its
trading methods. The completion of the CPR stimulated the settlement of the
northwest and thus created a demand for a wider range ofconsumer goods. The
HBC responded by diversifying its traditional operations, and in 1880 it adopted
a policy of establishing sales shops wherever populations warranted. The
following year the company sold its river fleet to private investors and gradually
abandoned the steamboat experiment on the Saskatchewan. In 1883 it transferred its Edmonton District headquarters to Calgary, and the following season
shipped most ofits Edmonton and some of its Mackenzie and Athabasca outfits
by CPR via Calgary. The London committee restructured the company's
management, decentralizing some control to Canada, modernizing inventory
and accounting practices, and expanding its selection of wares. It created a new
chiefexecutive position, commissioner oftrade, and appointed Joseph Wrigley,
a professional manager with no Canadian fur trade experience, to the pOSt. 59
Keenly aware that the CPR was increasing business opportunities in western
Canada, Wrigley intended to harness them for the benefit of the HBC. 60 The
company would tender for all government contracts in the northwest, including
the southwestern preserve ofI.G. Baker and Company."
Bolstered by growing profits from land sales, knowing that its British
connection made it popular in Canada, and confident that the newall-Canadian
transportation system made it competitive, the HBC was determined to drive the
American firms far south of the CPR mainline. To make its point, the company
built a substantial warehouse and retail store in Calgary and it bluntly rejected
I.O. Baker's desperate appeal for a division of territory." Although cognizant
that it had to share the populated areas of the northwest with Winnipeg and
central Canadian businessmen, the HBC intended to exploit the new transportation technology and growing prairie population to capture a leading position in
the region it had commanded for two centuries.
The spectre of increased competition from Winnipeg merchants and the HBC
drove the two Fort Benton firms closer together. Beginning in January 1881,
they negotiated a merger ofvirtually all their operations in everything but name.
In the first instance, Power's Fort Benton Transportation Company set its rates
for both firms at one dollar less per ton than for any other merchant. At the same
time, Power promised to bid considerably higher than Baker on Canadian
police, Indian, and other government business, while I.O. Baker and Company
similarly surrendered all government contracts in Montana to T.C. Power and
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Brother.At the end of the year,each firm was to givethe otherone-quarterof all
profits earned on these tenders.The American merchants also set freight rates
for each other's business within the territories and determined not to carry
governmentfreightfor anyothercompany. Sincetherewasnotenoughbusiness
for bothcompaniesin FortsWalsh and Macleod,I.O. Bakerand Companysold
PoweritsinventoryatFortWalshandboughtoutT.C.PowerandBrotheratFort
Macleod. Obviously,the twofirmsdecidedto maximizetheirprofitswhilethey
still enjoyed a virtual monopoly. As one of T.C. Power's people succinctly
observed, "I amextremelygladto hearthatthosepeoplein theMacleodcountry
are gettingit 'bang on the nose' on prices.Theycouldnot appreciate havingtwo
houses there, when we were there.t'" Renewed annually, the collusion permittedthe two frrms to survivefor a few more yearsin Canadian territory.
A detailedexamination of the activitiesof one ofT.C. Power's associates in
Canada provides an excellent illustration of how changing conditions on the
southwestern frontieraffectedthisAmericanbusinessestablishment. In January
1881,D·.W. Marsh, who operatedthe company's post at Fort Walsh for a onethird share in the business,wrote a long letter complainingaboutthe primitive
transportation techniques whichisolatedhimfrom his suppliers andcustomers.
The past winterhad been so cold and snowythat trade wasonlypossibleby dog
trainswhichtookthreeweekstoreachFort Macleod.Marshfailedto sendgoods
to Wood Mountains to the east because the Metis chartered for the job never
appeared, partly because a grass fire had burned a two-hundred-mile swath
across the Prairies, makingthem impassablefor heavy wagons. To ensure that
thetradegoodshe neededfor nextfall andwinterarrivedon time,he wasalready
preparing requisitions for them. While police business had been fair the past
year,therobe tradehad beendisastrousandhe politelyrefusedan offerof a half
share in Fort Walsh. "The NWT is not like Montana or even Dakota," Marsh
complained, "it has noresourcesin sight,the soilis toopoor andthe climatetoo
cold for either stock raising or agriculture - and mining is out of the
question.' ,64
The greatest problem Marsh faced was keeping his post stocked. If he
unexpectedly ran out of an item (tea,for example)he had to send for it by mail
or stagecoach fromFortBenton,an expensiveandrisky venture. Packageswere
oftenlost on the trail.By 1882,the situationwas virtuallyunmanageable as first
CPR surveyors and later construction crews needed supplies, often without
advancenotice.In Februaryalone, CPRbusinesstotalled$3,000.To compound
his problems, many more Indians appeared at Fort Walsh for treaty payments
thaneventheIndianDepartmenthadexpectedandpaymentssoaredto $31,000,
muchof whichMarshhadto exchangefor supplies.By August,he wasvirtually
out of food staples,a dangerous situationas his was the only storein the region.
,'Starvationis not very far aheadof us," he remarkedlaconically, but allthat he
coulddo wasordermoregoodsinexpensivesmalllots.6S Littlewonderthatthere
was a tingeof excitementwhenhe informedT.C.Powerthathe plannedto order
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goods by way of Winnipeg and the CPR: "We will contract to ship you next
year's late freight at low rates and tum the tables by having you urging us for
your goods! And will run you a Cypress Hills & Benton branch if the people of
your section will liberally subscribe. ,,66
Although a poor prophet, D.W. Marsh was a clever purchaser and he
carefully took advantage ofthe changing transportation patterns. In 1882 he still
ordered most of his merchandise through Montana, and his customs bills
increased from $1, 122.90 in the last quarter of 1881 to $2,000 in the third quarter
of 1882. Since he did not expect the CPR to operate beyond Regina, he still
ordered his winter shipment from Fort Benton. Significantly, Marsh placed
some of his emergency orders in Winnipeg to be shipped by steamers on the
Assiniboine River. Moreover, he bought his regular stock of blankets in
Winnipeg to be transported by the CPR, the saving on customs duties offsetting
the extra cost of transportation. He had trouble, however, persuading Power to
let the CPR haul his flour, as it had I.G. Baker and Company's. Marsh finally
ordered flour in January 1883, but customs difficulties and heavy snows delayed
its delivery until mid-April."
The federal government's Indian policy forced Marsh to abandon Fort Walsh
in the spring of 1883. Fearful that the Cree might concentrate south ofthe newly
built CPR, government officials determined to settle them in small groups north
of the main line. The execution of the policy took two forms: the bureaucrats
closed Fort Walsh, and they refused to dole out rations to the Indians except in
designated places north ofthe tracks," Since practically all of Marsh's trade was
with the NWMP or the Indians, his Cypress Hills business died and he relocated
in Maple Creek. Pessimistic about the future, Marsh feared that the completed
railway would bring rivals and tumbling prices, and that he would require a large
inventory to remain competitive. Choosing the community with the greatest
potential for supporting a large investment in the midst of competition was a
difficult decision, but Marsh opted for Maple Creek because the police had
moved there and because he thought that it might become the terminus for a CPR
branch line to the international border."
Marsh was uneasy in Maple Creek and watched for opportunities elsewhere.
Pessimistic by nature, he was convinced that the collapse ofthe Winnipeg boom
had created a surplus of goods which would eventually be unloaded at low
prices. He complained that one firm, Langdon and Sheppard, was already
selling at Chicago prices, and he worried that trade was stagnating because
, 'there is a store in the country for every man. ' ,70 In fact, the fierce competition
in Maple Creek forced Marsh to buy still more of his stock in Canada, and he
shopped carefully, using Tees, Costigan, and Wilson for most of his groceries
because they used the cheaper Great Lakes route and avoided customs delays.
But Marsh felt the Montreal firm charged too much for cheese, tea, and syrup so
he turned elsewhere for these products: "Once we could stand these charges
when we were able to add it to the cost of goods and take it out of the consumer
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but now too much care cannot be taken in purchasing to keep such expenses
down. ,,71 He also cautioned Power to buy as much as possible in Canada to
avoid custom duties and delays." Thus tariffs and competition, made possible
by more direct transportation, became important instruments in repatriating
western commerce.
The tariff did not affect all ofMarsh's purchasing and he continued to import
some goods from Chicago. These articles included furniture, oil cloth, grains,
ladders, tents, tarps, potatoes, hats, clothing, leather goods, brass goods and
farm equipment. In September and October 1883, such shipments were valued
at $780 and $690 respectively.73 While these amounts were small in comparison
to Canadian purchases, it is important to note that even these American goods
travelled through Winnipeg. Marsh no longer imported through Fort Benton.
Despite savings in transportation costs and a better selection of suppliers, the
Maple Creek store languished. Profits for 1884 amounted to a mere $2,400, a
disappointing return for a substantial investment. In the summer of 1884 Marsh
expanded to Calgary, but even in the larger town business was slow. In 1885
both retail operations lost money and Marsh wanted to sell his share in the
business, preferring to be paid a salary." He blamed the failure on the excessive
number of retailers in the sparsely populated territory. He believed that the
Manitoba boom, launched by the start of construction of the CPR, created false
expectations and left a legacy of disappointed petty traders flogging a mountain
of surplus goods at bargain prices." This dismal situation was aggravated by the
government's policy of removing the Indian and Metis population to the north,
leaving a depopulated and stagnant southern economy.
Marsh's analysis of the economic problem facing western Canada was
perceptive to a point. He noted that "the RR [railway] in hissing through the
country broke up all former channels of trade and everything became changed,
new towns were projected of mushroom growth and death, and it was impossible for anyone to see where it would be advisable to locate. ,,76 Within one year,
the peaceful isolation of the frontier, where business was cushioned by reliable
government contracts, was shattered. The railway, which eased transportation
and stocking problems, also brought harsh competition. Not only did Marsh
face his old rivals, the HBC and Winnipeg merchants, but also such manufacturers from central Canada and the United States as Harris and John Deere, who
set up farm implement dealerships in many towns on the plains. Large flour
millers like A.W. Ogilvie erected mills in the northwest or gathered wheat for
central Canadian or European plants. Moreover, an army of travelling salesmen
alighted from each inbound train, taking orders for Winnipeg and Montreal
wholesalers," Only the hardy and resourceful could survive this turbulent
period.
While Marsh was unable to adapt to the competitive retail conditions, he
remained successful in the provisioning trade. In 1884, he launched a small firm,
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backed by T.C. Power, to supply beef to CPR construction camps. He bought
much of the beef from local ranchers, includingI.G. Baker and Company.The
CPR'S demand for meat rose steadily,peaking at two hundred head per month
by July.But the venturewas expensive,requiringa large initialinvestmentand
considerable patiencewaitingfor therailwaycompanytopayits bills.By March
1885, for example, the CPR owed the suppliers $60,000, against a projected
profit of $24,000. The enterprise also presentedphysical difficulties, needing
experiencedhands to herd the cattle along the desolateright of way with little
forage, and further inland through tree falls and swamps." Marsh, however,
knew the northwestand primitivetransportation techniques; he perseveredand
managedto earn a goodprofit.
The experience of Marsh and his employers demonstrated that business in'
western Canada had undergone a radical transformation. Gerald Friesen has
noted that Great Britainlost its predominantpositionon the plainsin the 1870s
and 1880s, surrendering much of its trade to the United States." In absolute
terms,totalimportsintotheregionfromthesetwocountriesremainedrelatively
constant during the 1870s and then increased dramatically in the following
decade along with the growth in population. More significant, however,is the
speed with which central Canadian businessmen moved onto the Prairies. By
the mid-1880s their share of the western Canadian market had soared from
virtuallynothing to two-thirds of the total. While this increase coincided with
the completion of the CPR, it owes its growthprimarilyto the NationalPolicy.
Canadians could have shippedtheir goodsto the northwestin bond throughthe
United States but, without the protective tariff which in the case of farm
machinery stood at 35 percent, they would not have done as well. Central
Canadian businessmen, Friesenconcludes, "enjoyed an enormous advantage
on the prairies in the decade'of the 1880s." The tariff, coupled to personal
contacts,nationalloyalties,and corporatepurchasingpolicies,permitted them
to capturethe lion's shareof the westernCanadianmarket. T.C. Power and LG.
Baker were unableto integratethemselves fully into this new network.
Thecontinuedsuccessofthe twoFort Bentonfirmsin the supplybusinessfor
several years after the CPR was completed demonstrates that the alteration of
transportation routes was no more than. a minor factor in the decline of their
retail operations. They, like all mercantile companies, had equal access to
constantly improving rail service. More significant was that railway technology,as a fast andefficientmeansof transportation, permittedthe settlement
of western Canada and encouraged hundreds of central and eastern North
American businessmen, merchants, land manufacturers to participate in its
economicdevelopment. 80 When thepace of settlementprovedmuchslowerthan
expected, many of these entrepreneurs, including the Fort Benton merchants,
failed in the overcrowdedmarket.
Moreimportantly the CPR, as an extensionof the railwaynetworkof eastern
and central North America, facilitated the introduction of modern retail and
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wholesale techniques to western Canada. By providing easy access to the
Prairies, the CPR permitted the establishment of a legion of small shops in towns
along its main and branch lines. An army of travelling salesmen supplied these
stores with goods from eastern factories. Shopkeepers like Harry Bentley in
Lethbridge filled their shelves with an array ofproducts manufactured in central
Canada or the United States, shipped to them directly or by Winnipeg
distributors." The CPR also permitted factories, such as farm implement
manufacturers, to establish dealerships across the northwest and sell directly to
the consumer.
The two Fort Benton companies, then, were the casualties of the rapid
expansion of eastern businessmen onto the Prairies, a phenomenon made
possible by the new transportation technology. Specialized in gathering furs and
hauling freight in isolated, rugged frontier conditions, they were unable to
respond to the new way of doing business in western Canada. Unlike the
well-financed and resilient HBC, the smaller Montana businesses fell victim to
the revolution in merchandising, a transformation facilitated by the
consolidation and expansion of the North American railway network.
The Power and Conrad firms gradually withdrew from retailing and
freighting in southern Alberta. I.G. Baker and Company sold its Calgary stock
to the HBC in 1885, a preliminary step to surrendering to the London firm all its
merchandising enterprises in Canada. Baker retired in 1893. In the same year
T.C. Power sold his Calgary store to D.W. Marsh and concentrated his attention
on his highly successful operations in Montana. 82
In a period when Canadians were actively seeking a renewal of freer trade
with the United States, the claim that the CPRwas necessary to thwart American
annexationists is questionable. In the first place, the Fort Benton traders had no
overt political ambitions in Canadian territory; their primary interest was
economic profit. 83 Second, Canadians had not yet equated economic fellowship
with loss of political sovereignty or cultural identity. Despite protectionist
sentiment, the prevailing economic philosophy rested on the basic doctrine of
liberalism and its tenets of free trade and economic integration. Even if
Canadians designed the CPRas a symbol ofthe nation's claim to western Canada
and as a facilitator of trade between the regions, they also perceived the railway
as part of a continental railway network. By the 18808, Canadians hoped that the
CPR would integrate the northwest into the commercial empires of North
America and Europe. The CPR, which crossed the international boundary at
several strategic locations, as well as the American railways which entered
Canadian territory, encouraged economic unity between Canada and the United
States; they allowed American as well as European factories to expand onto the
plains and made it easier for Canadian resource producers to sell south of the
border. 84
When Canada wanted to bar foreign manufacturers from the domestic
market, including the Prairies, it did not look to the transcontinental railway but
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When Canada wanted to bar foreign manufacturers from the domestic
market, including the Prairies, it did not look to the transcontinental railway but
enacted the highly protective National Policy. It was an ambiguous policy,
however, because Canadians still viewed tariffs only as temporary measures,
designed to foster domestic "infant" industries; at the same time, they
encouraged the establishment of American branch plants in Canada and they
also envisioned the tariff as a means of compelling the United States to bow to
their overtures for free trade in natural resources," Meanwhile, despite its
ambivalent goals, the National Policy became a highly efficient tool for forging
trade patterns between central and western Canada. Politicians, encouraged by
manufacturers, knew that the National Policy was a more effective lever than
the CPR for forcing western Canadians to buy in central Canada.
Although the two Fort Benton companies dominated commerce in southern
Alberta for two decades, their cultural legacy is minimal. Lasting but a decade,
their trade hegemony only tinged the social character of the region with
American ties. The area's strong identification with British institutions, first
established by the HBC and later reinforced by the NWMP,was strengthened even
further by the emergence of the ranching community immediately after the
completion of the CPR. Although the new industry adopted many American
techniques, its capital and management came from central Canada and Great
Britain. Tied closely to the Conservative party, the nascent and powerful
ranching community ensured that the cultural associations of the southwestern
Prairies were with central Canada." The ranchers and NWMPofficers formed the
region's elite and their values dominated its society. Undoubtedly these two
communities utilized the railway to maintain their ties with central Canada, but
their presence was a paramount factor in the Canadianization of southern
Alberta. The completion of the prairie portion of the CPRin 1883, therefore, was
only one of many events which wove southern Alberta into the fabric of an
international economy, and which indicated that the boundary was a clear
demarcation between two distinct cultural identities.
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The Creation of the Alpine Club of Canada:
AnEarlyManifestation of Canadian Nationalism
Raymond Huel
ABSTRACf. In the first decade of the twentieth century, Canadian nationalist sentiment combined with
the concepts of manliness and Britishness in sport to make Canadians aware of the challenge and beauty
offered by the Rocky Mountains. In an attempt to encourage mountaineering and the exploration of alpine
ranges in Canada, A.D. Wheeler proposed the creation of a Canadian alpine club. But the project met with
such indifference that he decided to promote the establislunent of a 'Canadian section of the American
Alpine Club. Mrs. Elizabeth Parker of Winnipeg took a dim view of this affiliation and used her column in
the Manitoba Free Press to advocate a Canadian assoclationr.Bventually, she convinced a sufficient
number of individuals, including Wheeler, to accept her views and when delegates met in Winnipeg on
27-28 March 1906, the Alpine Club of Canada was formed.
SDMMAIRE. Au Canada, entre 1900 et 1910, un sentiment nationaliste auquel s'alliait le penchant des
Canadiens pour les sports virils et "britanniques" leur fit prendre conscience du defi qu'offraient les
montagnes Rocheuses, ainsi que de leur beanie. Pour encourager I' alpinisme et I' exploration des chaines
montagneuses du pays, A.D. Wheeler proposa la creation d '00 club alpin canadien. Son projet fut accueilli
avec une telle indifference qu'il decida d'encourager I'erablissemem d'une section canadienne de
l'American Alpine Club. Madame Elizabeth Parker de Winnipeg ne vit pas d'un tres bon oeil cette
affiliation et se servit de sa chronique dans le Manitoba FreePress pour preconiser la creation d'une
association canadienne. Blle finit par convaincre 00 assez grandnombre de personnes, dont Wheeler. C'est
ainsi que fut cree lors de lareunion des delegues aWinnipeg, les 27-28 mars 1906, le Club alpin du Canada.

At the turn of the century a wave of optimism and enthusiasm swept across
Canada. A healthy international economy, a growing demand for Canadian
products and the settlement and development of the west all contributed to
stimulating domestic expansion, especially in the transportation and industrial
sectors. Canadians from all walks of life shared Prime Minister Laurier's belief
that the twentieth century belonged to Canada. Many also felt that Canada was
passing from adolescence to adulthood, and hence had to take her rightful place
among the nations of the world.
While there was a general consensus that Canada was a dynamic young
nation with great potential, there was no unanimity of opinion on the nature of
the Canadian identity. On the one hand, imperialists felt that Canada could exist
only as an integral part ofthe British Empire because it was through membership
in the empire that Canada derived its political and cultural traditions, security
and economic well-being. Nationalists, on the other hand, were much more
critical of imperial attachments, which imposed serious limitations on the
development ofCanadian autonomy and the fulfillment ofindigenous Canadian
aspirations.
The might of the United States and its geographical proximity to Canada also
generated concern among Canadians. Imperialists regarded the increasing
strength and influence of the republic as a threat to the status of the British
Empire and its traditions. Nationalists were alarmed that Canada was slowly
being incorporated into the American orbit, with its distinct identity being
eroded in the process. The perceived menace of the United States presented
imperialists and nationalists with a rare opportunity to cooperate to achieve a
common goal: the preservation of Canada with its unique traditions.
25
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Politicians and statesmen were not the only ones interested in the Canadian
identity, as writers, poets, painters and others strove to explore distinctive
Canadian themes and styles. Some recreational activities came to be regarded as
part of the Canadian character and culture. As early as 1867, for example, Dr.
W.G. Beers, a Montreal dentist and sportsman, attempted to have lacrosse
accepted as Canada's national sport. Beers .said that it was an ideal choice in
view of its Canadian origins but stressed that lacrosse, "while exercising the
manly virtues, also trains the national and the moral, it will, undoubtedly help to
make us better men; and genuine 'pluck' will never go out of fashion in

Canada.":
This concept of "manly sports" was very important to the dominant AngloProtestantelite in Canada. As Morris Mott has pointed out in his study of sport
in Manitoba, there were motives other than enjoyment for participating in
vigorous sports. These "manly sports" not only rejuvenated body and mind,
they also improved character. Furthermore, they inculcated "manliness," a
concept that transcended physical prowess and included intellectual and moral
strength.' It was believed that the pluck and stamina developed on the playing
fields had contributed to the greatness of the Anglo-Saxon race, enabling it to
create the mightiest empire the world had ever known. Through participation in
sport, English Canadians would renew the qualities that had made the British
predominant, and prepare Canada to play her rightful role in the empire and in
the world.'
In the first decade of the twentieth century, Canadian nationalist sentiment
and ··the concept of manliness and Britishness in sports combined to make
Canadians aware of the challenge and beauty offered by the majestic Rocky
Mountains. It was felt that, like lacrosse, the Rockies were very much part of the
Canadian national character and heritage. By the turn ofthe century the Rockies
had been explored due to the Canadian government's policy of developing the
west and publicizing its agricultural potential, as well as the Canadian Pacific
Railway's (CPR) desire to "capitalize the scenery. " Impressive first ascents had
been made in the Rockies but they were made by British and American alpinists,
not by Canadians. The CPR was quick to take advantage of this growing interest
in mountaineering and it imported Swiss guides and built hotels along its main
line to cater to the growing number of tourists who came to the Rockies.'
Some Canadians were profoundly disturbed by the fact that this mountain
heritage was being exploited by foreigners. To overcome this, it was proposed
to create an association to promote the interests of mountaineering in Canada
and to enhance the benefits associated with alpine regions. An informal alpine
association had been formed in 1883 by Sanford Fleming, who.hadbeensent
into the Selkirk Mountains by the CPR to verify the pass discovered by Major
A.B. Rogers. Fleming was accompanied by his son, S. Hall. Fleming, and
Principal George Grant of Queen's University. They were viewing the
landscape near the summit of Rogers Pass and, as a memorial to their visit, they
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decided to organize a Canadian alpine club. Fleming was named president, his
son treasurer, while Grant became secretary. A meeting was then held and a
toast to the success ofthe new venture was drunkfrom a nearby stream. The new
executive expressed its gratitude to Major Rogers and to his nephew, Albert, for
having assisted in the discovery of the pass. As they descended from the pass,
Fleming noticed a conical peak which he estimated to be fifteen hundred feet
higher than the surrounding summits. It was given the name Syndicate Peak
(Mount Sir Donald), and deemed to be "a fit spot for the virgin attempt" of the
newly formed club.' The project, however, was not carried out, subsequent
organizational activities were not pursued, and this early Canadian alpine club
faded into oblivion.
Some eighteen years were to pass before the idea again received attention. In
1901-02, Arthur Oliver Wheeler was engaged in a phototopographical survey
of the Selkirk Range and became initiated into mountaineering. What began as
a work-related experience was quickly transformed into a pronounced
fascination and love for the mountains." While at Glacier House, Wheeler met
Professor Charles Fay of Tufts College, Massachusetts. Fay, who was also
president of the Appalachian Mountain Club, had awakened the interest of
Americans through his enthusiastic reports on the Rockies. At that time he was
in the process of organizing a much larger and broader institution which became
known as the American Alpine Club (AAC). Wheeler discussed the possibility
of establishing a Canadian alpine club and corresponded with other
mountaineers regarding the feasibility of such a venture.
He also wrote an article entitled "Canadians as Mountaineers," sending it to
his father-in-law, John Macoun, for publication in the Ottawa Journal, and
copies to the Manitoba FreePress and the Vancouver Herald.' In this, his first
commentary on mountaineering in Canada, Wheeler stated that every year the
mountains of Canada were visited by climbers from Europe and the United
States who, with the assistance of Swiss guides ascended the highest summits.
He stressed that the .conrribution of Canadians who were members of the
Topographical Survey should not be overlooked. He presented a briefoverview
of the survey which began in 1887 and affirmed that of thirty-two ascents of
peaks in excess of 9,500 feet, fourteen were credited to J.J. McArthur,
Furthermore, these climbs had been made before the introduction of Swiss
guides, when surveyors still had to carry heavy cameras and transits to record
their topographical data.
In 1901 the influx ofvisitors was such that a topographical map of the Selkirk
Range near the CPR right of way was deemed necessary and Wheeler was sent
out to do the field work. During two seasons Wheeler's party established
triangulation and camera stations on the summits of thirty peaks. He enthusiastically described the area beyond Glacier House as the "wildest, most
awe-inspiring and most rugged portion of the range still unseen, or only by the
more adventurous spiritS.,,8
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Shortly thereafter, Wheeler made a passionate plea for the establishment of a
Canadian mountaineering association in an article entitled' ,An Alpine Club for
Canada." In it he affirmed that Canada possessed a "noble heritage" in her
mountain ranges, and that representatives of the English and Swiss alpine clubs
had reported favourably on Canada's mountains, having conquered some of
them. With the completion of the.,CPR, Canada's mountains had been openedto
the world, but a vast virgin territory lay beyond the main line, He added that
while many countries had alpine clubs, Canada's "praiseworthy
determination" to create one in 1883 had been stillborn. Stating that Canada
possessed all the prerequisites, such as snow, glaciers and alpine terrain,
Wheeler then issued a challenge:
Canadians areadmitted theworldoveras typical of strongenergetic andintelligent
manhood. As mountaineers theyare, exceptin training, no whit inferior to representatives of any other race. Canadafor Canadians is our motto. Why not thena
Canadian Mountain Clubfor Canadat"

He suggested that a Canadian club could be divided into Rocky Mountain and
Selkirk Mountain sections, with club houses constructed at. Laggan (Lake .
Louise Station) or Field, and at Glacier House. Furthermore, if they were built
close to CPR hotels the latter might provide living accommodations and special
rates. In the summer the club could employ two or three Swiss guides and this
might entice more of them to settle in Canada, or result in the formation of a
corps of Canadian guides. The club also could assist mountaineers to reach the
more distant ranges by constructing trails, building cabins, providing guides and
preparing maps.
In the meantime, Wheeler received unexpected support from Mrs. Elizabeth
Parker, a determined and articulate individual whose actions would profoundly
alter the thrust of efforts to organize Canadian alpinists. Since her arrival in
Winnipeg in 1892, and subsequent visit to Banff for health reasons, Parker had
become deeply attached to the Rockies. As events were to prove, she was a
staunch nationalist, who was convinced that Canadians had remained in the
background while others had explored and exploited their alpine regions. She
became a regular contributor to the Free Press and, in September 1905, wrote a
series of articles describing her tour of western Canada. In herfirst installment,
"A Holiday Tour in the West," she expressed surprise at how little Canadians
knew of their mountains. Worse yet was the fact that Canadians did not appear
to climb in the Rockies, and the first ascents had been made by Americans or
Englishmen. She claimed that the Reverend J.C. Herdman of Calgary had been
climbing by himself for the past eighteen years and was a voice crying in the
wilderness because he urged this "vigorous and ethical pastime. upon his
countrymen." According to Parker, it was both important and necessary to
establish a Canadian alpine club because, in the absence of one, foreign
mountaineers would conquer Canada's virgin peaks. 10
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The followingweek she complainedthat few first ascents had been made by
Canadians who left "the hardships and triumphs" of conquering virgin summitsto strangers.Theconsequenceswerehorrendous. To beginwith,Canadians
learnedabouttheir mountainsfrom Americanand British climbers.In addition,
by not havingbeen activein mountaineering, Canadianshadlost an opportunity
to displaythose qualities and values whichwoulddemonstratethat Canadawas
ready to take its rightful place in the world.Parker believed that the absence of
some form of alpine organization in Canada provided the Canadian Club of
Winnipegwith an opportunityto take the initiativeandestablishone. She urged
its youngmembersto take an ice axe andgo to the Rockies, "which throwdown
the challenge to the strong." Winnipegerswere urged not to be outdone by the
citizens of Toronto or Ottawa; in this important matter, they were to act
immediately," In a subsequentarticle entitled "The Canadian Rockies: A Joy
to Mountaineers," she reiterated the lack of Canadian achievement in the
Rockiesbyreferringto the first ascentof MountSirDonald by twoSwissguides
and a porter on 26 July 1890. They left a descriptionof their climb in a bottle,
concluding it with "three cheers for Switzerland." According to Parker, if
Canadianswere to make an unguidedfirst ascentin Switzerland,theytoo would
be justified in declaring "three cheers for Canada." She added, however, that
there were no more virgin peaks to conquer in Switzerland and "no more are
there Canadianstalwartsto climb them if there were.' ,12
Parker then approachedJ.W. Dafoe,editor of the Free Press, and asked him
to support the organization of a Canadian alpine club. While he "was very
phlegmatic regarding the strenuous joys of actual mountain climbing," the
nationalistic element "touched home." Dafoe provided introductions to
prominentindividuals and supportedorganizationon a distinct Canadianbasis
in his influential journal," As a journalist Dafoe felt it was his duty to direct
publicopinion.Furthermore,the subjectbeingdebatedreflected his faith in the
potential of Canadians,especially western Canadians,to overcomechallenges
through determined efforts. Dafoe also believed that participation in sport
would make young men more "manly. ,,14
In "an editorial Dafoe enthusiastically seconded Parker's suggestion that
Winnipeg take the initiative in organizing a Canadian alpine club. He asserted
that, whileCanadadid not have loftypeaks such as Mont Blanc,it hadcountless
giant mountains, glaciers, rivers and valleys which awaited the explorer.
Accordingto Dafoe, there was' 'a major peak to every climber fora century to
come." At a time when climbers from across the world were coming to the
Rockies,Canadiansthemselvesought to be even more attracted to their mountains "and make our mountaineering history." Dafoe predicted that until a
Canadian alpine club was formed Canadians would "accomplish nothing
worthwhilein the Play Ground of America." Consequently,the recent suggestion that Winnipeg take the initiative in establishing a Canadian organization
was a "timely one. ,,1S
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In the meantime, Wheeler was continuing his efforts to organize the
Canadian mountaineering fraternity. Unfortunately his initial appeal, while
eloquent and patriotic, met "with scepticism [sic] and indifference," and J.C.
Herdman of Calgary was its only enthusiastic supporter. Meanwhile, Fay was
completing his arrangements for establishing the AAC and Wheeler spoke to him
of his frustrations with a similar Canadian venture. In view of this apathy north
of the border, Fay suggested that Wheeler direct his efforts toward the establishment of a Canadian section of the AAC.16 One of the reasons put forth by Fay
for a Canadian section was his conviction that the term' 'America" included not
only the United States but Canada as well. Hence, "the name American Alpine
Club in its very essence embraces Canadians. ,,17 Convinced that some form of
organization was necessary for Canadian alpinists, Wheeler accepted Fay's
proposal and wrote another newspaper article to inform interested parties.
A short while later, Wheeler's topographical survey was published, and in

The SelkirkRange he commented on the state of mountaineering in Canada. He
declared that in the last decade no significant first ascents had been made
because of poor accessibility and a lack of facilities. The situation would not
change until an ambitious alpine club was formed in Canada to organize
expeditions, build cabins, trails and so forth. He could not explain why such
organization had not taken place. The consequences, however, were ominous:
, 'It speaks but poorly for the enterprise of Canadians that they must look to the
works of other countries for a knowledge of their own mountains. ,,18 Insofar as
the Selkirks were concerned, extended expeditions would remain impossible
until the creation of an alpine club to look after mountaineering and exploration
in that region, "to create a demand for more hotels and to institute a corps of
trained guide, and porters resident in the country. ,,19
Wheeler's book was reviewed in the Free Press by Parker (writing as
"M.T."). She claimed that mountaineering in Canada would progress rapidly
in the next decade, but that to date the record of Canadians had been dismal. She
noted that of the thirty or so first ascents listed, only four Canadians were
mentioned. Since Canadians had close at hand' 'peaks, not only inexhaustible,
but even unnamed and unseen, " Parker expressed shame that her past appeals
to associates for a serious Canadian mountaineering effort had fallen on deaf
ears. She had been told that the Americans should be allowed to make the first
ascents because they had the money and the time. Referring to the proposal to
create a Canadian section of the AAC, she stated that she could not accept
organization on such a basis. While Canadians were indebted to Americans for
the services they had rendered in the Rockies, and they were welcome to return,
Parker left no doubt as to the type of organization she preferred:
But we owe it to our own young nationhood in simple self-respect, to begin an
organized system of mountaineering on an independent basis. Surely between
Halifaxand Victoria, therecan be foundat leasta dozenpersonswho are madeof
the stuff,and care enoughaboutour mountainheritageto redeemCanadian a~athy
and indifference. It is simplyamazingthat for so long we havecared so little.
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She felt that the popular Canadian Clubs should promote the establishment of a
Canadian alpine club, but unfortunately they only were interested in eating.
Here was an opportunity for them to "turn their eating into splendid patriotic
account by discussing the necessity and importance of a thorough going,
systematized acquaintance with the Alpine regions of the Dominion. " Parker
was convinced that if Winnipeg were interested, it could take the initiative and
form the nucleus of the first Canadian alpine club within a week,"
Wheeler remarked later that" M.T. ' , had taken him' 'roundly to task" for his
unpatriotic actions and lack of imperialistic sentiment. Not knowing her true
identity, he wrote to "Dear Sir," asking for his cooperation and access to the
FreePress to promote an association for Canadian alpinists." Wheeler claimed
that Canadian apathy was responsible for the proposal to establish a Canadian
section of the AAC.23
Two days after the publication of Parker's review of The Selkirk Range,
Dafoe wrote another editorial favouring an organization of Canadian alpinists.
He had been advised that such a venture would take place in Calgary during the
winter, but made it clear that he would support only a Canadian organization,
regardless of where its headquarters might be. The Free Press affrrmed that
while Canadians slept, strangers explored and conquered their mountain ranges.
The signs that Canada was awakening were welcome to Dafoe because
Canadians would now become aware of their alpine heritage. The organization
of an independent Canadian club would encourage Canadian climbers, stimulate explorations, and speed the establishment of trails and huts. Furthermore, a
young Canada would soon begin "climbing mountains seriously."?'
While corresponding with Parker, Wheeler sent a circular letter to potential
members outlining the objective of forming a Canadian section of the AAC. He
asserted that in examining the list ofrecorded ascents, "the names of Canadians
are chiefly conspicuous by their absence." It seemed as if Canadians were not
"fully alive to the glorious heritage" found in their' 'enchanted wonderland of
Crags and Canyons. " To Wheeler the decision was obvious:
The eyesof the worldare uponCanada. She is preparing to take her place among
the Nations of the earth.Whythenshouldshebe behindin the matterof an Alpine
Clubto exploither ownAlps?

He commented on the objectives of the AAC and declared that they were
"worthy of attainment, and may be worked for in unison regardless of
nationality. " Since the AAC had indicated its willingness to admit a Canadian
section, Wheeler felt that it was advisable to accept the offer' 'in order to-form
the nucleus of a Canadian Club." If such an association were formed it would
be necessary for organizational purposes to meet at a central point such as
Winnipeg, and afterwards to meet annually. After enumerating the advantages
of forming a club, Wheeler asked his readers to make a decision:
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Areyou in favourof forming a Canadian Sectionof the American AlpineClub?If
so, will you becomea memberwith that object in view? If not, will you take an
activepartin theformation of a purelyCanadian organization?

Wheeler's concludingremarks suggestthat he anticipatedafavourableresponse
to the Americanaffiliation, but that this association would not be permanent:
Pleasebear in mindthat the initialobjectis to becomealliedto an alreadyformed
andactiveAlpineClub,thathas wonits spurs;but that,whenstrongenough,with
somerecordbehindus, thereis noreasonwhyweshouldnotstandon ourmerits,"

Wheeler sent a copy of the circular to William Whyte, secondvice-president
of the CPR, soliciting his assistance by pointing out that the formation of an
alpineclub in Canada was in the CPR's interest.Wheeler askedWhyte to use his
influence to have the Winnipeg press promote the venture. According to
Wheeler,it would be an honour to be associatedwith the AAC, and its objectives
were "broad enough to include all nationalities with advantage." Canada had
the mountains but needed mountaineers from the world over; an alpine club
would facilitate their coming to this country." For his part, Whyte wrote to
Robert Kerr, the CPR's passenger traffic manager, asking him to interest
mountain tourists in Wheeler's organizational activities. Whyte indicated his
support for the venture, and observed that anything Kerr could do "would be
appreciated."n Whyte replied to Wheeler that the creation "of a Canadian
Section of the American Alpine Club if [sic] certainly of great interest to all
loyalCanadians," addingthatWheeler couldcounton his supportas well as that
of other CPR officials."
For her part, Parkerinformed Wheeler that Winnipeg would have nothing to
do with membership in the AAC and argued that the proposed branch would
make the Americanclub even more dominant in Canada's mountains. Wheeler
counteredthatAmericansgenerateda largepart of Canada's touristrevenue and
that a Canadiansection,by increasingAmericaninterest, "would give a rousing
increase to Canadian mountaineering." He added that he was interested in the
mountainsof NorthAmericaand that focussingon the mountainsof Canadawas
too narrow a perspective.He affmned that Americanswere not trying to intrude
and thatit wasonly becausehe was a personalfriendof its presidentthat the AAC
was even considering the matter of a Canadian section."
Parker was not convincedand continued to press her viewsin the pages of the
Free Press. In her review of James Outram's In The Heart Of The Canadian
Rockies, for example, she reiterated the author's contention that the advantage
of the Rockies over the Swiss Alps was due to the fact that in Canada climbers
could stillrealize their ambition of making first ascents.Moreover, she claimed
that the features of the Alps were not to be found in the mountains below the
forty-ninth parallel, but they were all harmoniously blended in the Canadian
Rockies.The glaciers,majesticranges, greatpeaks andclearlakes accountedfor
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"the persistent enthusiastic devotion of the American climber in Canadian
altitudes. ' ,30 A few weeks later, Parker commented on Wheeler's circular letter
concerning an organization of Canadian alpinists. She stressed that the proposal
to establish a Canadian section of the AAC was only an alternative suggestion
and that an independent Canadian association could be created if one were
desired. She hinted that the proposal of a distinct Canadian club was "regarded
very favourably by many influential people" and that it would stimulate
Canadians to take the lead in exploring their own mountains."
While Wheeler continued to plan for a Canadian section of the AAC,32
Parker's articles had succeeded in overcoming the apathy of Canadians and
convinced them to opt for an independent organization. In the face of mounting
opposition to a Canadian section, Fay offered to change the name of the AAC to
the Alpine Club of North America, thus eliminating criticism that the term
"American" no longer had a geographical connotation but a national one.
Parker acknowledged only the geographical meaning of the term" American, "
but nevertheless admitted that Fay's offer "was a very generous concession
meeting an objection." She also objected to the eagle on the AAC's crest because
its presence precluded the establishment of an organization that was American
in the true geographical sense of the term." She then advised Wheeler that if the
AAC were also to abolish the outspread eagle on its coat ofarms, she would work
for the establishment of a Canadian section. 34
In the face of this unexpected encouragement from Winnipeg for the formation of a Canadian alpine club, Wheeler opted for the creation of a purely
Canadian organization. In the face of this "conversion," Parker wrote ecstatically that' 'since the Strathcona Horse, nothing had so appealed to the feeling of
empire.?" For his part, Dafoe wrote another editorial on 15 January 1906,
stating that when the FreePress first had been asked to publicize the organization of Canadian mountaineers, it had been opposed to affiliation with the AAC
and its objections were now "more firmly rooted." Dafoe could not identify
with the AAC's emblem but, more important, "Canada ought, in sheer selfrespect to produce climbers and explorers enough to form an Alpine Club on her
own basis." He informed readers that Wheeler, assisted by Herdman, had
outlined a plan whereby a Canadian association with three categories of
membership could be realized and that delegates would be meeting in Winnipeg
in the last week ofMarch for organizational purposes. Dafoe expressed the hope
that the Canadian club would admit Fay and some of his American colleagues
to honorary membership out of courtesy and gratitude. Dafoe agreed with Fay
that the word" American" included Canadians, but that when it was applied to
an individual or society, it lost "its pristine geographical meaning, and the
mountaineering visiting card of a Canadian is the Union Jack. ' ,36
In the meantime, Wheeler had asked Parker to assist him in the organization
of a Canadian alpine club and she in turn wrote to prominent individuals
soliciting their support. In a letter to Prime Minister Laurier, for example, she
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admitted that Canadians owed a debt of gratitude to Americans "for the long
and loving service they have rendered to the Canadian Alps, while we slept. "
However, it was time that Canadians awakened, began climbing and made a
name for themselves in alpine circles. She predicted that as mountaineering
became popular its influence would be reflected in a heightened nationalistic
sentiment. In addition she claimed that if a Canadian section of the AAC were
formed, Americans would regard it as a parasite. Voicing her objection to "that
Screaming Eagle' , on the AAC crest, Parker affirmed that Canadians had enough
energy to explore their own mountains. She asked Laurier to use his influence
to promote an independent Canadian organization that would be "unashamed
among other Alpine Clubs of the world." The Free Press was providing
"genuine moral support" for such a venture and of the six people she had
canvassed in Winnipeg, three had promised to qualify for membership in an
independent Canadian association,"
Laurier replied that he was not familiar with mountaineering but added: "I
have no hesitation in sending you my sympathy with your intentions and
actions.' ,38 If Parker was disappointed that the prime minister had given nothing
more than his benediction, she was probably disgusted with the response of
Minister of the Interior Frank Oliver. According to Parker, he "replied with a
brevity that was the soul of discouragement, that he had no time to think of it. ,,39
On the other hand, Dafoe was quite pleased with the progress of the,
organizational activities. Interest in the venture was' 'far beyond expectations"
and by 17 February 1906, twenty-five individuals had already indicated their
intention to become charter members; fourteen already qualified for active
membership as a result of their previous mountaineering experience, and eleven
proposed to graduate in the summer. He informed his readers that under
Wheeler's guidance, graduating members would have an opportunity to participate in a summer camp near Yoho Pass, and ascents would be made on
Mount Vice-President by guided parties. "Mr. Wheeler's Alpine Summer
School" would initiate "Young Canada to the healthy, strenuous, and
altogether aesthetic and spiritual joys of mountaineering. " In the same issue,
Parker described the Yoho Valley as well as the proposed camps and routes on
Mount Vice-President in a half-page illustrated article entitled "The Summer
School of Mountaineering. ,,40
Dafoe's editorial also mentioned that Sir Sanford Fleming was interested in
the proposed organization, and suggested that it would be an excellent opportunity to have him present a personal account of the creation of the first alpine
club in 1883. While Fleming was opposed to the name Canadian Alpine Club
and preferred Rocky Mountain Club because it was a more genuine Canadian
name, Dafoe claimed that "he has an open mind and is not disposed to stick at
trifles." As far as the Free Press was concerned, the name Canadian Alpine
Club was more impressive but the final decision would have to be made by a
majority of the delegates. While the AAC had indicated its willingness to alter its
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name to make a Canadian section more acceptable and would undoubtedly
replace the screaming eagle with the legend "Excelsior," Dafoe felt that the
concept of a Canadian organization was superior. For an individual who had
never taken part in any alpine activity, he expounded eloquently on the virtues
of mountaineering, which fostered simplicity of life and strength of character:
Themenof theplainswholiveby thedailygrindof thecommonplace, whetherfor
stint of wages or rich emolument, may gain new leases of healthand learn new
secrets oflifeon thesehighrecruiting grounds, wherecloudsform andwheresound
the mightier movements of Nature- learnhow well wortha man's whileit is to
haveconquered Naturein herloftieststrongholds,"

As a result ofthe publicity generated by Parker and the Free Press, prominent
individuals began to take an interest in the establishment of a Canadian alpine
club, among them R. Marpole, general superintendent ofthe western division of
the CPR, the Very Reverend Dean E.C. Paget of Calgary, and Dr. A.P. Coleman,
a prominent geologist from Toronto. The real impetus to organization came on
14 February 1906, when William Whyte convoked a meeting of important
company officials in Field, British Columbia. Marpole had asked Wheeler to
attend and introduced him to Whyte, so that they could discuss the formation of
a Canadian alpine club. Wheeler expressed his views to Whyte in the presence
of Marpole and C.E. McPherson, the western passenger traffic manager. At the
end of the presentation, Whyte asked Wheeler what he wanted and was told that
twenty return passes would be needed to bring delegates to Winnipeg. Whyte
authorized the request after consulting with McPherson, who assured him that
it was "a first class idea. ,,42 Winnipeg had been chosen because it was a mid
point between east and west and, as such, facilitated travelling. It was also a
logical choice given Parker's contacts and activities, as well as the support that
could be expected from the FreePress.
After obtaining the passes from the CPR, Wheeler corresponded with Parker
and Herdman, and a circular was sent out to various individuals inviting them to
be delegates at a meeting in Winnipeg on 27-28 March. 43 In the meantime
Herdman went to eastern Canada and, in Toronto, informed his audience of the
AAC's offer to include a Canadian section and to change its name. However, he
stressed the necessity of a Canadian organization to stimulate Canadian
climbers and to publicize their activities." Parker approached the Winnipeg
Canadian Club and consequently Wheeler was invited to address its luncheon
meeting on the subject of organizing a Canadian alpine club. A number of
delegates were also invited to attend the luncheon."
Wheeler and Herdman arrived in Winnipeg on 26 March and met with Parker
to finalize arrangements. For its part, the Free Press publicized these inaugural
activities by stating that a comprehensive program had been worked out and that
the convention would generate' 'unwonted enthusiasm in regard to the scenic
wonders of Canada's most stupendous physical feature.':" Twenty-six
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delegatesattendedthefirstorganizational meetingheldthenextafternoonunder
chairmanship of A.P. Coleman. In his remarks, Wheeler affirmed that the
primary object of the proposed organization was to awaken the interest of
Canadians "in regard to their great scenicheritagewhichwas not surpassedby
the Alps.' , Dean Pagetdrew attentionto the fact thatAmericans appreciatedthe
Rockiesmorethan did easternCanadians, whileHerdmanarguedthat the youth
of Canada should be brought into touch with "the great mountains of their
country.,,47
After the discussions the delegates unanimously decided to establish an
organization known as the Alpine Club of Canada (ACC). The name Rocky
Mountain Club had been suggested but was rejected on the grounds that the
activities of memberswould not be limited to the Rockies. It was also decided
that the ACC's headquarters would be in Winnipeg,but thatevery year it would
sponsor a summer camp at some suitable location in the mountain ranges. A
committeewaschosento nominateanexecutive,draft aconstitutionandpresent
a report the following day. Later that evening Wheeler, assisted by Herdman,
gave a lectureentitled ' 'The Wonderlandof Canada" in the YMCA auditorium.
It wasillustratedbyonehundredlanternslidesof mountainscenesalongthe CPR
right of way. Herdman showed views of the recently discovered caves of
Cheopsnear the summitof RogersPass. The lecture was well attendedand the
Free Press described it as "a rich treat," so instructive and entertaining that
Wheeler was asked to repeat it before he left the city." The following day,
Wheeler was asked to address the Canadian Club luncheon on the subject of
organizinga Canadianalpineclub. Wheelerdiscussed Canada's "great mountain heritage, " explainedthe aimsof the proposedassociation, and commented
on its various functions. He affirmedthat the moral aspect was obvious by the
presence of numerous clergymen who had associated themselves with the
venture. Scientific study would be promoted and artistic pleasure enhanced,
whilethephysicalexerciseinvolvedin mountaineering wouldnotonly develop
and harden muscles, "but [would train] the mind in attributes of patience,
earnest endeavour and overcoming of difficulties. ,,49 After the luncheon two
Winnipeg residents, E.L. Drewey and the Reverend C.W. Gordon joined as
associatemembers.
Later that afternoon the delegates met to adopt a constitution and elect
officers. Wheeler was elected president along with Colemanand Herdman as
vice-presidents. TomWilson,the prominentBanffpacker,wasmadea member
of the advisoryboard and sixpersons,includingParker, were grantedhonorary
membership. 50 Theobjectivesof the ACCwereto promotethe studyof the alpine
and glacial regions of Canada, to promote artistic endeavours in relation to
mountainscenery,to educateCanadians to appreciatetheir mountainheritage,
to stimulatemountaineering and opennewregions' 'as a nationalplayground,"
to preservethepristine beautyand the flora and fauna of the alpineregions,and
to exchangeliteraturewithother similarorganizations. In additionto promoting
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the exploration and study of the country's alpine regions, the ACC would also
disseminate published material and photographs, promote the study of glaciers,
establish an art section, and organize a group of qualified guides and outfitters
who would assist in fulfilling the club's mandate. 51 The ACC would temporarily
be located in Winnipeg because the secretary lived there. It was also decided to
hold the first summer camp at Yoho Lake near the summit of Yoho Pass. As
soon as the club's finances permitted, a journal entitled the Canadian Alpine
Journal would be published and distributed to members. 52
There were five categories of membership: honorary, associate, active,
graduate and subscribing. Honorary membership was accorded to those who
had distinguished themselves in mountaineering, exploration or research.
Among the first six honorary members were J.N. Collie, discoverer of the
Columbia Icefields, EdouardDeville, surveyor-general ofCanada, Charles Fay,
and Edward Whymper, conqueror of the Matterhorn. Associate members were
those who had not qualified for active membership but who supported the ACC
by an annual contribution of twenty-five dollars. J.D. Patterson of Woodstock,
Ontario, was the first person to join as an associate member and he was followed
by William Whyte. Active members were those who had ascended a mountain
not less than ten thousand feet above sea level while graduating members were
given a two-year probationary period to qualify for active membership. The
purpose of the annual summer camp was to permit graduating members to
change their status. Subscribing members took no active part in the ACC's
activities but received its publications."
The Free Press provided extensive coverage of these organizational activities. Dafoe was very pleased with the outcome because an independent
Canadian association had been established. There was no screaming eagle on
the ACC's crest; its emblem was Mount Assiniboine and the flags of Britain and
Canada. Furthermore, the contribution of American and British alpinists had
been acknowledged by honorary memberships as he had suggested earlier. A
new era was in the making as Canadian mountaineers ventured out to conquer
virgin summits. It was indeed a proud Free Press that proclaimed: "The
notorious days of national apathy are already past. " The ACC would redeem
Canada's honour."
For its part, the Calgary Daily Herald was also supportive. In an editorial it
affrrmed that there could be "no more practical or patriotic scheme" to exploit
Canada's mountains than the formation of the ACC. The growth of the club
would benefit not only the nation but especially Alberta. The ACC's activities
would focus attention on the natural beauties of the province and attract tourists,
and this would enhance the material prosperity ofthe province." The Vancouver
Daily Province claimed that the establishment of the ACC provided the tourist
association of British Columbia with a valuable auxiliary in proclaiming the
merits of that province to artists and sportsmen. Tourists would pass through
Winnipeg where organizations such as the ACC would inform them "of the
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glories of the mountains beyond the plains and of the latent riches of British
Columbia and its delightful climate." The paper affmned that the province
would have a continual flow of additional tourists as a result of the ACC's
activities, and consequently it deserved the encouragement and cooperation of
all public and semipublic bodies in British Columbia. S6
The Townsman had only one criticism and that had to do with the choice of
the name Alpine Club, which it felt was too imitative of the British Alpine Club.
In a letter to the editor Wheeler defended the selection of the name by stating
that the alternatives such as Canadian Rocky Mountain Club, Rocky Mountain
Club or Cordilleran Club were unsuitable. He was quick to declare that the ACC
did not propose to be "a mere mountain club of which there are dozens in
Europe, ' , but that it aspired' 'to be and would become one ofthe premier Alpine
organizations of the world. " He suggested, however, that the name Alpine Club
of Canada was more dignified than the term Canadian Alpine Club. The editor
remained unconvinced and in a rebuttal he stated: "But we are Canadians!
Could anything be better than that? And what's wrong with 'Canadian Rocky
Mountain Club,?"s7 Insofar as the editor of the The Field: The Country
Gentleman's Newspaper was concerned,
The idea of Winnipeg, a city of the plains,becoming the centreof an AlpineClub
hasa delightfully comicsidesuggestive of friendTartarin, butbeingpractically the
centreof Canadait wasfoundconvenient forbusinesspurposes."

After the organizational activities in Winnipeg were terminated, attention
turned to preparing the first summer camp to be held 9-16 July in the Yoho
Valley and a circular was sent out to members informing them of the location,
charges and requirements." In keeping with the objectives of the ACC, the
purpose of this "summer school" was to enable members to meet in the
mountains and to provide graduating members with an opportunity to qualify
for active membership by climbing a mountain ten thousand feet above sea
level. Over one hundred persons attended this camp and forty-four graduated to
active membership. The camp was in charge of M.P. Bridgland and H.G.
Wheeler, both members of the Topographical Survey. The CPR loaned the
services of two of its Swiss guides, Edouard Feuz Jr. and Gottfried Feuz. For its
part, the dominion government provided men, horses and equipment while the
government of Alberta contributed a grant of $250. Local outfitters and guides
placed their outfits at the disposal of the camp free of charge."
Women were encouraged to join the ACC and attend its camps, but they were
not allowed to rope up while wearing skirts because in this attire, "they [were]
a distinct source of danger to the entire party. " The "serviceable and safe"
clothing recommended for females consisted of "knickerbockers or bloomers
with putties or gaiters and sweater.' ,61 Mountaineering, like the "manly
sports," was not regarded as the exclusive prerogative of males. It was felt that
women could contribute to mountaineering as well as derive benefits from their
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participation. Where males were expected to display courage, strength and
stamina, women would demonstrate grace, modesty and elegance, thereby
bringing about a greater refinement and dignity to mountaineering. Through
participation women would be healthier and as mothers would bear healthier
children.62
In the first summer camp, female members took part in the ascents of Mounts
Vice-President (10,049 feet), President (10,287 feet), Burgess (8,463), Wapta
(9,106 feet) and Field (8,645 feet). Mount Collie was climbed by a female
member of the ACC on the same day as the official club ascent, but she was not
in attendance at the camp and had followed a different route with her Swiss
guide. No women participated in the first ascents of Mounts Amgadamo (9,537
feet) and Marpole (9,822 feet).63
In addition to the official climbs, trips were organized to view the beauties of
the Yoho Valley. Four two-day trips were made around the Yoho Valley itself
and sixty persons participated in excursion. Three other trips involving twentyseven persons were made to the Emerald glacier. Nineteen individuals visited
Takakkaw Falls while the ACC's scientific section made a trip to the Yoho
glacier to initiate yearly studies ofits rate offlow and recession. Numerous visits
were made to Inspiration Point near the Upper Yoho Valley trail, and to Lookout
Point on the Lower Yoho Valley trail, which presented a spectacular view of
Takakkaw Falls. 64
The' 'unqualified success" of the ACC's first summer camp was attributed to
Wheeler's "generalship." The Yoho camp had been an experiment but it was
so successful and well received that it was repeated annually and became an
institution. A decision was made to hold the 1908 camp in Paradise Valley at the
foot of the Horseshoe glacier." Membership was increasing and in 1908 the
ranks of the twenty-six original members who had met in Winnipeg had swelled
to two hundred. Attendance at the Paradise Valley camp was expected to be
greater than that of the previous year. In her report Parker, the club's secretary,
commented on the ACC's growth but felt that it was not too rapid. The summer
camp, delightful as it appeared, was not an "idle holiday" because' 'there is no
foolishness in mountaineering; it is too vigorous a pastime." Membership
requirements were demanding and the only "royal road" was as an associate
member who paid twenty-five dollars a year as opposed to five dollars for active
members and two dollars for graduating members. Associate membership was
a means whereby honourable men could invest money in "nationhood, yielding
a far-off interest, not of tears but of noble, patriotic temper." Parker had lost
none of her enthusiasm and optimism as she predicted that the ACC would
weldtogetherthe provincesin thebondsof brotherhood; and furnishtrainingin the
moreSpartanvirtuesof time of peace. It will not be manyyearsbeforeit will have
entrencheditselfdeepin everyprovincebetweentwooceans,whenits membership
will be in the thousands, and every Canadianmountaineer make the Club's motto
his own - sicituradastra'"
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For his part, Wheeler did not relax his efforts on behalf of the ACC. In
December 1906 he was in eastern Canada and gave a series of lectures in
Winnipeg, Toronto, Ottawa and other centres. He was the guest of the Canadian
Club in Ottawa where he presented an address on Canadian mountaineering. In
January the executive first met in Winnipeg and later in Calgary, where a
decision was taken to publish the Canadian Alpine Journal and $800 was
allotted to print the first issue. (i1
Since its inception in 1906, the ACC has met its objective of encouraging
mountaineering and it has become Canada's premier alpine association. It has
built and maintained a system of huts and a clubhouse, stimulated the creation
of an association of qualified, certified guides, published guidebooks and
encouraged expeditions. Its annual mountaineering camps have become a
traditional retreat for alpinists of all ages and all walks of life. Its annual
publication, the Canadian Alpine Journal, has provided mountaineers with a
medium of communication as well as an instrument for keeping abreast of
developments in the sport.
In an historical perspective, the founding of the ACC is significant because it
was an early manifestation of Canadian cultural nationalism. The organizational
movement combined an appreciation of British values and traditions in sport
with an exuberant Canadian nationalist sentiment. Mountaineering was not to
be undertaken solely to provide recreation and leisure for its adherents. Like the
"manly sports," mountaineering would revitalize body and mind, inculcate
Victorian values, and provide individuals with an opportunity to be "worthy of
their racial and cultural heritage. ,,68 Unlike attempts to establish closer
economic relations with the United States, the establishment of an association
for Canadian mountaineers had no immediate political ramifications, but nevertheless it was a subject ofcrucial importance to contemporaries, who were proud
of their British heritage and had an abounding faith in the ability of Canadians.
The appeals made by Wheeler, Dafoe and Parker found a receptive audience
among middle- and upper-class English-speaking Canadians. Protestant clergymen were also interested because, as a vigorous activity, mountaineering
developed mature moral strength and fashioned individuals who "could be
counted upon to stand up for God and the forces of Right. ,,69 Individuals like
Parker were proud of the young dominion and felt that it would be a shame for
Canadians to remain indifferent and apathetic to the conquest oftheir mountains
by American and European climbers. Out of self-respect, Canada had to form
its own alpine club rather than opt for associate membership in the AAC.
In addition to this patriotic sentiment there was the conviction that mountaineering was a vigorous and ethical pastime that would stimulate the energetic
and intelligent manhood of Canada. Canada's mountain ranges presented a
challenge to the bold and strong and they would become better citizens as a
result of the strenuous joys of mountaineering. Canadians had created a country
that was taking its place among the nations of the world and it was imperative
that they make their own mountaineering history.
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Parker's role in the creation of the ACC is remarkable. It was her strong
opposition to affiliation with the AAC that turned the tide in favour of an
independent Canadian organization. Ironically, her contribution was made at a
time when, in most spheres of activity, women were neither recognized as the
equals ofmen nor accorded the same status. Mountaineering may have appeared
to be a man's sport but it was an activity that provided women who shared the
same values and aspirations with an opportunity to participate equally and, in
Parker's case, to make a significant contribution. The ACC acknowledged her
organizational efforts and continued devotion by naming her as its first honorary
secretary and honorary member, and in a most fitting tribute, named the
Elizabeth Parker Hut at Lake 0 'Hara after her.
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"A Square DealforAllandNo Railroading":
Labour andPolitics in Brandon, 1900·1920
Tom Mitchell
ABSTRACf. Brandon's electionof a labouriteto theManitobalegislaturein 1920 was theculminationof
twentyyears of growthin the politicalconsciousnessand activityof the city's labourmovement Initially,
theTrades and LabourCouncil contenteditself with lobbyingcivicpoliticiansfor reforms.The influence
of localsocialistsandsocial gospellers,as wellas angeroverinflationduringWorldWar I causedBrandon
labourto seek Labourrepresentationat alllevelsof governmentindependentof the twoestablishedparties.
Strikesin 1919 createdthe degreeof class consciousnessnecessaryfor the 1920 victory.
SOMMAIRE. L'election en 1920 a Brandon d'un travailliste marque I'apogee de vingt annees de
croissance dans la conscience et I'activite politiques du mouvementouvrier de 1aville. A l'origine, le
"Trades and Labour Council" se contentaitde faire pressionsur les politiciensmunicipauxpour obtenir
des reformes, L'influence des socialistes locaux et des precheurs sociaux et la colere provoquee par
1'inflation au cours de 1a Premiere Guerre mondiale amenerent les travailleurs de Brandon a se faire
representorpar des travaillistes a tous les niveaux de gouvernements independammentdes deux partis
etablis.Les grevesde 1919 creerentla consciencede classenecessaireala victoirede 1920.

Prior to WorldWar I, the politicallife of westernCanadiancommunities was
dominatedby individualsdrawnpredominantly from the region's businessand
professional elite. Still, beginningearly in the twentieth century-the growing
numerical importance of working-class voters and a widening ideological
commitment among the region's workers to direct participation in politics
resultedin theemergenceof working-class politicalactivitiesin variouscentres
across western Canada. In Brandon from 1900 to 1920, the city's workers
played an increasinglyimportantrole in city politics,challengingthe image of
the city as a centre of political conservatism with its politically homogeneous
populace loyal to a benevolent business and professional elite. Worker
influence was exercised through the BrandonTrades and Labour Council,the
LabourRepresentation League,the BrandonPeople's Church,and localsof the
Socialist Party of Canada (SPC), the Social Democratic Party (SDP), the
DominionLabour Party (DLP) and the BrandonLabourParty.
Whiletheorganizations, ideologies, andstyleswhichcollectivelyshapedand
informed the evolution of Brandon's labour political movement were unabashedly British in character, its vitality derived from the commitment of
workers in Brandon to traditional notions of popular justice and liberty.' The
movement's ideologicalroots wereprincipallythose of labourism; the evanescent characterof many of its organizational structures reflected the rapidity of
its evolution, and the pervasiveinfluenceof developments in Winnipegon the
evolvingcharacterof Brandon's labourpoliticalmovement. In the last years of
World War I, a class-conscious labourite ideology leavened by ethical and
Marxist socialism attracted wide support among Brandon's working class. In
1920, the growing sophistication and popularity of this labourite ideology
contributed to the election of the Reverend A.E. Smith to the provincial
legislatureas the candidateof the BrandonLabourParty, a party conceivedand
controlledby the city's organizedlabourmovement.
45
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From 1900to WorldWar I, Brandon's populationgrewfrom 5,620 to 13,890.
During these years the predominantly British and Protestant character of the
city's population began to decline. In 1901, 83 percent of the population was
British; in 1911,74 percent. Meanwhile, Brandonites of Central and Eastern
European backgroundsgrew from 2 percent in 1901to 9 percent in 1911.2
While the spacious residences of Brandon's business and professional elite
dominated the area immediately to the south and west of the central business
district, the homes of workersfilled the rest of the city.The expanding workingclass neighbourhoodto the east of First Streetwas a long-standingfeature of the
city. The area south of Victoria Avenue, termed the "English Ward," was a
product of the arrival in the city of British working-class immigrants prior to
World War 1. The residential area north of the CanadianPacific Railway (CPR)
tracks was occupied almost exclusively by the primitive and overcrowded
homes of Central and Eastern European working class immigrants who had
arrived in Brandon, beginning in the last years of the century.' A BrandonSun
article published in 1902termed the north end "Brandon's Ghetto," and noted
with dismay that it was difficult to "imagine that in the clean little city of
Brandon, there would be such a class of dwellings ... "4
Sifton's "men in sheepskincoats" formedanunassimilatedand unorganized
residue of unskilledindustrial labour within Brandon's growing working class,
which was composed principally of skilled workers in the city's expanding
transportation, construction and manufacturing industries. Each sector of the
city's economy experienceddramatic growth in the years before World War I.
For example, between 1900 and 1910 the number of manufacturing establishmentsin Brandonemployingat least five individualsmorethan doubled. By
1910,twenty-ninemanufacturingestablishments,representinga capital investment of $3,012,115, employed a work force of 830 and paid $571,971 per
annum in wages, while producing goods valued at $2,330,430.5
Just as the growthand transformationof the workingclass added new dimensions to the city's social and economic character, the growing electoral significance of Brandon's workers changed the city's political life. Increasingly,
the traditionalpolitical ascendancy of the city's business and professional elite
dependedon the effectivenessof patronage,electoral manipulationand explicit
---appeals for working-class support in securing the votes of the city's workers.
This growing reliance of the city's elite on working-class voters was acknowledged as early as 1902,when newly elected Mayor J.W. Fleming, a prominent
Liberal in the Brandon business community, observed that "his election was
due largely to the working men who had given him their support.,,6 In .1903
RobertHall, aBrandon areafanner and a Liberal,ran againstConservativeJohn
Hanbury, the owner of a large lumber mill, for the mayor's office. During the
election, the Liberal BrandonSun appealedrepeatedlyto Brandon's workers to
vote for Hall, contendingthat in the past
the representatives of thecity... hadbeenchosen from the wealthier classesfrom the ranksof the merchants, the manufacturers, and the professions. .. the
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workingmanhas a right to expectthat his interests,equallywiththoseof wealthier
citizens,shouldbe represented.'

Though neither Hanbury nor Hall could claim to be "working men,"
Hanbury's reputation as the largest employer in Brandon - other than the CPR
- certainly identified him as a representative of Brandon's wealthy class, and
therefore incapable of representing the interests of the working man in the
mayor's office. With the help of the city's workers, Hall won the election.
While working-class voters could shape the outcome of elections in the city,
any challenge to the political ascendancy of the city's business and professional
elite required the emergence of a unified, class-conscious political movement
and the elaboration ofa program and strategy which would attract the enthusiastic support of the city's workers. Prior to World War I, the development of such
an inclusive political movement was undermined when two competing political
orientations emerged among Brandon's workers. The first and most pervasive
was the labourism of the city's organized skilled workers. The second was the
revolutionary socialism of the Brandon local of the sPC.
Labourism owed its beginnings in Brandon to the creation of the Brandon
Trades and Labour Council in July 1906 after the visit to the city of W.R.
Trotter, the western organizer for the Trades and Labour Congress. 8 The original
council contained thirteen locals, including those of railway workers, sheet
metal workers, plumbers and steam fitters, bricklayers, carpenters andjoiners,
cigar makers, printers and barbers. By 1912 there were twenty-four locals in
Brandon." The new Trades and Labour Council provided a vehicle for organized
skilled workers to initiate the first deliberate, organized working-class political
action in Brandon.
Consistent with traditional British and Canadian labourism, the Brandon
Trades and Labour Council functioned as both the central union and political
organization for the city's organized workers. 10 In the years before World War I
the trades council, as the principal focus oflabourite activity, exercised political
influence in a nonpartisan fashion, choosing not to participate directly in the
city's politics by nominating or endorsing candidates for election to public
office. Rather, the council lobbied the city's politicians in support of municipal
ownership of public utilities including the city's street railway, a hospital, a
public library, public baths and a municipal employment bureau. The city's
skilled workers also lobbied assiduously for a fair wage clause in all municipal
contracts, home postal delivery, compulsory education, Sunday street car
service, paid Saturday half-holidays, garden allotments and public works for the
unemployed." The moderate and practical character of the reforms they sought
were squarely within the ideological tradition of "labourism," the term which
some authors have used to differentiate reformist labour-initiated political
action from both socialism and syndicalism, two ideologies competing with
reformism in this period in western Canada. 12
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Like their counterparts in other communities, Brandon's labourites were
almost invariably skilled craft workers with a history of autonomy on the job
and success as unionists in imposing their will on employers. In Brandon from
1907 to 1914, five of the eight strikes reported in the city erupted over issues
related to the control of the work process or the work site, and in each case the
workersprevailed." This experiencein the labour process shapeda class pride,
along with a general acceptanceof capitalist economicrelations. Accordingly,
the politicaldemandsof Brandon's labouritesreflectedtheirperceivedinterests
as respectable workers within an economic system with which they were in
generalagreement. Moreover,Brandon's labouriteshadnoideologicalcommitment to a proletariandominanceover the city's political life, or the creation of
absolute socialequality.
The social and political moderationof the city's labourites was reflected as
well in a determined self-reliance, which was a badge of the skilled worker's
respectabilityand his economicand socialindependence. As the independence
and respectabilityof Brandon's skilled workers was insured through craft and
class solidarity,notindividualaccumulation, thelabouriteideologyof the city's
skilled workers held within it the potential for trade union solidarity,political
militancyandclass antagonismwhentheperceivedinterestsof the city's skilled
workers were threatened or traditional notions of economic justice or liberty
were challenged. In the absence of such provocation, the commitment of the
city's skilled workers to class solidarity was evident in the presence of a
vigorous organized labour movement in the city, and in the widespread existence of fraternalorganizationsin Brandon supportedby the city's workers.For
example, 1913 saw the opening of Fratemal Hall, which had been constructed
through the cooperativeefforts of the city's fraternalorganizations.14
Brandon's labourites were typically ethnocentric and exclusive in their
preoccupationwith defendingand advancingthe interestsof Brandon's British
and Canadian skilled workers, viewing themselves as a social class of higher
standing and worth than unskilled workers, especially those of non-British
background.This social and ethnic exclusivityprecluded any concerted action
to extend organized labour to the ranks of the unskilled, or to elaborate a
political program or strategy designed to incorporate the interests and support
of the city's unskilled and non-Anglo-Saxon working class. In their attack on
the city's employmentpractices,for example,membersof the Brandon Trades
and Labour Councilblamed low wages as much on the victims as on the setters
of the wages. As one member of the trades council asserted in disputing the
value of a fair wage clausein all civic contracts,
no white man neededapply for a job under the city officials.MayorFleming had
securedhispositionthroughthevoteof theGaliciansand theiremploymentwasthe
naturalsequel."

The secondorientationin the city's emergentlabourpoliticalmovementwas
the revolutionary socialism advanced by the Brandon local of the SPC which,
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from 1909 to the outbreak of World War I advocated the destruction of
capitalism. While the SPC local was composed almost exclusively of skilled
British working men involved in the city's building trades, Brandon's SPC
activists were determined to communicate their revolutionary message to the
city's working class regardless of trade or ethnic background.
At a time when the SPC in Winnipeg was moribund, Brandon's local engaged
in a vigorous program of socialist evangelism. In May 1909 representatives of
the local appeared before city council to assert their right to hold rallies on
Brandon streets." In September 1910 Wilf Gribble, a Lancashire-born SPC
organizer, spent a week in Brandon directing the organization and propaganda
work of the local." In October 1910 the Brandon local continued its propaganda
work by publishing a leaflet outlining the party's aims, a copy of which was
delivered to the door of ' 'every wage plug" in the city. The leaflet summed up
the party's goal as the "transformation . .. of capitalist property . .. into the
collective property of the working class. ,,18 By January 1911 the local had a
headquarters and reading room in operation, held regular economic and
, 'speaker's' , classes, and had initiated a variety ofactivities to spread the party's
propaganda. In April 1911 the Brandon local distributed a special Brandon
edition of the Western Clarion to the homes of Brandon's "wage slaves. ,,19
Members of the SPC, including the local's moving spirit, Edmund Fulcher,
were active if occasionally quarrelsome members of the city's Trades and
Labour Council." Paradoxically, SPC militants who would applaud Fulcher's
assertion that' 'nothing short of socialism can benefit the workers" also joined
him in extolling the accomplishments of the manifestly reform-oriented Trades
and Labour Council. 21 For example, when the Amalgamated Carpenters and
Joiners - a hotbed of SPC activists - held a banquet on 28 December 1912,
SPC activist T. Mellalieu toasted the Trades and Labour Council, asserting that
it was from trade unionism that the idea of the modem municipality had
emerged, and declaring that trade unionism was essential in maintaining the
market price of labour. Fulcher responded to Mellalieu's toast, saluting the
vigorous efforts that had been made by the Trades and Labour Council to secure
a public library and public baths for the city." Such ideological inconsistency
was not atypical of SPC militants in other communities in the west. A faction of
the SPC, however, rejected all reforms within capitalism and the intransigence
of these' 'impossibilists" limited the party's appeal.
Impossibilism, joined to the irreconcilability of the labourism of the city's
skilled workers and the radicalism of the SPC, rendered the SPC a marginal, if
divisive, influence among the city's working class. Still, the presence of
revolutionary socialists in Brandon's labour movement leavened the moderate
labourism of the majority of the city's skilled workers, contributing to the
growing radicalism of labour in Brandon during the last years of World War I.
By 1915, prewar unemployment and the departure of working men to the
trenches resulted in the dissolution of both the Trades Council and the SPC local
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in Brandon. However, the eclipse of organized labour from political activity in
the city did not prevent Brandon's labour political movement from continuing
to evolve. During the middle years of the war labourites, progressives and
middle-class socialists sought, with varying degrees of success, to create in
Brandon the labour political organizations which had already appeared in
Winnipeg. These efforts helped form a basis for the creation of an inclusive,
broadly based labour political movement. In the last years of the war, organized
skilled workers - through a reconstituted and revitalized Trades Council took the lead in the formation of such a political organization, and in the
elaboration of a comprehensive political program for the direct participation of
labour in Brandon's electoral politics.
The tendency of Brandon's labour movement to become .an inclusive
political movement composed of labourites, progressives and socialists, was
evident as early as 1913 when A.E. Smith, the new minister of Brandon's First
Methodist Church, was named to the Trades and Labour Council as the
council's first delegate from the Brandon Ministerial Association," Smith was
a vigorous advocate of the social gospel and an 'active supporter of workingclass interests. Though he had come to Methodism through a personal
experience of conversion, his theology had been conditioned during his training
for the ministry by progressive thinkers including J.S. Woodsworth and Salem
Bland. 24
Like many other Canadians, Smith viewed World War I as an opportunity to
reform Canadian society. In an address to the Western Manitoba Teachers'
Association in the fall of 1915, he asserted with unconcealed pleasure that
Canadian "society was in the grip of a mighty revolution ... ' ,25 While Smith's
language was apocalyptic, there was some evidence that change was in the air.
In August 1915 the Norris government had been elected on a platform of broad
social reform. In the same election, F.J. Dixon and R.A. Rigg had been returned
in Winnipeg as "Labour" representatives.
In Brandon, a local of the Winnipeg-based SDP was organized in October.
The SDP combined a pragmatic commitment to electoral success and immediate
reform with the revolutionary vision ofMarxist socialism. The Brandon local of
the SPC, which appears to have been organized principally by James Skene, a
Brandon teacher, failed to win broad support among the city's workers." In
November 1915 R.A. Rigg addressed the city's putative Social Democrats,
attacking the existing social system, pleading for a more equal distribution of
wealth, and the public ownership of the means of production and distribution. 'IT
Following Rigg's appearance, however, Skene lamented the absence of labour
radicalism in the city.18
This indifference waned early in 1916, when a civic controversy involving
the Brandon Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA) incited class
antagonism in the city. The controversy was ignited in February 1916, when a
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delegationrepresenting the YMCA, headed by C.S. Maharg, superintendent of
CPR operations, appeared before city council and requested that council issue
debentures in the name of the city in the amountof $33,000to providefunds to
cover the remainingdebt incurredby the YMCA in constructinga new building
prior to WorldWar 1. 29
The Brandon YMCA had been established in 1886 by leading young
businessmen in thecity,includingJamesSmartand CliffordSifton." During its
years of operation, it had evolved into a service organization similar to YMCA
organizations across North America. In Brandon, however, the perception
persistedof the YMCA as an exclusiveorganizationservingthe city's Protestant
businessand professional elite. The YMCA had appealedto the city council for
assistance in 1914, and the city's ratepayers had agreed to issue $20,000 in
debentures in the name of the city to raise funds for the YMCA building. Its
appeal for an additional $33,000 provoked angry opposition from representatives of the city's workers, who viewed the YMCA as an elitist and
exclusive institution controlled by individuals well able to afford all they
receivedfrom the YMCA. Oppositionto the YMCA's request was manifestedin
delegations before city council and in letters to the BrandonSun.31 Opponents
argued that the proposal was designed to shift the YMCA's financialproblems
from its business and professional patrons to the city's hard-pressedtaxpayers.
Anotherimportantfocusofresistanceto theYMCA proposalwastheBrandon
People's Forum,modeledafter thePeople's Forumestablishedin Winnipegby
J.S. Woodsworth in 1912.32 Beginning early in 1916 the forum, which met at
King George School in the city's predominantly working-class east ·end,
. provideda focusforBrandon's labouritesand socialists to makecommoncause
on the issues of the day. Labourites and socialists such as James Skene and
J.A.G.Granthamusedtheforumto attackthe YMCA's requestfor financialhelp.
During a meetingof the forumon 15February 1916the proposalto bailout the
YMCA wasdenounced, itscriticscontendingthatwhateverthepretensionsof the
organization, it had failedtojustify its claim for communitysupportand had no
right to describeitself as a Christianorganization. 33
A civic bylaw calling for the issue of the debentures, as requested by the
YMCA, requiredthe supportof two-thirdsof theratepayerswhochoseto voteon
the matter. Thoughthe city council agreed to submitthe matter to a vote, none
washeldsincepublicoppositionto theproposalexpressedthroughthepressand
the Brandon's People's Forumled the YMCA to withdrawits request
The YMCA controversy occurredat a time of deepeningeconomiccrisis, the
result of spiralling, war-induced inflation which was spreading economic
distress amongworkersunableto achievewageincreases. The civic discord of
the YMCA controversy illustratedhow the economicdistresscould cause deep
class antagonism and political crisis in communities such as Brandon. More
immediately, the YMCA controversy stirred a renewed interest in civic affairs.
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In the autumn of 1915, community solidarity in support of the war effort had
resulted in the filling of all aldermanicposts by acclamation; in 1916elections
occurredin three of the four city wards.LabouriteJ.A.G. Grantham,one of the
most vigorous opponents of the YMCAproposal, was elected to city council as
the aldermanfor Ward 1 in the city's east end,"
Civic controversy and class antagonism became pervasive civic themes in
Brandon in 1917. In January 1917, the Manitoba Grain Growers' Association
annual meeting in Brandon was convulsed with conflict over whether to
withdraw an invitation to Fred Dixon, an avowed pacifist and opponent of
conscription, to address the Grain Growers." Though a motion to withdrawthe
invitationwas defeated, Brandon's newly organizedArmy and Navy Veterans
took advantage of the incident to denounce Dixon publicly. The Winnipeg
Trades and Labour Council protested this action, and on 23 January 1917 the
Brandonveteransresponded with the followingmotion:
That inasmuch as the Brandon Trades and Labour Council has been disbanded
owing to theabsence ofits members at thefront, wedoexpress ouruttercontempt
for the treacherous utterances of menwhofalsely claim to represent the working
classes, andurgethatthegovernment takeaction to havethem interned asenemies
'oftheEmpire, asbeing suspect ofbeingonGerman payfortheduration ofthewar.36

Evidencepresentedbelowindicatesthat the city's workingclasswasdivided
on the issue of conscription. Nevertheless, the Dixon episode almost certainly
prompted calls from the provincial labour movement for the reconstitutionof
the BrandonTrades and Labour Councilin order to allow the city's workers to
speak for themselves on conscriptionand the emergingeconomicand political
crisis.
In the spring of 1917, concern about the cost and availability of essential
commoditieseclipsedconcern over the possibleimpositionof conscriptionand
provoked vigorous working-class protest. By late 1916, the price of fuel in
Brandon had risen to record levels owing to a scarcity of coal and to congested
transportation arteries;" the price of wood rose accordingly. Early in January
1917city council approveda bylawfor the regulation of the sale of woodin the
city. The bylaw provoked protests from fuel dealers who sought to have it
amendedor withdrawn." In April 1917the city's organized labour movement,
includingtwelveunionlocalsandfifteenhundredskilledworkers,reconstituted
the Brandon Trades and Labour Council. The council's first public statements
were a demand for the maintenance of the fuel bylaw and, in true labourite
fashion, a call for a "square deal for all classes and no railroading.' ,39
The council turnedits attentionimmediatelyto the rising cost of fuel. In May
1917 CPR locals informedcity councilthat they were preparedto help it enforce
the fuel bylaw. Signallingthe growingmilitancyof the city's workingclass, the
CPR workers asserted that they were "prepared to take drastic action. .. to
bring aboutmore equitabledealing withregard to fuel or other commodities. ,,40
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The Trades and Labour Council, in concert with the CPR workers, sponsored
mass meetings in May and June to protest city council's refusal to create a
municipal fuel yard," The Trades and Labour Council was responding to, not
inciting, the growing militancy of the city's workers. This militancy was
principally a product of the deepening economic crisis confronting the city's
workers, arising from wartime inflation and the inability of workers to secure
better wages,"
This distress, aggravated by the apparent indifference ofgovernment at every
level to profiteering at the expense of working people, prompted the council to
abandon its prewar strategy ofnonpartisan political activity. On 1 July 1917 the
council sponsored a meeting to establish the Brandon Labour Representation
League, an organization modeled after the league created in Winnipeg in 1912.
The Brandon Labour Representation League was labourite in its ideological
orientation. While it remained the political arm of the city's organized labour
movement, the separation of the league from the Trades and Labour Council
provided for the participation in the league's activities of middle-class
labourites and socialists who were not formally affiliated with the city's
organized labour movement. The creation of the league signalled the commitment of the city's organized labour movement to an inclusive, broad-based
political party of labour,"
The league's first political initiative was a cooperative one with the farmers'
movement. On 19 July 1917 representatives of the league and Grain Growers in
the city met and agreed to nominate a joint candidate to run in the federal
election expected in the fall. On 30 July A.E. Smith, former SPC activist Edmund
Fulcher, and CPRconductor R.T. Smith were nominated by the league as labour
candidates for the joint convention scheduled for 1 August 1917.44 But labour's
experience in this venture was disappointing. At the convention held in the city
hall,
theviews of theLabour Representation League respecting aminimum wage were
deliberately ignored, theirnominees were, in tum,rejected, and with theexception
of a noncommittal resolution calling for the mobilization of men and resources,
theirresolutions werekeptinthebackground andnotsubmitted totheconvention,"

Roderick McKenzie, a Brandon area farmer and former Liberal stalwart, was
elected,"
In October 1917 the Labour Representation League published its platform for
the November civic elections. The program was a comprehensive statement of
organized labour's aims at the municipal level, including a municipal fuel depot,
municipal fire insurance, a progressive system ofeducation, an advanced policy
in regard to outdoor amusement and physical development, the establishment of
a well-equipped public library, an eight-hour day, a fair wage for all civic
employees, a nonexemption property tax, abolition of plural voting in favor of
one man/one vote, and abolition of property qualifications for municipal
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elections," On 13 November 1917 over 150 supporters of the Labour Representation League attended a meeting at which R.B. Ferguson, a painter resident
in the city's east end, CPR engineer Robert Crawford and CPR dispatcher George
Morris announced their candidacies in the municipal elections. They would be
joined in the election by incumbent J.A.G. Grantham as an aldermanic candidate in Ward 1.48 Efforts to convince former SPC activist Edmund Fulcher to
run for mayor were unsuccessful.
The league's municipal campaign was derailed when conflict erupted within
the city's labour movement over conscription. Unhappy with the choice of the
Grain Growers' candidate during the joint convention in August, anticonscriptionists among the city's labour movement determined to nominate a candidate
for the December federal election. On 18 November 1917, during a tumultuous
meeting called under the auspices of the Trades and Labour Council, E.J.L.
Brisson, a young Englishman studying at Brandon College, was nominated as
an anticonscriptionist labourcandidate in the federal election." In reaction to
Brisson's nomination, which they considered unpatriotic, Robert Crawford and
R.B. Ferguson severed their association with the Labour Representation League
and announced that they would run as independent labour candidates. The
BrandonSun, a vigorous advocate of conscription, explained that the
socialistelement in the body [the Labour Representation League], togetherwith
their anti-conscriptionist campaign have brought the organization into disrepute
and antagonized a majorportionof the labourpartyin the city.so

The quick decision of the Trades and Labour Council executive to withdraw
Brisson from the election underscored the relative weakness of the anticonscription cause in the city. 51
Meanwhile, the candidates nominated by the Labour Representation League
for the municipal elections were defeated, with the exception of J.A.G. Grantham, who was reelected in the east end." Nevertheless, by the end of 1917 it
was clear that the leadership of the city's labour movement was determined to
provide an organizational focus for the growing anger of the city's workers at
inflation, wartime profiteering and the increasingly oppressive labour policies
of the Union government. This determination was intensified in late 1917 as
news of the Russian Revolution reached the city. A.E. Smith notes:
the shock of the Russian Revolution was powerful enough to be felt even in
Brandon. .. I wasaroused. I beganto seekinformation. I sent awayfor a number
ofbooksdealingwiththeteachings ofcommunism. I gottheManifesto. Iremember
the first time I read it through. It was like a revelationof a new worldinto whichI
felt I must enterand to whichI seemedtobelong."

In the spring of 1918, the city's Labour Representation League was replaced
when a Brandon local of the DLP was created. The DLP had been formed in
Winnipeg in March 1918 by individuals associated with the Winnipeg Labour
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Representation Committee' and the Winnipeg SOP. Immediatelyfollowing the
creationof the party in Winnipeg,William Ivens was dispatchedto Brandonto
promote the creation of a branch in the city. In early May 1918 he reported to
the Winnipeg executive that the creation of a Brandon branch was imminent,"
This exemplifiedthe responsiveness of Brandon's labourpoliticalmovementto
developments in Winnipeg, whose rapidly evolving labour movement
constituted,by 1919,the vanguardof working-class militancyin Canada.
The creationof the Brandon local of the OLP signalledthe transformation of
the city"s labour political movementfrom that of a predominantlyproletarian
one to one which was an alliance of labourites, progressive liberals, and
socialists. TheoriginalexecutiveoftheOLP in Brandonwascomposedof a cross
section of labour in the city and included middle-class socialists such as A.E.
Smith." In 1918 A.E. Smith played a central role in the historic quadrennial
conference of the Methodist Church, which adopted a report committing the
church "to nothing less than a complete social reconstruction" of Canadian
society."
The intent of the OLP's leadership, which included leading figures in the
revitalizedTradesandLabourCouncil,was to elaboratea politicalprogramand
strategywhichcoulddraw broadsupportfrom the city's workingclass andother
progressive elements in the city. To this end, the party's constitutionincluded
provision for a press committee, an education and propaganda committee, a
membershipcommittee and an organizationcommittee. Moreover,the party's
aimsreflect theinfluenceoflabourism, the socialgospeland Marxistsocialism.
These aims included:
public ownership of railways, telephones, and other public utilities, free public
education, the abolition of propertyqualifications and election deposits for public
office, the abolition of child labour, the establishment of equal pay for men and
women, andequalsuffrage for menand women over twenty-one yearsof age,and
. .. the transformation of capitalist property into socialproperty withproduction
for useinsteadof for profit.57

Craig Heron's observation concerning Canadian working-class politics in this
era aptly describes the Brandon situationin the springof 1918:
For the first time. .. working class liberalism had linked up with elements of
Marxistand ethicalsocialism in a dynamic alliance,which, underthe old labelof
labourism, provided the ideological dimension of the unprecedented postwar
upsurge of theCanadian working class,"

The epidemic of Spanish influenza which'swept across the country in the
autumnof 1918prevented the holdingof any public meetingsin the city during
the Novembercivic elections.Labourite I.A.G. Granthamwas reelected, while
twoother labourcandidatesendorsedby the Trades andLabour Counciland the
DLP were defeated.59 The poor performanceof labour candidatessuggestedthat
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a means of communicating the political program of the city's labour political
movement to Brandon's workers was essential if electoral success was to be
achieved. Accordingly, in January 1919 the Brandon Trades and Labour
Council, in conjunction with the DLP, began the publication of a labour
newspaper, the Confederate, characterized by the newspaper's editorial
committeeas labour's' 'first considerableundertakingin public propaganda.,,60
In the springof 1919a seriesof dramatic strikes,includinga civic employees'
strike in April 1919, a sympathetic strike in conjunction with the Winnipeg
General Strike during May and June, and an abortive general strike at the end of
June, provoked unprecedented class antagonismin Brandon. Though the civic
employees' strike in April was a dramatic success, a determined coalition of
forces - including the hastily formed Brandon Law and Order League composed of Brandon's business and professional elite, city council, a special
detachmentof the Royal North-WestMountedPolice (RNWMP), and provincial
and federal authorities- defeated the latter two strikes. In the aftermathof the
strikes, which apparently ruptured the unity of the DLP, Brandon's workers
sought to protect their class interests through direct political action under the
auspicesof the Brandon Trades and Labour Council and, in 1920, the Brandon
Labour Party.61
In engendering a greater working-class solidarity among the city's workers,
the spring strikes diminished the social and political isolation of Brandon's
workers of Central and Eastern European origin. Before the war these workers
had remained largely unorganized and outside the city's labour political
activities.Their isolation was exacerbated by the hysteria generated by the war.
In Brandon an Alien Detention Centre, which contained nearly one thousand
"enemy aliens" at the end of 1916, gave Brandon's "alien" population a
unique senseof its isolation. It took the dramatic events of the spring of 1919to
cause a reassessment by the city's British and Canadian workers of their
relations with the city's "foreign" workers. While evidence exists to suggest
that animosity towards' 'alien" workingmen continued among segmentsof the
city's English-speaking working class, the cause of working-class solidarityin
the city was advanced by the strike leadership through the publication of strike
bulletins and the organizationof strikerallies and parades in which non-British
workers participated. In the 1920 provincial election, workers voting at the
UkrainianHome in thecity's northend cast theirballots almostunanimouslyfor
Brandon's first provincial Labour candidate.62
The strikes also helped to integrate women into Brandon's labour political
movement. Female telephone operators and civic employees were among the
city's striking workers during the spring strikes. In 1969 Beatrice Brigden and
Edith Cove, two long-standing members of Manitoba's labour political movement,recalled that their association with the labour movement dated from their
involvementin the Brandon labour crisis of 1919 and the provincial election of
1920.63
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The solidarity of Brandon's working class was also advanced by the creation
of a labour church in Brandon under the leadership of A.E. Smith. The People's
Church, organized on 8 June 1919, was designed to provide a forum' 'where the
gospel of social Christianity could be fearlessly propounded. ,,64 The idea of
creating the church had originated with the organizing committee of the
Brandon People's Forum which, through the winter of 1918-19, had sponsored
addresses from Smith, William Ivens, Salem Bland and others. The Brandon
Sympathetic Strike was accordingly "the occasion, not the cause ... for the
organization of the church. ,,65
Predictably, the congregation was predominantly working class with a heavy
representation of east end railway workers. Still, the ethnic and congregational
origins of the new church's membership were diverse. In celebrating this
diversity, Beatrice Brigden noted that at an early meeting of the church,
in onesweepof the eye,I sawthreemen- onewhohadservedtimeforattempting
to murder his wife - second, an influential Jew - third, an Austrian Greek
Catholicwhobearsthe nicknameof "King of the Austrians" , on theflatshe holds
thekey to everyAustrianhome- and all threemenwereeagerand susceptlble."

Brigden was associated with the People's Church throughout its existence, and
was second only to A.E. Smith in its leadership. Early in her involvement in the
church, she wrote a letter to T.A. Moore ofthe Methodist Church - the contents
of which Moore reported to the RNWMP- expressing her commitment to the
work of the church. In her remarks, Brigden reflected the church's broad
spiritual and political focus on the problems of the city's workers:
Thedialectof thecommonpeopleis in myspeechandtheburdenof theirignorance
andhelplessness, theirworthandtheiraspirations, ison myheartandI neverexpect
to forsake them - so, such time as I am in Brandon, I shall work.inthe People's
Church."

In the first year of the church's existence A.E. Smith, William Ivens, J.S.
Woodsworth and others addressed the congregation on topics including the
Winnipeg General Strike, economic democracy, proportional representation,
production and hours oflabour, "Jesus the Communist," and Leon Trotsky and
his theories." Yet the church was not an exclusively political organization.
Smith also dealt with religious issues. Richard Allen has concluded that
in theplaceof redemption of sinfulmanbyChrist's sacrifice. .. [Smith] preached
a socialredemption whereby man's ills wouldbe overcomeby fruitful work and
equitabledistribution."

Arguably, the principal significance of the People's Church to its adherents was
not the promise of individual salvation, but rather the centrality of social justice
to the core of Christ's teachings. Through this commitment to social justice, the
People's Church provided "an extraordinary example of utilizing spiritual
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support for political purposes.' ,70 Its central impact was to bind working-class
Brandonites together irrespective of their ethnic or congregational origins; its
principal creed was' 'the justice of labour's cause. ,,71
In the wake of the 1919 labour confrontation in Brandon
the ability to transcend classlines, to mediate the differences between divergent
community grou.gs was. .. a vital characteristic of those politicians who served
successfully ...

These abilities were given particular importance in the municipal elections of
1919, when class antagonism in the city remained the central issue of the civic
election. The Brandon Sun, one of the most vigorous opponents of labour in the
spring of 1919, supported the mayoralty candidacy of George Dinsdale, the
owner of a Brandon cartage operation, and a self-declared' 'labour" man. The
Sun skillfully presented Dinsdale as the man capable of representing the
interests of both business and labour:
Oneoftheweaknesses inDinsdale's candidature isthefactthathe,a labourman,is
supported by businessmen. Somelabour men regard thisasimpossible. Theyhave
set themselves apart as a class, when there should be no such and is no such
distinction. A businessman may be andoftenis, as anxious to seejusticedone to
so-called labour menas theyare themselves ... 73

Dinsdale explained his decision to run for mayor by noting that he had been
asked to do so by "representative men" and that he was not backed by any
"league or party. ,,74
Dinsdale's opponent, Henry Cater, who was endorsed by the Confederate,
was attacked by the Sun as the person responsible for the conflicts involving
civic employees which had resulted in their 1919 strike. Although Cater had
ceased to hold public office a year prior to the confrontation with civic workers,
the Sun asserted that during his term as mayor Brandon had seethed with
discontent and "civic staffs and workmen were treated without consideration
for their rights or feelings. ' ,75
A central issue of contention during the election concerned the treatment of
civic employees at the conclusion of the Sympathetic Strike, when returning
employees were stripped of seniority. Just prior to the election G.B. Coleman, a
city lawyer and alderman for Ward 1, and one of the most determined opponents
of the Civic Employees' Federal Union, persuaded city council to restore the
seniority and pay differentials lost by civic employees at the conclusion of the
Sympathetic Strike. 76
In the election, Dinsdale prevailed in a very close contest with Cater, who
received the majority of votes in the predominantly working-class Wards 1 and
5. In the aldermanic elections, G.B. Coleman was reelected in Ward 1 by
thirty-seven votes, defeating Trades and Labour candidate Charles Durrant.
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F.E. Carey, a Canadian National Railway (CNR) dispatcher and self-declared
labour candidate, was elected in Ward 3. The other candidate endorsed by the
Trades and Labour Council, Walter Stone, was defeated in Ward 5 by B.J.
Hales, principal of the Brandon Normal School. The Trades and Labour Council
had endorsed two candidates for the school board: William Marlatt won his seat
on the board in Ward 1 by acclamation; George Ayers was defeated in Ward 5.T1
According to the Confederate, although labour's candidates had not all been
successful, the workers had won an important victory, for
without wealth, without influence,with only nominalleaders in many instances,
with a minimum of support from the printed page; with ranks filled with many
woundedand fearful ones, the workersgave battle to the entrenchedfollowersof
78
tradition, specialprivilege,and wealth.

In 1920, labour's preparation for the provincial election began on 13 April,
when a meeting ofrepresentatives from every union organization in the city was
held to arrange for the nomination of labour's first candidate for a provincial
election. A committee of fifteen members was given the responsibility of
drafting a platform to submit to a meeting scheduled for 28 April, when a
"labour" candidate was to be selected." There, ten candidates sought the
nomination to run for the Brandon Labour Party, it being agreed that the labour
candidate in Brandon would not be affiliated with any provincial organization.
This approach eliminated past organizational and ideological divisions which
might have diminished political solidarity among Brandon's workers. The
candidates who sought the nomination of the Brandon Labour Party represented
every tendency in the historical evolution of the Brandon labour political
movement, including labourites, middle-class socialists and reformers, and a
Marxist socialist. The range of candidates signalled the unprecedented degree
of labour solidarity in Brandon following the tumult of 1919. After two ballots
A.E. Smith was nominated to run. The meeting also adopted a platform
including the introduction of vocational training in secondary schools, support
for the principle of collective bargaining, the enforcement of a minimum
national standard of living, the extension of hydroelectric power lines to
Brandon and western Manitoba, and the socialization of industry." Finally, a
campaign committee composed of one member from each union local in the city
was appointed with George Ayers as chairman to supervise the election
campaign."
The BrandonSUn, reflecting the Brandon business community's entrenched
hostility to labour's direct participation in the provincial election, condemned
Smith's nomination, asserting that the "Red" element among labour had
managed to impose Smith on the convention. Furthermore, the Sun postulated
that the election of Smith would mean
the bonusingof a Red, a meansof livelihood, and a continuanceof the discordand
strife that,while assistingtowardsbringingaboutrevolution,is not improvingthe
82
conditionof the workingman.
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Goose Greaseand Turpentine:
Mother Treatsthe Family'sDlnesses
Norah L. Lewis
ABSTRACT.The women's pagesof farm andranch newspapersandmagazinesprovidedavital peer and
generationalsupportnetworkto women livingon the homesteadsand ranchesof the Canadiannorthwest
duringthe period from 1900to 1920.This article considersone aspectof their letters: themedical recipes
offered andutilizedby womenin the treatmentof their families' illnesses.In thedevelopingwest,medical
serviceswerelimited,if not inaccessible,andthose serviceswhichwereaccessiblewerecostly to povertystricken settlers.Therefore, it was usually the responsibilityof women to treat family illnesses. In their
home treatmentsshared withfellowreaders,womenused thosematerialsreadilyavailable- the contents
of their cupboards, pantries and gardens. The effectiveness of the medical recipes offered is open to
discussion,but womenbelievedit was better to take action and fail than to take no action and watch their
childrendie.
SOMMAIRE. Entre 1900 et 1920, la page des lectrices des joumaux et des magazinesruraux offrlt aux
femmes des homesteads ou des ranches du Nord-Ouest du Canada,un reseau vital d'entraide feminine.
L' articleetudleun aspectde cetteentraide,en l' occurrencelesrecettesmedicalesqu'elles utilisaientpour
soignerleursfamilIes. DansI'ouestenplein essor,lesservicemedicauxetaientlimites,sinoninaccessibles
et les services auxquels la population avait acres etaiem trop chers pour ces colons dans le besoin. II
incombaitdone aux femmesde traiter leurs familles, Pour ces recettes personnellesqu' elles partageaient
entre lectrices,ces femmes utilisaient ce qu'elle avaient sous la main, dans leurs placards, leurs gardemangerset leursjardins. On peutdiscuterI'efficacitede cesrecettesmaisces femmescroyaientqu'il valait
mieux agir,quitte aechouer,quene rien faire et laissermourirleursenfants.

Minnie May, women's editor for TheFarmer's Advocate wrote in 1890:
In all our trialswoman'sgreatest friend shouldbe woman. It is the very greatest
comfort to have a woman friend to whom one can turn for consolation when all
seems darkaroundus,andshecan saythewords youmostwantto hear.'

Seventeen years later "Marie" wrote to Lillian Laurie, women's editor of the
,'Home Loving Hearts" page of the FreePress andPrairie Farmer:
Livingas manyof usdo,on thebleakprairies, hundreds of milesfromcivilization,
wewelcome everything thattendsto makeourlifemorebrightandcheerful. .. A
little piece of poetry,or a friendly greeting from a neighbor; these seem trivial
things, whenwe are surrounded by friends andplenty; but whenwemustleave all
behind, andgo wherestemdutybids us,welearnto valuelittle things.'

During the first two decades of. this century, life on the homesteads and
ranches of the Canadian northwest was difficult, particularly for women. Many
women came west with a sense of adventure, filled with hopes and dreams for
economic success; others came out of duty to their husbands; some came as
single or widowed women seeking work or marriage partners. Through letters
written to the women's pages of farm and ranch magazines during the early
decades of this century, western women provide a rare personal glimpse of their
daily lives, their problems and concerns, their hopes and dreams, their gains and
losses.'
With the exception of those from eastern Canada and the United States, a
significant proportion of immigrants had been urban dwellers or lived in
67
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communities central to the surrounding fields to and from which they walked
daily. The systematic surveying of the Canadian west into sections and quarter
sections provided for efficient administration by government agencies and for
sale by land companies, but retarded the development of close-knit communities. Homesteaders often found themselves miles from their nearest
neighbours and even further from a town or village. Manitoba-born newspaper
editor and author James Gray observed that' 'if it had been done deliberately to
devise a settlement plan to drive the farm women up the walls of their shacks it
could hardly have proceeded differently."4 In his 1913 study of rural life in
Canada for the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church, the Reverend
John MacDougall reported that' 'farm homes in Canada were further apart than
.
anywhere in the world. ,'s
In some developing communities, many of the homesteaders were of the
same ethnic or religious group, but in other communities individuals and
families were isolated from their neighbours not only by space but also by
language, culture and religion. The simple act of visiting a neighbour or going
to town required a major effort, for often the trip was accomplished by walking
or driving horses or oxen over inadequate roads. Faced by a long, uncomfortable
trip, and especially if burdened with .several small children, women tended to
stay at home. Furthermore, someone had to remain on the homestead to feed the
chickens, milk the cows and keep the home fires burning. Yet, in spite of
hardships, many homesteaders believed country life was preferable to urban
life. The farm, they insisted, provided a pure atmosphere, a free and happy
lifestyle, and a place to rear their children away from the problems they believed
were found in cities. "A Farmer's Wife" voiced the attitude of many prairie
women when she wrote, "I would not change with any town or city woman that
IknoW.,,6
The introduction and rapid spread of the rural telephone system provided a
vital communication link for rural families, but rural women found another
important source of support and companionship through the women's pages of
weekly and monthly farm and ranch magazines such as TheFarmer's Advocate,

TheFreePress andPrairie Farmer, Family HeraldandWeekly Star, TheGrain
Growers' Guide and Western Horne Monthly. They.sought and gave encouragement, exchanged information and sought advice, and shared concerns with the
"dear sisters" they knew understood and sympathized. Tending to be conservative, and racially or religiously intolerant, they occasionally scorned those
with whom they did not agree. Writers seldom disclosed their addresses,
although they often indicated whether they resided in the fanning, ranching or
mining areas of the Prairies or British Columbia. Neither did they usually give
their names, but rather selected pseudonyms that revealed much about their
economic condition, emotional state or religious faith. The editors, however,
had both the names and addresses of the writers. Those writing to the women's
pages represented a variety ofeducational, cultural and ethnic backgrounds, but
all writers possessed some literacy skills.
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Although their letters dealt with a wide range of topics there were a number
of recurring themes: the terrible loneliness and acute poverty of life on the
homesteads; women's role and duties as wives and mothers; the lack of dower
laws; the need for schools for their children and churches for their communities;
appropriate methods of child discipline; sex education for children; the evils of
alcohol and the need for prohibition; the dearth of health services and the lack
ofhealth professionals; and the vulnerability oftheir own health and that oftheir
families. Poor nutrition, communicable diseases, accidents and chronic illnesses took a toll on children and adults alike. A request from a reader for advice
on any topic usually brought a range ofresponses from fellow readers, including
advice on treatment of family illnesses. This article will examine some of the
home treatments, probably better tennedmedical recipes, and health care advice
shared by women through the support and information network provided in the
women's pages of weekly and monthly farm and ranch newspapers and
magazines during the period from 1900 to 1920. It will also consider why
women accepted such advice as suitable for the treatment of their families'
illnesses.
Care of the sick and injured was generally the task of women. In most rural
communities, one or two local women served as midwives and nurses, but
within the home nursing was generally the mother's responsibility. Many
families owned what they called a "doctor book, " a general purpose home care
manual such as Dr. Chase's Recipes: or Information for Everybody: An

Invaluable Collection of over 1000Recipes, Gardner's Household Medicine
andSickRoomGuide or A Doctorat Home andNurses Guide Book, available
through Eaton's Mail Order Catalogue. Other sources of information included
bulletins distributed by life insurance or drug companies and medical columns
edited by health advisers carried in newspapers and magazines. Patent
medicines, readily available through the catalogue, promised cures for a myriad
of unrelated illnesses or conditions suffered by humans or animals, including
congestion, consumption, constipation, chilblains, weak eyes, fallen wombs
and worms, The Eaton's catalogue for 1900-01 offered approximately 250
different patent medicines, and weekly newspapers and magazines carried
advertisements for a number of' 'cure all' , patent medicines. In an address to the
Ontario Women's Institute reported in The Farmer's Advocate. Toronto
physician and social reformer Dr. Helen MacMurchy reported that patent
medicines were dangerous since they frequently contained cocaine, strychnine
or opium, and had a higher alcohol content than the best brands of whiskey . Not
only were most patent medicines generally ineffective, but also many unfortunate individuals became addicted to them.
It was in medical information articles to the women's pages of TheFarmer's
Advocate and the FreePress andPrairie Farmer that unidentified columnists
O.Z. Bond and Hogarth Lenn, M.D., recommended that families maintain a
locked medicine chest ofdrugs for treating family illnesses. Bond's list included
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spirits of camphor, spirits of turpentine, linseed (flaxseed) oil, sassafras oil,
sweet (olive) oil, Epsom salts, lunan caustic, and menthol crystals." Lenn's list
included iodine of potassium, bromide of sodium, Belladonna, compound of
spirits of ether, morphine, tincture of camphor, tincture of nuxvomica,essence
ofpepsin, boracic acid ointment, subnitrate of bismuth, tincture of catechu,
tincture ofaconite, laxative salts, glycerine, vaseline, listerine, absorbent cotton
and surgical linen bandages. Lenn added that laudanum was always convenient
to have on hand." All of these items could be purchased through Eaton's
catalogue."
But poverty-stricken homesteaders could not afford to buy all, or any, of
these drugs and often did not know how to use them if they did. One anxious
mother, for example, asked the editor of the' 'Mother and Baby" column of the
FamilyHeraldandWeekly Star what she should do if her twenty-seven-monthold son suffered another bilious attack. At the time of the last attack she had
given the child half of her last morphine pill, and the second half a few hours
later. The columnist responded with a curt warning of the danger of giving
morphine to a child."
Practical women therefore used what they had available to them - the
contents oftheir cupboards, pantries and gardens, including turpentine, vinegar,
spices and herbs. Turpentine, iftaken internally, acted on the urinary system and
the mucous membranes of the respiratory system; if applied externally, it treated
local pains or rheumatism. Vinegar, an astringent and emetic, was frequently
used as liniment or to relieve the discomfort of insect bites. Kerosene (coal oil),
when taken orally with other ingredients, was thought to clear the congestion of
the chest or a head cold. Salt dissolved in water served as an emetic, and when
heated dry was applied as a compress on sprains or sore areas. Black pepper, a
carminative and stimulant, relieved gastrointestinal conditions and congestive
chills. Cayenne pepper, a stimulant, tonic and rubefacient, was used to produce
heat. Mustard, an irritant, stimulant, diuretic and emetic, was used chiefly in
poultice form to treat respiratory ailments or local pains. Ginger, an expectorate
and stimulant, relieved abdominal pains, and if taken in hot water produced
copious perspiration and helped break the congestion of a cold. Another
common spice, nutmeg, a carminative and stomachic, was effective for the
treatment of flatulency, nausea and vomiting. Cream of tartar was used as a
diuretic. Baking soda was a common treatment for indigestion, skin irritations,
insect bites, or in combination with salt as a cheap tooth cleaner. Animal fats
such as lard, tallow, goose grease, skunk oil, milk, cream or buttermilk were
used in combination with other materials, although skunk oil and goose grease
were rubbed on youngsters' chests, throats and backs to relieve the congestion
of a cold. Alum, a powerful astringent, irritant and emetic, checked the flow of
perspiration. Potatoes were used raw to treat gastritis, and boiled with a little
milk as an emergency poultice. Onions, a diuretic and expectorate, were
considered a satisfactory and safe treatment for colds. Hops, considered a tonic
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and a diuretic, were used in combination with other remedies to treat debility,
nervous conditions and worms. Lemon, a tonic and diaphoretic high in Vitamin
C, was considered a good treatment for colds when served in a hot drink: on
going to bed. Peppermint served as an antispasmodic for the reliefof abdominal
cramps, headache and heartburn. Alcoholic spirits such as brandy, rye, rum and
gin were used medicinally as stimulants, or on occasion as anesthetics. Pine tar
was a common treatment for skin eruptions. Flaxseed poultices were used to
treat boils, burns and infected sores, while flaxseed (linseed) oil was a common
laxative.
Several local plants were also recommended by readers: Devil's Club was a
cathartic, emetic and diaphoretic; violets were used as an expectorate; sage
leaves were an astringent; golden rod was a stimulant and carminative; and buds
from the Balm of Gilead served as a healing agent in ointments and plasters.
Women shared with their fellow readers those medical recipes that they had
successfully used themselves, or that they believed were at least worth trying for
the treatment of family illnesses.
In Popular Herbs, Dawn McLeod points out that during the settlement of
rural communities in North America, herbal remedies continued in vogue,
dispensed by people with handed-down knowledge who were known to and
trusted by the sufferer. 12 The same process is described as a dynamic relationship
among the healer, the patient and the family by Wayland D. Hand, director of
the Center for Comparative Folklore and Mythology, University of California,
and an investigator of American folklore. 13 Unable to consult traditional sources
(mothers or other female relatives) and unable to locate the herbs used in
traditional medicines, women of the Canadian northwest looked to the people
they believed to be trustworthy - the editors of and contributors to women's
pages. Bruno Gebhard, an American physician interested in the history of the
home medications of the American frontier, reported that settlers remote from
medical care regularly used self-treatment as well as remedies available through
mail order sources; the same situation existed in Canada." In addition, women's
trust of the editors of women's pages was not unique to the readers of farm
newspapers. Molly Ladd- Taylor, in a review of letters written to the American
Children's Bureau of the Department ofLabor, notes that mothers sought better
care both for their children and for themselves, and that they regarded the
director, Julia Lathrope, and editorial writers Mary Mills West and Dorothy
Reed Mendenhall, not only as vital sources of information but also as personal
friends."
American folklorist John Q. Anderson designates four classifications offolk
medicine- cures, treatments, removals, and preventatives or health treatments.
The major portion of the medical recipes offered or sought by letter writers to
the women's pages could be classified as either cures or treatments and
generally dealt with routine illnesses such as colds, bronchial conditions, sore
throats, infections, chilblains, rheumatism, stomach complaints and skin
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conditions. Treatments, however, were sought for more diverse and serious
conditions such as childbirth, fallen wombs, hernias, breast lumps and
alcoholism. Medical recipes were frequently offered as one small part of the
total content of a lengthy, friendly letter that covered a wide range of concerns,
and a request for advice usually brought a number of responses from fellow
readers. 16
The restricted diet of the winter months, the lack of fresh fruits and
vegetables, and the cold and draughty conditions in many farm homes made
family members susceptible to illness. The common cold, its accompanying
cough, the frequent development of croup among infants and small children,
and the ever-present danger of pneumonia, pleurisy or consumption were of
constant concern. Women shared a wide variety of medical recipes designed to
"kill or cure" these illnesses. Most medical recipes for cold treatments contained one or more of the following: an astringent, stimulant, expectorate,
diaphoretic or aromatic such as alum, kerosene, vinegar, mustard, ginger or
camphor, and if the concoction was to be taken orally, a flavouring or sweetener
such as lemon, peppermint, sugar or honey was added to make the medicine
more palatable. Honey was also effective in inducing sleep, treating coughs and
soothing sore throats. Suggested oral cold treatments included honey sprinkled
with salt, alum mixed with sugar, white sugar mixed with coal oil or camphor,
the yolk of one egg with three teaspoons of ginger and two teaspoons of syrup
or honey, black strap molasses (a good source of Vitamin B and potassium)
mixed with a few drops of castor oil, one teaspoon of sulphur (a traditional and
effective treatment for bacterial infections) mixed with two or three drops of
kerosene, and malt vinegar and sugar.
If the treatment was a plaster or poultice applied to the chest, throat or back,
women recommended that lard or goose grease first be spread on the skin to
prevent blistering. Flour was used to dilute mustard, a common and often
successful treatment for bronchitis or pneumonia, at a ratio of one part mustard
to eight parts flour. When mustard was not available for a plaster, women
suggested the substitution of ginger or nutmeg, but neither spice appears to have
any medicinal qualities when used as a plaster. Other women suggested the
external application of black pepper, cayenne pepper, camphor, vinegar or
turpentine to be spread on, or soaked into, a strip of bacon or a piece of flannel
and then wrapped around the throat or on the chest. "Hawkeye's" suggestion
was to place pieces ofcut raw onions on the window sill as she believed that they
would absorb diseases from the air. When the pieces were dry they should be
burned, thereby ensuring the disease was destroyed. Two treatments recommended for the treatment of colds and croup in small children were to apply an
onion poultice (whether cooked or raw is not clear) to the infant's chest or back,
or to rub the infant with skunk oil. An earache could be cured by applying the
juice of a roast onion. Dame Durden, editor of the' 'Ingle Nook" page of The
Farmer's Advocate, and O.Z. Bond both advocated quinine as a quick, sure cure
for colds, but letter writers did not recommend quinine to one another."
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Mothers' suggestions for cough syrups seemed to follow the adage that' 'ifit
tasted bad it was bound to be good for you." "Patient Mary" advocated a sweet
and sour cough syrup made by boiling to a syrup one cup of sugar with one cup
of vinegar. IS "Mamma" boiled down three cups of sugar and three tablespoons
of pine tar in a quart of water. After the solution cooled, she skimmed off the tar
and used the resulting pine oil as an expectorate and stimulant to relieve the
cause of the cough." Cough mixtures advocated by "Old Lady":W and' 'Tilda
Jane' ,21 contained either the scraped bark of a licorice root or castor oil, both of
which were common laxatives. "E.K." said oil of aniseed, a commonly used
carminative and pectoral, would stop a cough in a minute and cure a cold in a
week. Some recipes were more appetizing. "Lily of the Valley" advocated a
cough cure made with one cup of rum, one cup of sugar, and one ounce of
glycerine, to be taken when a cough was troublesome." "Chinook" suggested
the addition of laudanum and sweet spirits of nitre to homemade cough
medicine," but Lillian Laurie warned against the use ofboth drugs, as laudanum
deadened the organs and nitre was harmful to the kidneys.
Herbal-based cough remedies were also included in the letters. In the spring,
"Prairie Chicken" gathered and dried wild violets, which when boiled with
water she deemed useful as a cough medicine and "not bad tasting. ,,24 _The
resulting liquid worked as an expectorate. "Ivy and Joy" made a throat gargle
by first pouring boiling water over sage leaves, a common astringent for the
treatment of sore throats and sores in the mouth, to which she added a sweetener
and a little vinegar. She also suggested a gargle made by dissolving powder of
gum of myrrh, a healing antiseptic, with some cayenne pepper in half a pint of
water." Mrs. I.E. Hawkins's remedy for swollen tonsils was to gargle vinegar
mixed with black pepper." This combination must have been very irritating to
already sore tonsils.
Infants and young children were often susceptible to bacterial infections from
drinking raw cow's milk that was neither fresh nor pasteurized, drinking
impure, unboiled water, or eating food improperly prepared or unsuitable for
their age. Through articles and columns on child health and child care generally carried on or near the women's pages - health professionals advised
mothers to breast feed, or at least to use proper precautions or techniques in the
preparation and storage of modified milk, thereby preventing dysentery among
their infants. Women mourned the loss of their otherwise healthy babies and
tried various medical recipes to cure or at least control cholera infantum. "East
Lynne" gave her children sweetened tomato juice," "Tony" suggested pulverized egg shells (calcium) in milk," and other readers advocated that children
drink egg whites beaten into water, barley water or rice water. The treatments
were designed to prevent total dehydration and give the infant some nourishment. However, the most common form of treatment - and probably the most
dangerous - was to give the sick child a dose of castor oil. "Alexia" shared
with readers the wisdom of an old aunt who told her:
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if I was ever in a state that I did not know what to do for a sick child and it was
suffering so muchandI couldnotgeta doctorfor perhaps hours,to givethe childa
gooddoseof castoroil asit wouldcoolorcheckfever,andoftencauseda verysick
29
child to sleepwell.

Other desperate mothers insured the ailing child slept well by adding one or two
drops of laudanum to the castor oil. Physicians and mothers believed that castor
oil cleared the bowels of bacterial infection, thereby eliminating the cause of the
ailment. But castor oil probably caused further dehydration, and laudanum
could prove fatal to an already sick child.
Considering the difficulties of communication and travel, the rapidity with
which advice could be transmitted from one mother to another is quite surprising. On 14 January 1909 "Anxious Mother' , wrote The Farmer's Advocate
asking readers how to prepare modified milk as her infant was not gaining
weight as it should. Two weeks later the newspaper published a letter from
"Jack's Wife," and three weeks later from "Baby Betty's Mother," both
recommending that "Anxious Mother" purchase The Care and Feeding of
Children by Luther Emmett Holt, a well-known and respected American
physician and child-care specialist. In addition to recommending the book, both
women copied out the instructions for the preparation of modified milk. Several
other readers offered to lend "Anxious Mother" a copy of the book. The 18
March issue carried a second letter from "Anxious Mother" saying she had
tried modified milk and that her baby was growing and healthy. On 22 April the
editor advised women that arrangements had been made by which mothers
could purchase The Care and Feeding of Children through the office of The
Farmer's Advocate. The willingness of women to share the little they hadwhether advice, encouragement or material goods - was repeated time and
again.
After a long winter, mothers believed that the entire family needed a spring
tonic to cleanse the blood and clear the bowels. The traditional spring tonic of
sulphur and molasses provided the taker with Vitamin B, iron, potassium,
calcium and several other minerals. To this mixture, "A.R." added an equal
amount of the diuretic cream of tartar," "Liverpudlian"mixed a tonic composed of equal parts of baking soda, cream of tartar, Epsom salts and sugar," A
spring tonic printed in The Farmer's Advocate suggested to readers: "Halve
your food; double your drinking water; treble your out-of-door exercise; and
quadruple your consumption offresh air and laughter. ' , The Farmer's Advocate
published another tonic recommended for a "sick man." To produce ten
gallons of the tonic required three-quarters of a pound of hops combined with
ten teaspoons of ginger, one cup of molasses, ten cups of brown sugar, three
yeast cakes and ten gallons of water. It took one week to produce this tonic,
which probably smelled and tasted very much like ginger beer.
The application of turpentine was the basic treatment for cuts, scratches,
bumps, bruises, felons (painful, pus-forming infections at the end of the finger
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or toe), and wounds caused by rusty nails, pitchfork tines and bullets. It was
considered an antiseptic and an effective pain killer. As one correspondent
wrote, turpentine "smarts real good and lively and takes the pain out every
time. " Poultices and plasters, which provided a moist heat, were often used to
draw infections from punctures, carbuncles, boils and sores. "M.C.W.K."
recommended the application of cornmeal, a recognized cataplasm, dampened
with water that had first been filtered through wood ashes (potassium)."
Poultices, easily prepared and easily applied, were made from a wide range of
plant products including flaxseed, oatmeal, cornmeal, potatoes and bread.
Skin conditions such as eczema, purple rashes, prairie itch and ringworm
were treated with a variety of ointments and salves. "Amelia?" and
"Hampshire?" both made an effective healing salve by boiling the buds of
Balm of Gilead with either cream or lard. A common treatment was the
application of oxide of zinc, while "Mother of Nine" prepared a mixture of
equal parts of oil ofpine, sulphur and glycerine, to which she added a few drops
of carbolic acid," To a mixture of sulphur and lard - a traditional treatment for
bacterial infections - "Mrs. F.B." added enough ofthe antiseptic carbolic acid
to "make it sting real good." "British Canadian" suggested that to treat itch,
mothers mix one ounce of quicksilver (mercury), one ounce of Venus turpentine, one ounce of brown hellebore and one ounce of sweet (olive) oil. The
mixture was stirred with a wooden stick once a day for nine days and then
applied to the palms of the hands and the soles of the feet. "It never fails," she
wrote, but the frequent applications ofmercury to the skin would eventually lead
to mercury poisoning and the development of health problems far more serious
and longer lasting than itch."
To relieve the discomforts of poison oak or poison ivy, women suggested the
following treatments: bromine, a corrosive liquid, mixed with glycerine;
calomel, generally used to stimulate the production of bile, and lime water;
lemon juice, a citric acid, and glycerine; paste of sulphur and milk; baking soda
and buttermilk. Further discomfort was created by the ubiquitous fleas, lice and
bedbugs. Getting rid of them usually required the use of poisonous or inflammable substances, but one less dangerous method involved sprinkling
peppermint and turpentine in the bed and on clothing, even that being worn,
"particularly on undergarments, and the fleas will leave. " A second method
was to sprinkle ground (black) pepper in the bed and into the cracks in the bed
frame. One readerwrote, "I think red pepper would be still better." Pepper
seemed to create an unhealthy environment for fleas, and it was certainly less
dangerous to humans than painting the bed frame or cracks in the walls and floor
with gasoline, coal oil or formaldehyde.
Cold, draughty houses and the lack offootwear suitable for Canadian winters
meant that many people suffered from painful, burning, swollen chilblains. The
severity of treatments advocated by writers gives some indication of the
discomfort caused by chilblains: rub a cut, salted onion on the affected parts of
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the feet; sprinkle cornmeal over hot coals in a pan and hold the feet over the
resulting steam and smoke; rub the chilblains with the juice of two raw, grated
potatoes sprinkled with salt; soak the feet in hot water in which alum had been
dissolved; soak the feet with hot water and rub with coal oil; rub the feet with a
mixture of salad oil, bee's wax, turpentine and hog lard; soak the feet in hot
water and carbolic acid and then rub with baking soda. One reader had a simpler
solution: "Ijustput a handful of salt in my stockings for two or three days. " She
added that this method should not be used during cold weather as the salt made
the feet very cold. All of these treatments appeared to act as counterirritants to
a most uncomfortable condition.
Childbirth was the experience most dreaded by women. Many women were
poorly informed about the entire process of pregnancy and childbirth, and there
was often no one to whom they could turn for information and advice.
Consequently they turned to their fellow readers, euphemistically referring to
pregnancy as "expecting a little stranger," the "family way" or "my sickness." For example, "Crocus" wrote:
I would like also to hear from members who have used roots or herbs before
confinement. I was nottoldanything aboutsuchthings andwould beso thankfulfor
advice onthesubject.37

, 'Crocus' , was not atypical. In 1910 "Keystone Pansy' , urged pregnant women
to stay healthy, avoid large crowds, and not to lose their tempers or lace
themselves into tight clothing. The same year "Azile" advised the use of
"Indian Women's Balm" since it produced healthy babies. "Little Belgium"
tried a box of "Westerner" for painless childbirth and declared it to be good,
while "Maybird" recommended "Mother's Friend," an oil to be rubbed on
abdomen and thighs for fifteen minutes each evening and five minutes in the
morning for several weeks before confinement. "Wild Sunflower" suggested
that a daily drink of boiled linseed gruel flavoured with lemon during the last
month of pregnancy would ensure an easier delivery, but "Prairie Violet"
wrote that although she had used linseed for the last three months of her
pregnancy, her confinement was difficult and her baby was weak: "I advise
every mother to leave it alone. ,,38 In 1908 "Madge" recommended a tea made
of steeped spikenard root drunk immediately upon rising in the morning for the
last six weeks of pregnancy. Spikenard root served as a stimulant, a slight
expectorant, and appeared to ease the pain ofchildbirth. "Mother of Four,, tried
it and wrote, "I can say from the bottom of my heart I thank her. Although I only
used it for three weeks in place of the six she said.':" In 1912 "Sonnie's
Sweetheart" suggested two additional medical recipes for childbirth drinking the liquid of steeped cohosh root, an emmenagogue, three or four times
a day for two weeks before confinement, and drinking half a cup of steeped
summer savory leaves, an aromatic with warming qualities, when' 'taken sick."
, 'Islesworth" offered her unused box of medicine free to a poor and needy
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expectantmother. Her generosity reflected a genuine concern for the suffering
of others.
"Christena," a reader living in the Quesnel area of British Columbia, offered
freeto expectant mothers a locally grown wild root, later identified as Devil's
Club, which was used by local Indians for several medicinal purposes including
easing the pains of childbirth. The response was immediate and overwhelming
- women wanted the herb. In a lengthy letter to Lillian Laurie, "Christena"
described the herb as "perfectly harmless, though it is very powerful for
allaying pain in confinement. ,,40 The expectant mother was to drink a weak tea
made from Devil's Club root during the last four to six weeks ofpregnancy, and
one cupful of strong root tea at the onset of labour, with additional sips as
needed. Devil's Club appeared to have antispasmodic, diaphoretic and
emmenagogue qualities that relaxed the woman's muscles, thereby making
labour easier and shorter. Initially, "Christena" sent the root free of charge to
those who requested it, but the demand was so great that she was forced to ask
the women to pay the postage. Although she usually gathered the root herself,
she sometimes had to buy it from local Indians. By July 1914 Lillian Laurie
reported the widespread use of "Christena's herb" by readers, and that those
who tried it reported great relief from the pains of childbirth and a shortened
time in labour. To check its safety, Laurie sent some of the root to the University
of Manitoba for analysis, and was informed that it belonged to a group of plants
used in medicine elsewhere, although not in Canada. By 1915 "Christena" had
started a small business, packaging and selling the herb as "Mrs. Feund's
Compound Tea."
In 1975 a testimonial to the success of "Christena's herb" was provided by
Mrs. Beatrice Vincent, a prairie pioneer who spoke of her twelve confinements
without a physician or midwife:
ButI willsay, at this time,I saw an advertisement in the Free PressaboutIndians
usingherbstocutdownlaborpainsandtheywerea dollara box.SoI thought, we'll
sendfora boxanyway. Andsoonas laborpainsstartedI tooka cupfulof theseherbs
thatwassteepedin waterand tookout all the labourpains,"

Mrs. Vincent had learned about" Christena' s herb" through the' 'Home Loving
Hearts" page.
From 1900 to 1920, most births occurred at home, with only a relative or a
neighbour to assist the mother. In May 1910 "Farmer's Wife," an English
immigrant who served as midwife to her neighbours, sent Lillian Laurie an
article entitled "Maternity Complete Without a Washing Day," which told
women how to prepare for and attend a birth. She asked Laurie to send a copy
to women who requested it. Because Laurie could not keep abreast of readers'
demands, "Sweetheart" volunteered to copy out additional copies. She quickly
sent out five copies, including the original. A few weeks later Laurie asked
women who already had copies of the article to make one or more additional
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copies, but she was still unable to meet the demand. By December 1910 Laurie
reported that she was having "Maternity" typewritten for distribution upon
request. The article remained in demand until 1912, when a paper entitled
"Preparation for Maternity," written by Manitoba physician Mary E.
Crawford, was made available for free from the FreePress Prairie Fanner.
The arrival of a "little stranger" was not necessarily cause for rejoicing. The
whole process ofchildbearing, feeding, clothing and then nursing their children
through a succession of illnesses left women physically and emotionally
exhausted. "Determination' commentedon a previous letter from a forty-year.old mother of thirteen: "we cannot extricate [ourselves] from the home of a
large family of children or the treadmill of duties.' ,42 At the same time some
segments of Canadian society considered motherhood a sacred trust and a
national duty, and women as the "guardians of the race. " Also current was the
suggestion of compulsory motherhood as a means ofperpetuating the race. Mrs.
Octavius Allen believed that women would "gladly welcome the happiness of
motherhood if it were recognized as a blessing rather than as a nuisance or
stigma. ' ,43 "ContentedWife' , said that she believed there was something wrong
with women who did not think the pains, self-denial, inconvenience and trouble
of childbearing "repaid a hundred fold by the love, truth and joy motherhood
brings.':" But' 'Contented Wife" did not face the poverty of some families,
who could neither adequately feed nor clothe their children.
Many women believed that they already endured compulsory motherhood.
,'Determination' said that no woman was responsible for bearing ten children
- implying that the husband was - and "Lady Lothian" observed that
compulsory motherhod was forced upon many women "whose husbands felt
cheated if their wives did not produce a child a year. ,,45 "Arbutus" related the
story of a woman who, told by her physician that another child would be fatal,
became pregnant and died, "a martyr to a man's passion - her life sacrificed
to his whim. ,,46 Lillian Laurie believed that women who did not want children
ought not to marry, and that unhealthy women should not bring weaklings into
the world. An unidentified editorial writer for TheFanner'sAdvocate observed
that "these large families required two or three mothers to bring them into the
world. ' , Three or four children, the writer stated, were sufficient for any family.
Unfortunately, motherless families were not uncommon. In 1912 "Sixteen"
(her age) was left to care for herself and nine younger siblings. In 1918 the
fifteen- year-old' 'Prairie Maid" was trying to care forherself and eight younger
brothers and sisters.
Women chided one another for ruining their health through childbearing and
hard work. "Ade Nae," a frequent contributor to "Home Loving Hearts,"
cynically wrote: "That's right girls, if we can only make property for No.2 to
enjoy, perhaps we get a nice burial and a posey to smell after we are dead.':"
She complained that men gave better care to their animals at birthing than to
their wives. A man would call a veterinarian to treat his sick horse, but he would
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not call a doctor to treat his wife. ' 'Discouraged Woman," ill, probably
pregnant, and mourning the death of her young neighbour (a mother of four),
reported the comments ofanother neighbour to her husband: "Do men ever stop
to realize what it means for a woman to bear his children, give the best years of
her life for them, and then be glad to die?' ,48
Did women know methods of birth control? McLaren and McLaren report
that the declining birth rate that began in the mid-nineteenth century indicates
that many Canadian couples knew about, and practiced, traditional methods of
birth control, including abstinence, coitus interruptus, and self-induced
abortion," Like many other women of the period, "Nawitka," a frequent
contributor, believed that upper- and middle-class women had ways to limit
family size that were unknown to the poor. Therefore, "every poor working
class couple should have the knowledge so as to have families to suit the
income. ,,50 In 1916 "Try Again" urged married couples to use common sense
and self-control in their sex life, thereby limiting family size, and an article in
the May 1907 issue of Western Home Monthly advised women to delay their
marriages for a few years as one means of limiting family size. Women who
practiced sex outside of marriage were soundly condemned, but sex within
marriage also had its critics. "One Beyond the Pale" asked her fellow readers:
"Does the marriage ceremony give any man and woman the right to indulge
their passions as much as they wish?"" Their letters indicate that very few
women wanted to spend their childbearing years producing an endless succession of babies who might or might not survive.
McLaren and McLaren also reported that, although dissemination of birth
control or family planning information was illegal, women knew abortifacients
were available. Frequently, the same magazines that carried the women's letters
also carried advertisements for patent medicines that guaranteed relief from all
kinds offemale disorders, including painful or delayed menses. 52 In her study of
cross-cultural medicine for women, Lucille Newman notes that information
about nonprescriptive methods of birth control are transmitted through
women's peer or intergenerational networks. 53 "English Lassie, " for example,
heard of and knew women who took medicine to prevent having children. 54
"Try Again" said that she knew women who took "dope" (unspecified) or
preventatives against pregnancy." Both women opposed the use of such
materials for moral and religious reasons, and were cognizant of their danger to
the health of the women who used them. However, both realized that some
women resorted to such methods outof desperation. "Snow Bird" complained
that she had unsuccessfully used squaw vine as suggested by "Young
Manitoba," and "I shall soon become a mother with my first child.' ,56 Coon
reports that squaw vine was used by Indians in the treatment of menstrual
disorders, including the absence or suppression ofmenses," and Laura Jamieson
reports that avens, cedar, cherry or yarrow could be used for birth control
purposes. S8 These herbs either suppressed ovulation, prevented the fertilized egg
from attaching to the uterine wall, or acted as an abortifacient.
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Women seemed to have little inhibition in sharing problems and solutions,
especially when they could do so under the anonymity of a pseudonym. "Auld
Scottie" shared the testimonial of a woman whose alcoholic husband took a
successful cure at an institution. Her brother-in-law analyzed the content of the
medication so that he could treat his own addiction, and she thoughtfully
provided the recipe for her fellow readers. The cure contained electrified gold,
muriate of ammonia, compound extract ofcinchona, cocoa, nitrate of strychina,
distilled water and glycerine. After the second or third day, "Auld Scottie"
stated, there would be no further desire for alcohol, and the cost of the medicine
would be less than four dollars." Since inaccuracy in measuring some ingredients would certainly have been dangerous, Lillian Laurie recommended
that the potential user consult his or her physican before embarking on this
treatment. When Mrs. Williams wrote asking if other readers could suggest a
cure for a painful lump in her breast, Laurie exhorted the lady to see her
physician at once, as surgery was the only cure. In 1918 "Flo" offered a herbal
cure for cancer if the treatment was not broken. The decoction was composed of
red clover blossoms, burdock root, yellow root (probably yellow sarsaparilla),
dandelion, spignet, mardric (mandrake), black cherry bark and comfrey. Coon
notes that all of these herbs are commonly used for healing, purifying the blood,
the relief of bumps, bruises and tumors, and to stop internal bleeding." There
appeared to be no later letters vouching for the success of any of these
treatments.
This article has examined some of the medical recipes included in the letters
written by women of the Canadian northwest to the women's pages of farm and
ranch papers during the period from 1900 to 1920. There were, during those
years, increasing numbers of practicing physicians and health care facilities
available in the western provinces, yet women continued to seek and offer
medical recipes for home treatments. Why would they continue to do so rather
than seek professional advice? One major consideration was that professional
services and medical treatment were expensive and settlers preferred not to pay
for treatment of routine illnesses such as coughs, colds, skin irritations,
chilblains, rheumatism, boils and infected wounds. These they could treat at
home. In addition, physician-prescribed medications were a further expense
that families did not want to incur, particularly if they believed they could use
the contents of their own cupboards and gardens to effect treatment. Undoubtedly, many home treatments were successful. In other cases professional
medical advice should have been sought, but many settlers believed that a
physician should only be called to attend cases of serious illness or severe injury.
The inconvenience and time required to travel to a physician, or to have one
come to the farm, was also a major consideration. An expanding network of
roads joined farms to towns, but dirt and gravel surfaces were subject to the
vagaries of climate and weather, and the roads were impassable at certain times
of the year. By 1920 some farmers owned motor cars, but many still travelled to
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andfromtownby horseandwagonor sleigh.Treatingthe illnessat homesaved
hours of travel time and the inconvenience of an uncomfortable trip. Other
settlers feared admission to hospital. It was usually the very ill who were
admittedto hospital,and somesettlersviewed hospitals as a place to die, not a
place to get well.
But therewereotherreasonswomenusedhometreatments. Therecipeswere
offeredbypeoplethereaderstrusted: theeditorsof thewomen'spagesandother
rural women who, together, formed a peer and generational support network.
Thewomen's editorsnotonlymadesympathetic andcompassionate comments,
but they alsodirectedwomento organize, demandandpetitionfor dowerlaws,
suffrage and prohibition. And their fellow readers, regardless of cultural or
ethnic background, whether newcomers or old-timers, shared common
experiences of isolation,loneliness, bereavement, povertyand other problems
inherent in rural life. Writing under pseudonyms, women aired personal
problemsthey might not have sharedface-to-face. Theirletters werepersonal,
poignantand reflectiveof life as it existed for them. Many womenused letter
writing as a cathartic process. Because the medical recipes came from "dear
sisters" with whom they had much in common, they tended to accept their
adviceas true.Furthermore, there was amongreaders a persistentbeliefin the
truthof theprintedword.Thisattitudemayhavebeentheresultof theirreligious
trainingandtheiracceptance ofthetruthof theBible,or simplytheresultof their
limitedlife experiences, but all too frequently readersbelievedin the truth and
accuracy ofprintedmaterials, whetherin booksor newspapers. Theirtrustin the
integrity of letter writers, coupled with their belief in the truth of the written
word,lent credibility to advicecontainedin testimonials and letters.Additionally,westernwomenhadlearnedto bepractical,andthemedicalrecipesoffered
by theirfellowreaderswereinexpensive, the materials werereadilyaccessible,
and the treatments were actions women could take when their children or
husbands fell ill. Womenbelievedit was better to do something andfail than to
do nothingandwatchtheirlovedones suffer.To administer someformof home
treatmentwouldfreethemfromguiltandself-recriminationif thetreatmentwas
not successful. Finally, there was always the chance that the home treatment
administered mightbe successful and cure the family's illnesses.
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The Manitoba Cabinetin the
Liberal-Progressive Era,1922-1958
Christopher Dunn
ABSTRACT. The "unaided cabinetmodel" predicts,in part, the characterof governancein Manitoba
under the "nonpartisan" cabinetsfrom 1922to 1958.But there were many featuresof this government
whichdeviatefromthemodel.Theseincluderealpowerin thehandsof seniorcabinetministersasopposed
to the premieralone;the presenceof a clerk of theexecutivecouncil;and the use of the clerk's officefor
policyadviceto cabinetduringtheGarsonyears.
SOMMAIRE. Le' 'unaided cabinetmodel," cabinetsans infrastructurede soutien, annonceen partie Ie
typede controlepresentauManitobasouslescabinetsnon partisansde 1922 a1958.Cependantce type de
gouvemementcomportaitde nombreusescaracteristiques qui s' eloignaientdu modele.Le pouvoirn' etait
pas exclusivement entre les mains du Premierministre: les principauxministresdu cabinet avaienteux
aussiun pouvoirreel.II y avaitun greffierdu conseilexecutifet sous Ie gouvernern.ent Garsonson bureau
offraitaucabinetdes conseilsrelatifsauxpolitiques.

Introduction
There are many works which review federal and provincial cabinets in
modern Canada, 1 but the .study of cabinet evolution, especially provincial
cabinet evolution, has received only slight attention. Contrary to what one might
expect, for example, the early Liberal-Progressive cabinets in Manitoba
engaged in planning exercises, hired cabinet-level staff, allowed minutes of
cabinet to be taken for several years, and contemplatedprogram budgeting. This
is not at all what we might expect of the historic "traditional" or "unaided"
cabinet, and yet the traditional pattern did pertain for the most part. This article
will fill some historical lacunae about the Bracken, Garson and Campbell
cabinets in Manitoba. It will demonstrate that "traditional" 'cabinet characteristics dominated the Liberal-Progressive period, but that the pattern was not
entirely homogeneous. Future cabinet studies should mention this historical
variety, both for Manitoba and for other provinces.
For "traditional" cabinet characteristics we depend on Tennant's wellknown article about the Barrett NDPcabinet.' Tennant was writing about British
Columbia cabinets, but his descriptions included asides about Canadian provincial cabinets in general. The characteristics of a "traditional" government
include:
Cabinet: UnderSocialCredit[W.A.C. Bennett] the cabinethad remained entirely
traditional- that is, simple in structure and uncomplicated in origin,lacking the
committees, staff,staffagencies, andextensive paperworkwhichprovide planning
andcoordination capability at thecabinetlevelin thecentralgovernment andmost
of thelargerprovinces.
Premier: The premieris "the onefeasible means of attaining coordination" in the
traditional cabinet [Tennant implies that the premier, to achieve coordination,
shouldbe an authoritarian leader].
Decision-making: In its decision-making the NDP cabinet illustrates what is
presumably true of any traditional cabinetattempting to operate at the centreof a
largeandcomplexgovernment: withinthecabinetitselfinanypolicyareatherecan
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be noconsistent andreliablesourceof information otherthantheministerin charge
of thearea.

Central Staff: The[Barrett] NDPapproach topolicy-making wasalsosupportive of
thetraditional cabinet. Someministers hadanexplicitfaithin whatmightbe termed
the unaidedpolitician in the unaided cabinet. In goodpart this faith restedon the
failure to see the distinction between line and staffagencies . .. and... on a lack
of appreciation of the role staffoutsidetheregularbureaucracy can playin adding
to the capabilities of politicaldecision makers. [W.A.C. Bennett's "traditional"
cabinethada Treasury Boardwith' 'no staffof itsownwhileothercommittees and
the cabinetitself had no staff whatever. There was no clerk to the cabinetand no
staffofficialattendedcabinetmeetings.' 'l
Planning: It would appear that the traditional cabinet is one in which complex
planningcapability cannotbe achieved and in which, at best,coordination maybe
achieved by an authoritarian leader.
Budgeting: TheNDPattitude to fmancial management was identicalto that of the
previous government. Abalanced budgetwasseenasthe sinequanonofsuccessful
government.

Early provincial cabinets did indeed follow the general pattern described by
Tennant; but contrary to what he and other contemporary analysts imply,' the
pattern was sometimes broken. In Manitoba, especially in the period of Premier
Garson, there were atypical developments in the area of premier-cabinet relations, professional staff, planning and budgeting.

Liberal-Progressive Cabinets in the Nonpartisan Era
The term "nonpartisan" is sometimes used to describe the years 1922-58.
Lloyd Stinson says:
Not only was John Bracken in control of the House, he was the predominant
influence of his time; his philosophy of non-partisanship dominated Manitoba
politicsformorethantwodecades andwascarriedonforanother15yearsunderthe
guidance of his faithful disciples [Garson andCampbell] ... 'Because of his belief
in theprinciples of cooperation andconsultation Bracken disparaged partypolitics;
4
it wasin theroleof non-partisan premierthathe madehis markon Canadian life.

Of course party politics were not entirely absent during these years, but there
was a consistent tendency towards political homogenization. The United
Farmers of Manitoba (UFM)gained office ·in 1922, opposed by Liberals,
Conservatives and Labour. Over time, however, Premier John Bracken (with
the party renamed the Progressives in 1927) managed to arrange an alliance or
coalition with the Liberals in 1932 (the Liberal-Progressives), entered an
arrangement with Social Credit in 1936 to support his government, and constructed full-blown coalition with the Conservatives, CCF and Social Credit in
1940 (alternately referred to by some as "nonpartisan government"). The CCF
left in 1942. Following the election of the independent Conservatives under
Roblin in 1949, the Conservatives left the coalitionin 1950 (leaving a few

a
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renegades behind) and "normal' party politics are considered to have begun
again in 1958. The dominant theme of the era was to downplay party politics.
Of course, the Liberal-Progressive cabinets of Manitoba reflected anything
but a nonpartisan composition. Bracken's particular genius was his ability to
persuade his political opponents to join forces with him, resulting in a cabinet
of unusual variety. Of the thirty-seven ministers, including premiers, who
served between 1922 and 1958, nine claimed to have belonged only to the UFM,
ten claimed to have been Liberal-Progressive only, four had been Liberals and
then turned UFM/Progressive or Liberal-Progressive, one was a Conservative
who turned UFM, there were two who had been Brackenites, Conservatives and
Liberals during the span of their political careers; seven from other party
formations joined the coalition cabinet (four Conservatives, plus one CCF, one
Social Credit and one Independent Liberal), another claimed to have been a
"Liberal supporter of the Government" and one merely a "Liberal," and two
did not divulge their partisanship.' Provincial politics sometimes served as a
"safety hatch" for politicians of various shades who had been unsuccessful at
the federal level, like Conservatives Albert Prefontaine, Errick Willis and W.C.
Miller, and Liberal Ewen McPherson. In spite of the multihued nature of the
Liberal-Progressive cabinets, they reflected more solidarity than many contemporary executive councils.
Solidarity mayhave been due in part to the fact that the Manitoba political
elite itself was remarkably homogeneous. In a province swamped by a halfcentury of immigration, twenty-six of the thirty-seven ministers were either
British-born or had parents ofBritish origin (this total climbs to thirty-one iffive
unknown but probably "British" or British-origin cases are included). Only
three ministers were French Canadian, along with one Ukrainian and two
Germans. Nearly all were Protestant: either Anglican or United Church (or
Presbyterian, one of the forerunners to the United Church); only four were
Roman Catholic. 6 Lack of electoral reform ensured that rural areas dominated
the legislature and therefore the cabinet. Twenty-five ministers were from rural
ridings, seven from urban, two from urban-rural and three from the north.
,'Rural notables' , figured heavily in the occupational makeup of cabinet, which
featured ten lawyers, nine farmers, six businessmen (many in agri-business) and
a scattering of other backgrounds. Of the dozen with municipal elected political
experience, ten had accumulated it in rural settings; the other two had been
secretary-treasurers for rural municipalities. When political leaders in Manitoba
made direct analogies between provincial and municipal affairs when justifying
political coalitions ,7 there would be no disagreement from these men.
Fraternalties bound some together. Many of the heavy hitters in the various
nonpartisan cabinets ' - Clubb, Major, McDiarmid, McPherson, Schultz,
McLenaghen - were Freemasons. Of the sixteen premiers in the first century
of Manitoba' s existence, twelve have been Freemasons ,8 including Bracken and
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There were even links between the judicial and political elites. Two former
attorneys general of Manitoba - Major and Schultz - were appointed to the
Manitoba Court of King's Bench and the Court of Appeal, respectively. This of
course occurred while there were Liberals in office in both Ottawa and
Winnipeg. (C. Rhodes Smith, attorney general from 1950 to 1952, was later
appointed to Queen's Bench in 1963, to the Court of Appeal in 1966, and to the
position of chief justice in 1971.) Ewen McPherson, a former treasurer, was
appointed chiefjustice ofthe Court of King's Bench in 1937 and later appointed
chiefjustice of Manitoba in 1944.
Jackson's summary of the motive force ofthis era gives a clue to the preferred
type ofpublic administration:
theProgressive Party underwent several changes in name andtwoof leader; butit
neverwas, nordidit everpretend to be,anything more thana careful andcautious
custodian of thepublic purse."

Economy in public expenditure entailed economy in public administration.
This implied having a traditional central executive, but there were exceptions.

Premiers
The traditional model of cabinet would have us believe that the premier is, or
should be, "authoritarian." Otherwise, the one focal point of coordination in
government disappears. What the theory overlooks is the possibility that a
government long in office can develop relatively more consensual decisionmaking and lessen the stress on the premier's role. This appears to be the case
with the Liberal-Progressive cabinets. There, cabinet was the effective decisionmaking focus.
Premiers ofManitoba shared effective power in cabinet with other influential
ministers. This was partly due to the long duration of many of the ministers in
specific portfolios and in cabinet itself. J.S. McDiannid was the minister of
Mines and Natural Resources for twenty-one years (1932-53), and had the
longest tenure of any active Canadian cabinet minister when he retired." W.R.
(Bill) Clubb was minister of Public Works for eighteen years (1922-40). Ivan
Schultz was a cabinet member for nineteen years (1934-53), first in Education
(eight years), then Health (nine years) and finally as attorney general (two
years). Sauveur Marcoux was minister without portfolio for twelve years
(1936-48), then minister of Municipal Affairs for three. William Major was
attorney general for thirteen years (1927-40). Douglas Campbell held the
Agriculture portfolio for twelve years (1936-48) before he became premier.
Robert Hoey was minister of Education from 1927 to 1936, and Errick Willis
held Public Works from 1940 to 1948 in the coalition government. These long
ministerial terms meant that premiers - and other cabinet colleagues --- either
deferred to the responsible minister's judgment or at least acknowledged the
weight of his opinion in council. 12
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Historical circumstances also accounted for the more egalitarian distribution
of influence in each of the nonpartisan cabinets. Bracken's cabinets (see Figure
1) were marked by the political circumstances of the 1922 election. Douglas
Campbell stated that both the UFM cabinet and caucus worked on a consensual
basis because the initial numerical parity between the government and the
combined opposition factions dictated "endless caucuses" to plan strategy. He
went on to say that' 'Bracken formed his style of procedure from those days. He
was a first among equals, but he was not dictatorial or authoritarian; he tried very
hard for a consensus. ,,13 Not that this entailed a lack of influence: Bracken's
intellect made him the natural leader in cabinet - even during coalition - and
he lectured his cabinet much like a patient university professor. Garson, less
solicitous of agreement than Bracken, was more inclined to say "This is the
consensus and we'll do it this way. " Still, he was not dictatorial because he had
"a more sophisticated group to deal with" who had, like him, entered caucus at
roughly the same time. 14 Campbell portrays himself as the least concerned about
party cohesion of the three premiers. He had experienced ministers like
McDiarmid and Schultz in cabinet, so his power was more loosely exercised. IS

Figure1.ManitobaCabinet 1942.Leftto right:S.1.Fanner,1.S.McDiannid,N. Turnbull,S. Marcoux,
A.R.Welch,I. Schultz,D.L.Campbell,W.Morton,1.McLenaghen, 1.Bracken,E. Willis,S.S.Garson.
(Provincial Archivesof Manitoba,W4855)

Some ministers were notably influential. Bill Clubb and Richard Craig were
Bracken's lieutenants in the early UFM government. Craig, a lawyer and the only
government member from Winnipeg, was valued for his procedural expertise
and Clubb for his political savvy in dealing with farm interests." The dedicated
public health pioneer, Dr. E.W. Montgomery, aggressively expanded the
services and budget of the newly formed Department of Health and Public
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Welfare while he was minister from 1927 to 1932.17 William Major helped
establish Headingly Gaol and revised the provincial magisterial system." Lloyd
Stinson says J.8. McDiarmid had great prestige and "carried a heavy load in the
Coalition Cabinet in various posts." 19 The first resources minister after the
natural resources transfer, McDiarmid helped to broaden the province's
economic base and established the Bureau of Industry to develop new products.
Both Errick Willis and William Morton were instrumental in expanding the
provincial highways system while they were ministers of Public Works (194048 and 1952-55, respectively)." Ivan Schultz was called "the main support of a
limping government" in the early 1950s; earlier he had successfully pushed for
rural hospital expansion. 21 Ron Turner exercised significant influence with
Premier Campbell while the former was provincial treasurer (1951-56).22 To this
one must add the influence that Garson and Campbell enjoyed with their
predecessor premiers while they were line ministers (Garson in Treasury, 193643, and Campbell in Agriculture, 1936-48).

Cabinet Structure
In keeping with the traditional model ofcabinet structure, cabinetcommittees
other than Treasury Board were rarely used. Cabinet was so small (an average
often ministers), its workload so reasonable and the ministers so knowledgeable
about the issues that it made little sense to structure committees. Rare exceptions
would occur: a three-member committee on Red River Flood Relief headed by
Campbellwas formed in 1950 and later the Provincial-Municipal Committee, a
quasi-committee of cabinet members and mayors, was struck. There was also an
informal Establishment Committee of Cabinet, which kept track ofthe actual
establishment in each department, reviewed the necessity for having. certain
staffpositions and evaluated their proper location in the departmental structure.
It was established after World War II as a way to slow civil service growth. No
minister could get additional staff without the request passing through the
Establishment Committee, and from there to cabinet.

As in other traditional cabinets there was a Treasury Board. The Treasury
Board had been first explicitly referred to in the Treasury Department Act,
1887,')3 although a "Board of Audit" had been created in 1874. Like most postConfederation Treasury Boards, Manitoba's had by today's standards relatively
narrow duties: regulating department bookkeeping, issuing warrants and auditing public expenditures. The Liberal-Progressive government introduced only
one major source offinancial framework legislation, the Treasury Act of 1936.:M
The Treasury Board was to examine the public accounts and present them to
cabinet, which then submitted them to the Legislative Assembly; where necessary it was to overrule refusals of the comptroller general to issue cheques; and
it was to determine the correct appropriation to which authorized expenditure
should be charged, in case of disputes between the departments and the
comptroller general. In contrast to the Treasury Boards oftoday, the nonpartisan
era board was not expected to petform a policy or managerial role.
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Central Staff
The traditional, "unaided" cabinet model dominated the period but with
some modifications. There was a clerk of the executive council, but he did not
attend cabinet in the Bracken and Campbell years. There was also a deputy
clerk. The traditional model in the Manitoba context entailed central staffdoing
strictly housekeeping duties. Even record keeping was kept to a minimum,
However, the Garson period (1943-48) offered a temporary deviation from the
traditional executive model.
The clerk of the executive council was the chief official in the executive
council office, with two main responsibilities: preparing and keeping Orders in
Council, and acting as senior electoral officer. The clerk's responsibility for
elections had long roots. Legislation in 1872 obliged the returning officers in
provincial elections to deliver their poll books and return their writs to the clerk
within forty-eight hours of a general election." A 1904 amendment to the
Election Act noted the duty of the clerk to make and certify copies of lists of
electors and store them in the archives of his office." Legislation passed in 1931
elaborated on the clerk's duties: he was to receive notices from returning
officers who had ceased to be members of the electoral division of which they
were officers, receive letters setting out reasons for the right of exemption from
returning officer duties, issue the writs ofelection and transmit them to returning
officers, publish in The Manitoba Gazette the notice of the issue of the writ of
election, and furnish each returning officer with election forms and related
material," In 1949 amendments provided for the appointment of a chief
electoral officer (CEO) to have charge ofthe conduct ofelections if the lieutenant
governor-in-council deemed it advisable. This meant either that a CEO could be
appointed or that the clerk of the executive council could exercise CEO duties.
Ballot boxes and associated election paraphernalia were to be delivered to the
clerk." In 1952 it was specified that the clerk was to act as CEO in the latter's
absence or incap acity. 29 Finally, in 1956 it was noted that there be a CEO with no
mention of interchangeability of posts;" legislative mention of the clerk's
electoral responsibilities had at last come to an end.
The clerks' backgrounds seem to suggest restricted expectations for their
office. Frederick T. Axford, until then one of the longest-serving clerks (191933), was hired at the age of sixty and retired at the age of seventy-four. A former
federal land service official, he had been the province's inspector ofIegal offices
from 1916 to 1919. His successor, John Leslie Johnston, who served as acting
clerk from 1933 to 1937, had been the assistant provincial librarian at the time
of his appointment and returned subsequently to employment as provincial
librarian. (The Provincial Library was financed out of the same vote in the
appropriations as the executive council, which may explain the moves.) The
next clerk, P. Adjutor Talbot, had been a career politician. He was first elected
in La Verendrye in 1915, and was chosen speaker of the Legislative Assembly
in 1923, serving until he failed renomination in 1936. (A foe of the Norris
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government's French language policy, he left the Liberals in 1916 and provoked
the election of 1922 when his motion of censure carried.) Talbot served as clerk
from 1937 to 1948. Robert E. Moffat (1948-52) was an exception to the pattern,
combining the post of clerk with that of economic advisor to executive council
and serving as a high-profile policy advisor. However, the old low-profile
pattern reestablished itself in 1952-58 with only an acting clerk, Orville
Montague Miles Kay, in office,"
The second official working for the executive council during most of this
period was called the deputy clerk and secretary to the premier. The position of
deputy clerk appears to have begun with Clarence Wilfrid Jackson, who was
appointed by Premier Bracken in September 1930. 32 Previously there was the
post of ' ,senior clerk, ' , but this seems to have been more an assistant to the clerk,
whereas the deputy clerk was to perform duties separate from those of the
clerk." The post of deputy clerk apparently was created for Jackson due to the
defeat of the federal Liberals in 1930, at which time he had been executive
secretary to T.A. Crerar; he merely went back to Ottawa as Crerar's secretary in
November 1935, after the Liberals returned to power," The next deputy clerk,
Locksley McNeill (1935-43), recalls performing a variety of functions' as
deputy clerk: receiving correspondence, answering letters, administering the
oath of allegiance and oaths of office if the clerk was away, and arranging
interviews with the premier. Unlike the clerk's duties, the deputy clerk's
responsibilities were all within the premier's office. Occasionally during
general elections he would help the premier write speeches, but this was not a
usual part of his duties." The Bracken papers also show McNeill occasionally
corresponding with departmental officials on administrative business. Until
1944 the office of deputy clerk was a civil service position while that of
secretary was outside the scope of the civil service. In 1944 legislation provided
that the secretaries were to be civil servants and McNeill recalls' 'buying back"
into the superannuation plan for the time he had spent as secretary." Thereafter
the post of secretary was not combined with other positions."
Subsequently there was a relatively short period in which a third type of
official appeared in Manitoba's executive council office. In 1943 a new post was
created called "solicitor to the executive council," in which capacity Mr.
, McNeill worked from 1943 to 1945. This entailed drafting all Orders in Council
to ensure correct format and legality before they went to cabinet, in which
function he cooperated with thelegislative counsel. The rationale for McNeill's
appointment was the belief that a qualified solicitor should be the drafter of
Orders in Council.38 He was also custodian of government titles, which required
that he keep a centralized record of titles to all properties owned by the Crown
in right of the province. After 1945 McNeill's post was held by Joseph
Crawford, who performed the two aforementioned duties as well as acting as
, 'inspector of legal offices. "
There was in the executive council office no explicit' 'political liaison" post;
it never occurred to cabinet ministers to share the job of political contacts with
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nonelected officials. Agriculture Minister Douglas Campbell was a major
political conduit for Premier Bracken. Albert Prefontaine served as the major
contact with the French community from 1923 to 1935; Sauveur Marcoux did
the same from 1936 to 1951 and Edmond Prefontaine (Albert's son) likewise
from 1951 to 1958. James McLenaghan served as liaison to the Interlake
Conservatives in the 1940s.
A deviation from the' 'unaided cabinet" pattern came about with the hiring
in November 1945 of Robert E. Moffat, who brought a policy analysis
capability to executive council. Moffat had served with Wartime Price Control
Board as an industry administrator and was hired by then Premier Stuart S.
Garson when the latter visited Ottawa in August 1945. When he took up his post
in late 1945 his title was "economic advisor to executive council"; in addition
he was the clerk of the executive council from1948 to 1952. He resigned in May
1952. Moffat was assisted by abouta half-dozen short-term and summer staff at
various times, many of them recommended by the dean of Commerce of the
University of Manitoba. In the early 1950s he was aided by Peter B. Curd,
assistant to the economic advisor. Moffat was one of four major postwar
appointees who became senior policy advisors. The others were Stuart
Anderson, a member of the civil service commission who in 1950 became
deputy provincial treasurer, Merlin Newton, the civil service commissioner, and
Rex Grose, a senior Industry and Commerce Department official who went on
to serve in.the Roblin government and briefly in the Schreyer government.
The variety of papers and projects engaged in by Moffat attest to the activity
of the executive council staff. Moffat analyzed anticipated changes in taxation
of cooperatives for Premier Garson's information. He was .instrumental in
drafting Manitoba's submissions opposing increases in freight rates in 1947,
and helped arrange Manitoba's submissions to the Royal Commission on
Transportation in 1949. Moffat, with law graduate Dave Jones, researched
information on constitutional matters. He did analytical preparatory work for
and attended the constitutional conferences of 1950. In all he attended eight
federal-provincial meetings, some of which dealt with federal-provincial
financing. Moffat recalls that
wartime activities pushedasidetheRowell-Sirois ReportandaftertheWartGarson
whowas thenPremier wasvery involved in re-starting the wholediscussion. He
and thewholecentral administration of Manitoba spenta greatamountof timeon
the implementing of the revenue-sharing arrangements and later drafts of the
agreements to sharerevenue fromincome tax andforOttawato makegrantsto the
low-income provinces. Oneof hismajorachievements wasthenegotiation of those
agreements.. . Thiswasthe majoractivity of thecentral administration for2 or 3
t

years." .

After Douglas Campbell became premier in 1948, hydroelectric policy,
municipal affairs and the Red River flood were to become the major pre-
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occupations of government. Campbell appointed Moffat the chairman of a
committee of deputy ministers in late 1949 to recommend ways of servicing the
electrical needs of rural residents. Moffat states:
Winnipeg HydroandWinnipeg Electriceachhadtwoplantsbuiltbeforethewarat
prewar cost levels and almost paid for. The question [before the committee and
ultimately beforecabinet] waswhowouldfinance andadminister thenextbig highcostplantsrequiredfor the greatlyincreased electrical demand of theprovince.

The work of the committee led ultimately, and after much controversy, to the
provincial takeover ofthe Winnipeg Electric Company and to the establishment
of Manitoba Hydro. Finally, Moffat worked as economic researcher fora joint
committee of provincial ministers and mayors called the "ProvincialMunicipal Committee, " which reported in 1953 and which was the first body
to broach the idea of the unification of the city of Winnipeg." There is no
indication of similar activism by the executive council office following
Moffat's departure.

The Administration of Cabinet
Only rarely did the cabinet in the Liberal-Progressive era become highly
specialized and administratively formal. Formal agendas and cabinet minutes
were uncommon and cabinet only seldom invited officials to sit in on meetings.
In these respects, Liberal-Progressive cabinets were indeed traditional.
Again the exception proved to be Garson, who in 1946 introduced the
practice of taking minutes ofcabinet meetings. Garson had Moffat keep a formal
record ofthe decisions taken, avoiding direct quotations from specific ministers.
These, however, were for the premier's eyes alone and never circulated. Even
in Garson's time there were still no agendas used.
Bracken and Campbell were different. With Bracken, even the clerk of the
executive council did not attend cabinet; he would merely prepare the Orders in
Council and disseminate them once they were passed. Campbell stopped the
Garson practice of having an outsider in cabinet and reverted to Bracken's style:
I preferred Bracken'smethodof having eachCabinetminister freetovoicehisown
opinions, free from outsiders and no records of decisions made. .. Cabinet
remained the judge of what was to go out. .. There was nearlyalways a verbal
reportby the minister responsible; only on rare occasions were deputies brought
• 41
In.

Planning
The Bracken government and its successors did not involve themselves in
continual and intensive planning efforts. Nevertheless there were sporadic
activities that approximated planning or were claimed to constitute planning:
the economic survey, postwar reconstruction planning, the rural electrification
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program, and various expansions of highway and telephone service. In most
cases outside experts assisted in these planning efforts.
The economic survey was not exactly planning, but could have served as the
basis for such. It originated as part of a deal struck between Bracken and the
provincial Social Credit party. The Social Credit wanted the survey performed
in return for offering political support to the Liberal-Progressives after the latter
had their seat total reduced in the 1936 election. The surveys were done over the
next two to three years but nothing explicit seems to have resulted from them.
Postwar reconstruction planning involved activity both within and beyond
government. Within government, Garson showed what was, for the times, an
uncharacteristic dedication to planning. In his first year as premier he committed
himself to a program of planning, stating that "postwar planning in Canada
must be lifted above the level of promises, and oratory, and generalities into a
discussion of method ... ' ,42
On 31 March 1944, Garson elaborated before the Legislative Assembly the
principles and projects that would guide postwar planning in Manitoba," They
included the following: the federal government had responsibility for devising
a national plan, but much of it would have to be worked out by provinces; there
should be a reallocation of revenues to enable Manitoba to carry out planning;
theprivate sector had to shoulder much responsibility for assuring postwar
employment, or government would step in; postwar plans were likely to be wide
in scope and duration, so the budgeting for them should be done over a number
of years; and cooperation, coordination and input should be sought from all
levels of government, labour, business, farmers and citizens.
In 1944 Garson set up a number of planning bodies for postwar policy: a
Special Select Committee of the Whole House for the purpose of reviewing,
criticizing and formulating proposals and plans, and advising the government in
the formulation of the postwar program; a committee of members of the
Executive Council on Postwar Reconstruction; a committee of deputy ministers
on postwar reconstruction; an executive subcommittee of the deputy ministers
committee to which Professor Waines of the University of Manitoba was added
as economist; a Greater Winnipeg Committee on Postwar Reconstruction under
the chairmanship of Gordon Konantz, with responsibility for postwar planning
in Greater Winnipeg; and the government's Advisory Committee on Co-ordination and Postwar Planning composed of experts in various economic sectors to
recommend measures to avoid overlap in different parts of the Manitoba
Postwar Plan. 44 One of the results of this activity was the report of the postwar
reconstruction committee."
Three types of projects were planned by the Manitoba government - those
desirable for their own sake, those desirable for employment potential, and
those contingent on national and international markets. In the frrst category were
projects for rural electrification, agricultural rehabilitation, conservation,
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mining, education, health and municipal affairs. The second category included
mapping and surveys, conservation and roads. The third category consisted
largely of hydroelectric projects." An unstated but fairly evident purpose of the
planning seemed to be the prevention of postwar social dislocation. Campbell
later stated that the government's advisors had warned it (erroneously) about
massive postwar unemployment,"
The major planning effort of the late 1940s was the program of rural
electrification. Moffat notes:
Campbellshouldget. .. creditfor' 'Rural Electrification." In that projecthe was
the originatorand the pusher while Garsonwas the Premierand financeman who
helpedthingsalong."

Professor Emerson Schmidt of the University of Chicago headed a team of
outside experts established in 1942 called the "Manitoba Electrification
Enquiry Committee. " The committee, answering to Campbell, made plans for
an expanded electrical services network. The implementation of the electrification program began in 1945. By the end of Garson's term, about 12,000
Manitoba farms were receiving power from central generating stations - a
dramatic growth from 2,800 in June 1946 - and the Campbell government
aimed at an additional 5,000 annually." The electrification campaign ended in
1954-55. It had been more than a mere technical improvement; rural electrification had been discussed in the provincial election of 1945 and vast electoral
benefits were foreseen. Later, more modest initiatives would be taken in
telephones and highways.
Rural electrification dominated Manitoba's postwar planning implementation, but wartime planning had paved the way. Campbell states:
After WWI there had been a let-down [economically] for a while. Most of the
returningservicemenhadfoundit difficultto getjobs. The postwarplanfor theend
ofWWII [onthe otherhand]had receiveda lot of thought.Garsonhaddevelopeda
team of experts to take up the slack at the end of WWII. We had establisheda
"Postwar Fund" intowhichwehadbeenpaying.We hadbuiltit uptoabout$17-19
million.I alwaystookpride in the fact that twoof my closest friends, Morton- in
Telephones- and Willis - in Highways [PublicWorks] - did not receive as
much of the fund as Hydro [Campbell's responsibility] did. Due to the rural
electrification committee[the SchmidtCommittee] we alreadyhad plansready in
Hydro. We managedto grab most of the fund before Willis and Mortongot their
handson it ... Hydrowas the priority.Othershad to borrow to get their money."

Planning activities in the nonpartisan period were therefore sporadic and
relatively narrow in focus. As well, it appears from the reliance on outside
experts that both planning and analytical expertise were lacking in the
departmental bureaucracy. Planning appears to have been a temporary
expedient to deal with extraordinary postwar circumstances.
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Budgeting
In their budgeting practices, the Liberal-Progressive cabinets were squarely
in the traditional mould. The UFM had first been elected in 1922 because of
public opposition to the deficits and alleged inefficiency of the Norris government.51 The UFM's themes ofeconomical, efficient and nonpartisan government
were to last for the next thirty-six years. Friesen says that "only British
Columbia among Canada's nine provinces could join Manitoba in reporting
balanced accounts (always exclusive of relief payments) in the late 1930s. ,,52
The Liberal-Progressive cabinets all worked on the philosophy of' 'pay-as-yougo" rather than debt financing, although ofcourse this theme worked more as a
brake on new spending adventures than asa rigid fiscal guideline. By the 1959
provincial election, fiscal conservativism had become a political liability.
Campbell was said to be indignant at his' 'tight-fisted" image and took pains to
explain that under his government expenditures had gone from $38 million to
$105 million and the debt from $100 to $200million.s3
Preparation of the budget in the nonpartisan era was also along the traditional
lines familiar to students of revenue and expenditure processes. The expenditures in the estimates were listed in terms of "input" items such as personnel
and material rather than "programs," as we now call categories of government
activity. Political and administrative inertia halted attempts to make the budget
process more meaningful.
A typical budget directions memo in the Bracken Papers asks ministers to
have their estimates submitted by 15 November 1927 and asks simply that they
show expenditures for the year ended 30 April 1927, estimates for the year
ending 30 April 1928, and proposed estimates for the year ending 30 April
1929.54 This format did not vary throughout the nonpartisan era.
Cabinet estimates review was performed by the full cabinet with administrative help from the Treasury Department. Cabinet, however, at one point
commissioned consultants to suggest how it could modernize its budget
process. A report by Stevenson and Kellogg Ltd., apparently part of a crossgovernmental efficiency survey, outlined the processes involved in budget and
audit functions and their serious deficiencies; it proposed many reforms which
were ahead of their time. Only the budget function shall concern us here.
The consultants gave a pithy description of the Manitoba budget process as
of the early 1950s. The provincial treasurer and senior Treasury officials had
only six weeks to study departmental estimates, and spent most of this time
studying major spending requirements rather than trying to balance competing
demands for. program funds. They had neither the mandate nor the time for
disinterested study of relative priorities in the government's program. As well,
Treasury officials were not equipped to review the relative merits of technical
proposals. Better budget analysis was imperative. ss
After this analysis; the consultants made recommendations which, if
followed, would have placed Manitoba with Saskatchewan in the forefront of
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provincial budget reform. One suggestion was to adopt the "performance
budgeting" idea proposed by the Hoover Commission in the United States,
which was the forerunner of modem program budgeting. S6
The consultants also suggested what would be in effect a central agency for
budgeting. A "staff group" inthe Treasury Department answering to the
deputy provincial treasurer or preferably a group' 'established as an adjunct of
the Executive Council" should be established as a fundamental part of provincial financial icontrol." The group would examine program expansion
proposals, capital expenditures, staff additions, the status of appropriated
moneys, program monitoring and perhaps study structural organization: in
short, tasks now common for Treasury Board staffs.
The report appears to have had little influence. Minimal change took placein
the estimates and there was never a central budgetary staff appointed in
Campbell's day. This was due to a mixture of traditionalism, frugality and
cabinet's feeling that it was doing a satisfactory job.
Campbell gives the impression that the interrelating ofpriorities and relative
claims on resources was in fact being done by cabinet:
Cabinetkept very close to operations... In 1935 Aberhartwent into office; not
longafter the SocialCredit wentin, they defaultedon their interestpayments[and
we wanted to avoid the same thing happening in Manitoba]. We had the fullest
cooperation fromthe departments. Estimateswouldallcometo thefullcabinet.We
wouldscrutinizeeach others' Estimates.Healthand welfarewas alreadyshowing
its potentialfor alarminggrowthand all of us wouldcontributeour pointsof view
to suchproblems.
AtEstimatestime,theDeputyMinisterwouldsitin withtheMinisterto try tojustify
the increasestheywere askingfor.S8

M.S. Donnelly says that before 1959 the Treasury Board's activities were
modest:
activitiesthatmighthavebeencarriedoutbyit weredealtwithby thewholecabinet
and theboard wasleft withtherelativelyminordutiesof certifyingpublicaccounts
for presentation to the legislature and serving as a court of appeal on certain
decisionsof the comptroller-general.S9

As for the revenue budget (budget speech), only the treasurer and premier
would see this before it was delivered. (From 1925 to 1932 Bracken was his own
treasurer, as was Garson from 1943 to 1948 and Campbell from 1950 to 1951.)
The options available to Bracken were limited, however, since Ottawa virtually
dictated fiscal policy to Manitoba in the 1930s.60

Conclusion
The traditional cabinet model is a generic description of provincial cabinets
before the dawn of big government. It describes cabinet as simple in structure,
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with few if any committees, with no clerk and few permanent staff, little central
planning and analysis, a premier exercising dominant control and line ministers
depended upon as the chief source of political and administrative intelligence.
Yet, like many models it can be an imperfect description of political reality.
What we find in our review of Manitoba's nonpartisan cabinets is that the
"unaided" characteristics predominate but that there are significant deviations
from the model. This is especially true in the Garson years.
The Liberal-Progressive premiers of Manitoba believed more in consensus
than in domination; they shared power because other ministers had considerable
political and departmental experience. In keeping with parliamentary theory,
cabinet was the effective decision-making centre of government.
In keeping with the traditional model, the Manitoba cabinet had few cabinet
committees; and even these had responsibilities that were more on the
administrative than the policy development side. As well, cabinet was reluctant
to encourage detailed administration of its records, preferring that ministers be
the conduits for council decisions. Garson initiated a record of cabinet
decisions, but it was only for his personal use.
Contrary to the traditional or "unaided" model, there was a clerk of the
executive council, but in keeping with the model, central professional support
was generally modest. With the exception of the strong policy advisor role
played by Robert Moffat from 1945 to 1952, the executive council performed
essentially clerical duties. Campbell phased out the policy role which was
nascent in the Garson years.
As might have been predicted by the traditional model, there was little central
planning or analysis for much of the Liberal-Progressive era. There was,
however, the economic survey of the late 1930s, which could have been a first
step to planning. Garson's planning initiatives were a clear break from the
unaided model, even if they were merely an attempt to stem postwar discontent.
Rural electrification was the only obvious result of the postwar concern with
planning.
Budgeting remained an "unaided" process fixed on balancing expenditures
and revenues. It was line-item-oriented and something in which the whole
cabinet participated because of the electoral ramifications of uncontrolled
expenditures. Performance (program) budgeting was suggested by the experts,
but cabinet continued traditional budgeting patterns: emphasis on material
inputs rather than on programs, along with hurried review by financial officers
rather than by the policy advisors recommended by consultants. Such patterns
undoubtedly aided ministers to deflect the challenges to departmental autonomy
posed by collective cabinet budget review.
The Manitoba Liberal-Progressive cabinets were largely, but not entirely,
, 'traditional. " They employed modest planning and staff assistance, and for a
time had a form of cabinet record keeping and central policy analysis. Liberal-
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Progressive premiers were more consensual than authoritarian. Campbell's
government musthavecontemplated programbudgeting. Thesecharacteristics
were of course exceptions rather than the rule, but they are intriguing. They
deviate enoughfromour normalexpectations of traditional cabinetsto suggest
thatwemustseeka newtheoretical formulation of thetraditional cabinetmodel.
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The Changing Varietal Composition of
Prairie Bread Wheat Production, 1941·1985
Philip D. Keddie
ABSTRACf. This article docwnents and discusses the changing varietal composition of prairie bread
wheat production from 1941 to 1985. Variety developments are described in the context of the major
environmental hazards of the production environment. Temporal changes in varietal composition and
changes in the geographical pattern of the varietal landscape are documented. These changes in turn
provide graphic evidence of the varietal transitions through time and across space and consequently reveal
macro-scale differences in adoptive behaviour. These differences in tum reflect the variable nature and
severity of enviromnentalhazards and the availability of wheatvarieties to bettermeet these hazards. While
variation in adoptive behaviour is revealed, questions are raised that could only be effectively addressed
through micro-scale adoption and diffusion research.
SOMMAIRE. L'article traite du changement dans la composition varietale du ble de minoterie produit
dans les Prairies de 1941 a 1985. On y decrit les varietes developpees dans Ie contexte des principaux
risques naturels encourus dans la zone de production. On y documente egalement les changements
temporels dans la composition varietale et les changements dans la configuration geographique du pays age
varietal. Ces changements fournissent unepreuve graphique des transitions varietales dans Ie temps et dans
l' espace, et revelent des differences a grande echelle dans l' adaptation de ces varietes. Ces differences
montrent, a leur tour, la nature variable et la gravite des risques environnementaux ainsi que les varietes de
ble disponibles pour mieux faire face aces risques. Si cette etude indique des variations de comportement
dans Ieprocessus d' adaptation, elle souleve aussi des questions quine pourraient etre resolues qu' enfaisant
une recherche sur I' adaptation et la propagation a echelle restreinte.

Introduction
The success of the prairie wheat economy has been dependent in no small
measure on the development of wheat varieties suitable to both the region's
general and more particular environments for wheat production. The purpose of
this article is to document and discuss these developments, with particular focus
on the changing varietal composition of prairie bread wheat production from
1941 to 1985. The objective is to provide a broad overview of the development
and adoption of the various varieties that remain fundamentally important to the
ongoing successful production of the crop.
While there is a substantial literature on various aspects of the agricultural
geography of the prairie region, geographers have paid scant attention to the role
of variety development in meeting the needs of the production environment and
to the way in which the varietal landscape has changed through time and across
space.
The first section of the article provides an overview of variety development
against a backdrop of the hazards of the biophysical production environment.
This is followed by a note on the data sources and by a brief discussion on the
methods of data presentation. The final two sections deal respectively with
temporal trends in varietal composition and the varietal landscape in 1985, and
draw heavily on the graphs and maps that document the changes.

The Production Environment and Variety Development
The varietal composition of wheat production must be viewed in the context
of the general and particular biophysical environments of the Prairies. Table 1
provides a brief characterization of the major varieties of bread wheats of
importance in the period from 1941 to 1985 and their dates of licensing.
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Table1
Agronomic Characteristics of Selected Prairie Wheat Varieties
Variety

Date
Licensed

Marquis

1910

Gamet
Red Bobs
Thatcher

1925
1926
1935

Apex
Renown
Regent
Rescue

1937
1937
1939
1946

Redman
Lee
Chinook
Selkirk
Pembina
Canthatch
Park
Manitou
Neepawa

1946
1947
1950
1952
1953
1960
1960
1963
1965
1969

Napayo

1972

Glenlea1

1972

Canuck2

1974

Saunders

3

Sinton

1975

Benito4

1979

Columbus5

1980

Katepwa''

1981

Leader7

1981

HY3208

1985

Comments
Quality (equal
to Marquis)
set standard of quality in Canadian wheat grading
n/a
system
earliness, ruled inferior to Marquis, 1935
no
ease of combining, ruled inferior to Marquis, 1951
no
stem rust resistance,more drought resistant than
yes
Marquis
stem rust resistance
yes
stem rust resistance
yes
stem rust resistance
yes
sawfly resistance, licenseddespite inferiority to
no
Marquis
yes
stem rust resistance
earliness
yes
leaf rust resistance
yes
sawfly resistance
yes
yes
stem rust resistance
stem rust resistance
yes
yes
stem rust resistance
earliness, higher yielding than Saunders
yes
stem and leaf rust resistance
yes
stem and leaf rust resistance, earlierahan Manitou,
yes
stronger straw and superior disease resistance
similar to Manitou, awned, easier handling by
yes
swather, combine
high yielding utility wheat, representsnearly
no
all Canadian utility wheat now grown
sawfly resistance, improvementover Cypress
yes
in yield, quality and diseaseresistance
awned, resistant to leaf and stem rust, higher
yes
yield than Neepawa in black soil zones
stem and leaf rust resistance, superior leaf rust
yes
resistance over Neepawa,earlier maturity
high degree of resistance to harvest-time
yes
sprouting, slightly later maturing and higher
yielding than Neepawa, good resistance to leaf
rust and moderate resistance to stem rust
more resistant to stem and leaf rust, slightly
yes
easier to thresh than Neepawa
sawfly resistance and long dormancyperiod,
yes
outyields Neepawa in brown soil zone of
Saskatchewan,leaf and stemrustrresistance
semidwarf,first cultivar eligiblefor grades of
no
new class Canada Prairie Spring, wide
adaptation, 30%yield advantageover
conventionalhard red spring wheats, later
maturing, resistance to leaf and stem rust.

Source: Bushuk, 1982 unless otherwise noted as follows: 1. Wilson, 1979 and Grain Research
Laboratory, 1986; McBean, 1975; De Pauw, Hurd and Patterson, 1981; 4. Campbell and
Czarnecki, 1981a and Research Station, Winnipeg, 1983; 5. Campbell and Czarnecki, 1981b
and Research Station, Winnipeg, 1981; 6. Campbell and Czarnecki, 1987; 7. De Pauw et ale
1982b; 8. Research Station, Swift Current, 1986. (See references for full citations.)
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The first breakthrough in the development of a variety of general suitability
was of course the pioneering work leading to the release of Marquis wheat
(Morrison, 1960). Since 1910 Marquis has been the yardstick for bread wheats
in terms of length of time to maturity, yield and baking quality, and by 1928 it
had reached a level of prominence never attained by any subsequent variety
(Bushuk, 1982). It seems that the major efforts since Marquis have been directed
towards the development of varieties which, while retaining the yield and
breadmaking qualities ofMarquis, were superior in meeting particular environmental hazards. Only recently can one find evidence of significant departures
from this position. Veeman and Veeman (1984, p. 108) argue that "it is
imperative ... that Canada expand its production and marketing base in
nontraditional wheat types ... in order to capitalize on yield advantages in
production and on emerging opportunities in world markets. "

Timeto Maturity
The introduction of Marquis did not stop the search for early maturity. Garnet
represented one such important early development and gained widespread
popularity, especially in Alberta. Its production was to lead to considerable
controversy because ofits inferior baking quality, helping to prompt some ofthe
early surveys of the varietal composition of wheat production such as those
reported by Fraser and Whiteside (1936) and Fraser (1949).
The Garnet controversy led to the first acid test of the "equal to Marquis
principle" and to the gradual demotion of Garnet, leading by 1954 to a separate
commercial grade, No.4 Canada Western Garnet (Irvine, 1983). Subsequently
two early maturing varieties, Saunders and Park, licensed in 1947 and 1963
respectively, were developed and became popular in the shorter growing season
areas of Alberta.

RustResistance
While Marquis, because of early ripening, had the potential to escape injury
by rust (Bushuk, 1982), it was not a rust-resistant variety. The search for better
stem rust resistance led to the development of the region's most eminent
varieties (Bushuk, 1982). Indeed the most dramatic changes in varietal composition are related to the development and adoption of resistant varieties,
notably Thatcher, Selkirk, Manitou and Neepawa.
While Thatcher is moderately resistant to stem rust it is susceptible to leaf
rust. Selkirk is resistant to stem rust and moderately susceptible to leaf rust.
Manitou, in contrast, is resistant to both stem and leaf rust (Green, 1967). While
stem rust is potentially the more destructive, losses from leaf rust probably
exceeded those from stem rust from 1943 to 1966 (Green, 1967). Each of the
varieties thus represents an improvement over what was previously available.
Neepawa is equal to Manitou in rust resistance, but matures slightly earlier and
has somewhat superior seed size and resistance to lodging (Bushuk, 1982).
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Rust resistance is of particular importance. in Manitoba and eastern
Saskatchewan (Craigie, 1945), but few if any areas are entirely rust free and on
.occasion heavy infections occur in areas further west (Craigie, 1944; Peturson,
1958). However, the details of changing varietal composition need to be seen in
the context of the spatial pattern of the risk of rust damage. It is also critical that
varieties resistant to some races of rust may be susceptible to others. Furthermore, Green (1958, p. 3) noted that "the popular varieties encourage the
increase of races able to attack them by eliminating competition from races to
which they are resistant. " Elsewhere, Green (1967) notes that there is no final
solution to the problem posed by rust.
One piece of graphic evidence on the importance ofrust resistance in a spatial
context is presented in Table 2. It provides a comparison of yields between
non-rust-resistant Marquis and the rust-resistant varieties Thatcher, Selkirk and
Manitou. Further testimony to the importance of the development of rustresistant varieties is provided by Shebeski (1967 ,p. 253), who notes that "in the
rust areas alone two varieties, Thatcher and Selkirk, have during the period from
1940 to 1960, increased Western Canadian farm income by 2 1/4 billion
dollars. " A paper by Schultz (1965) on the economic impact of wheat breeding
in the prairie region concludes that the benefits, at least to that date, had accrued
chiefly to the rust-prone eastern Prairies. In addition to direct yield reductions
suffered by rust-susceptible varieties a further revenue loss can be attributed to
losses in grain quality resulting in classification into lower grades (Greaney,
1936).
Table 2
Average Yieldsin Bushels/Acre,1962-1965

Variety
Marquis
Thatcher
Selkirk
Manitou

Morden
19.6
33.5
38.3
43.4

Regina
32.5
42.9
40.9
46.9

Location
Lethbridge
26.5
30.1
25.0
29.2

Beaverlodge
45.9
48.6
45.3
46.1

Source: G.J.Green,"DiseasesandWheatProduction."

Stem SawflyResistance
Particularly in the drier areas of Saskatchewan and Alberta, the wheat stem
sawfly is an important agricultural pest. McGinnis and Kasting (1967) discuss
the ways in which a number of changes in fanning practices led to an increase
in the severity of infestations and outline the development of Rescue, licensed
in 1946, and the first of the solid-stemmed sawfly resistant varieties of bread
wheat.
According to Bushuk (1982), Rescue was licensed despite its inferiority to
Marquis in breadmaking quality because of pressure to have a sawfly resistant
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variety. There is evidence to suggest that its introduction had favourable results.
For example, with reference to southwestern Saskatchewan the following
observation was made:
Following therelease of Rescuein 1946,this variety waspredominant in the area
by 1948andwaslargely responsible forthereduction of thesawfly population to a
point where this pest was no longer a limiting factor in wheatproduction. With
sawflies no longer a current problem, the acreage devoted to Thatcher again
increased because Rescueis lesssatisfactory thanThatcher inresistance torootrot,
springfrost,lodging andshattering. (Dominion Experimental Farm,SwiftCurrent,
1955, p. 16).

Rescue was superseded by the superior cultivar Chinook, which was in tum
replaced by Canuck and Chester. Currently Leader, a cultivar which combines
resistance to cutting by the wheat stem sawfly with a long seed dormancy period
(De Pauw et al. 1982b), is the leading variety produced. According to De Pauw,
additional qualities of Leader include "better resistance to damage by wet
weather conditions prior to threshing than all other Canadian wheat cultivars
except Columbus" and somewhat higher yields than either Neepawa or Chester
in the drier areas where the sawfly is likely to be a serious pest. The varying
degree of resistance to sawfly damage (percentage of stems cut by the sawfly)
follows: Leader, 19.7 percent; Chester, 19.9 percent; Columbus, 56 percent;
Neepawa, 66.3 percentjDe Pauw et al. 1982a). This clearly demonstrates the
protection afforded by the solid-stemmed varieties developed for sawfly
resistance.
One of the problems noted by Bushuk (1982) has been a tendency for
fanners, once resistant varieties have controlled damage, to revert to higher
yielding but less resistant wheats, thus allowing infestations to build up to
damaging levels. Bushuk hopes that Canuck, higher yielding and more resistant
to common root rot and loose smut than other sawfly resistant varieties, will
'minimize the damage cycle by being consistently more attractive to growers.
The development of Leader may further improve the likelihood of such behaviour.

DroughtResistance
The excellent review by Bushuk (1982) details comprehensively the various
varieties developed not only in response to the problems noted above but also
for a number of other agronomic characteristics. Interestingly, he notes that
Lake is the only variety developed specifically for drought resistance. This
presumably reflects in part the fact that wheat is by nature well suited to the subhumid and semiarid environments ofthe Prairies and that yield fluctuations, due
primarily to precipitation variability, are accepted as one of the harsh realities of
prairie agriculture. Clarke and McCaig (1982) provide a comparison of the
drought resistance of a number of varieties.
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Breedingfor Yield
Some years ago Shebeski (1967, p. 253) noted that "there can be no doubt
that Canadian wheat breeders, concentrating on the control of stem and leafrust
in Manitoba and Eastern Saskatchewan, on drought and sawfly resistancein the
prairie regions of Saskatchewan and Alberta, and on earliness in the northern
regions have been highly successful." However, he and others questioned the
adequacy ofcontemporary plant breeding methods as they pertained to breeding
for yield. Perhaps the successes reflected a "yield saving" rather than a "yield
improving" strategy.
According to Irvine (1983, pp. 100-01), "from Marquis, released in 1909, to
the present day wheats there has been a continuing succession ofvarieties which
have given better protection against environmental hazards than provided by
Marquis, but which have not represented a particularly significant improvement
in genetic yielding ability. ' , He also noted that' 'most current evidence suggests
that considerably greater yield increase can still be obtained in Western Canada
through improved husbandry and management practices rather than from
genetic engineering. ' ,
In a recent study, Hucl and Baker (1987) note that Neepawa yields about 11
percent more than Thatcher, indicating that some progress has been made in
yield improvement. They point out (p. 96) that" selection for rust resistance and
bread- making quality have been major objectives in Canadian wheat breeding
programs" and suggest that' 'improvement ofThatcher-type wheat grain yields
will likely be difficult." There is now much greater evidence of alternative
possibilities, the compromise being one of sacrificing traditional quality for
improved yield.
Green (1967, p. 328) noted that "if hybrid wheat makes higher yields
possible in Western Canada, care will have to be taken that hybrid varieties are
notdisease prone." Irvine (1983, p. 100) provides a summary overview of the
prospects for higher yields stemming from the work on hybrid wheat development. He is pessimistic about the prospects, concluding that" after twenty years,
the expectations still have not been realized for hybrid winter wheat, and the
prospects for hybrid spring wheat appear to be even more remote. " According
to Hunt (personal communication, 1987), this avenue of research is not now
being seriously pursued by Canadian plant breeders.
Another way to achieve higher yields is what Irvine (1983) refers to as the
"winter wheat option." He provides evidence (p. 105) of the yield advantage
under dryland conditions of hard red winter wheat compared to hard red spring
wheat. At Lethbridge, from 1969 to 1981, the mean yield for hard red winter
wheat was 47.2 bushels per acre compared to 37.7 for hard red spring wheat.
Irvine also provides a brief history of winter wheat production in the region and
notes a recent (early 1980s) increase in production triggered, he claims, by the
release of Norstar, a new variety with superior winter hardiness. Grant (1980)
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provides a succinct description of this cultivar. Improvements in management
practices, the most important of which is seeding in standing stubble to facilitate
the development and maintenance of an insulating snow cover, have also been
important to the spread of winter wheat production (Slinkard, 1983). While
these developments will be addressed in more detail later in this article, it should
be noted here that the area devoted to winter wheat increased from 125,000
hectares in 1982 to 558,000 hectares in 1985 (Prairie Pools Inc., 1982, 1985).
Another possibility for improved yields commented upon by Hucl and Baker
(1987) relates to yield increases of 30 percent or better with the introduction of
semidwarf cultivars. These were first introduced some twenty-five years ago.
According to Hucl and Baker (1987, p. 96), "The critical question remains
whether the high yield potential of semidwarf cultivars can be combined with
the high breadmaking qualities of traditional Canadian cultivars, " In this regard
one should note the licensing in 1985 of HY320, the first cultivar eligible for
grades of the new class Canada Prairie Spring, and described as "suitable for
the production of French-type hearth breads and flatbreads, It can also be used
alone or in blends to produce various types ofnoodles, steam breads, pan breads,
crackers and related products." (Grain Research Laboratory, 1986, p. 14) This
cultivar obviously falls short with regard to the high breadmaking qualities of
traditional Canadian cultivars, but production of over 311,000 hectares was
reported in 1985 (Prairie Pools Inc., 1985). Its agronomic characteristics are
summarized on Table 1.

Data Sources
The. focus regarding changes in varietal composition is on the 1941-85
period. For these years comprehensive data were available on the varietal
composition of the crop for the region as a whole and for each province. For
most years data were available down to the scale of the crop district.
For the years from 1941 to 1950, a report by Greaney and Barnes (1953)
provided information for each province and the prairie region as a whole on the
percentage ofthe area seeded to each variety. Similar data for 1951 to 1954 were
available from Line Elevators Farm Service information from a table entitled
"Distribution of Wheat Varieties in the Prairie Provinces (1951 to 1955)," but
since the 1955 data were unweighted they were not used. In addition, for the
1941-71 period, with a few exceptions, tables published annually for each
province and its crop districts were made available by the Agriculture Canada
Research Station, Winnipeg. For the 1955-71 period, these data were used in the
absence of more general tabulations, the regional data being derived by
aggregating the provincial data. Finally, for the 1972-85 period,regional,
provincial and crop district data were available from the Prairie Grain Variety
Survey, compiled and published annually by Prairie Pools Inc. (formerly
Canadian Co-operative Wheat Producers Limited).
Before 1970, durum wheat was included with bread wheats in the wheat
variety survey data, while after 1970 it was published separately. Since the focus
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.is on bread wheat, all the data prior to 1970 were adjusted to exclude durum
wheat. A separate tabulation for winter wheat began in 1985, while previously
it was either tabulated with the spring bread wheat varieties or was included in
the "other" category. Consequently the 1985 data were adjusted to include
winter wheat. Soft white spring wheat was first mentioned in the bread wheat
variety survey data in 1974 and was included until 1984, while in 1985 it was
tabulated separately. Again, the 1985 data were adjusted to include soft spring
wheat.

Data Presentation
Data on the varietal composition of wheat production are presented in two
forms. For the region as a whole and for each of the provinces, graphs show the
composition of the crop from 1941 to 1985. On these graphs (Figures 1-4)
varieties are presented in order of licensing date (see Table 1). Some minor
varieties are not shown and portrayed varieties could not be represented if they
dropped below the 1 percent level. In addition, since neither winter wheat nor
soft spring wheat could be represented by variety in any consistent fashion, they
are also part of the residual. In discussing the changes in varietal composition
reference will first be made to these graphs which effectively document
temporal changes in varietal composition and provincial scale differences in
composition.
Four maps (Figures 5-8) supplement the graphs and provide a spatial
portrayal of the varietal landscape for selected years at the scale of the crop
district. For reasons of clarity, in Manitoba and Alberta crop districts were
aggregated where deemed appropriate. In addition, only varieties that attained
a threshold of 7.5 percent of seeded area in a crop district are represented. On
each map a table is provided showing, for the region and each province, the
proportional distribution of the varieties mapped.

Temporal Trends in Varietal Composition
Despite the considerable number of varieties that have enjoyed some
popularity between 1941 .and 1985, four rust-resistant varieties (Thatcher,
Selkirk, Manitou and Neepawa) have dominated the area devoted to bread
wheat (Figure 1). From 1941 to 1967, the most popular variety was the stem
rust-resistant variety, Thatcher. It was developed at the University of Minnesota
from a double cross, with Marquis as a parent in each single cross involved, and
was licensed in Canada in 1935 (Bushuk, 1982).
At the provincial scale the timing of Thatcher's dominance varied considerably. In Manitoba (Figure 2) adoption was very rapid and although it was the
most dominant variety in 1941 it was already in decline. From 1941 until 1954
it increasingly shared its position with other early rust-resistant varieties
(Renown, Regent, Redman and Lee). The severity of leaf rust in southern and
eastern Manitoba, Thatcher's susceptibility and the superior leaf rust resistance
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of Regent and Renown provides part of the explanation (Dominion
Experimental Farm, Brandon, 1949, p. 19).

VARIETAL COMPOSITION OF PRAIRIE WHEAT PRODUCTION - 1941 to 1985
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Figure 1. Varietal composition of prairie wheat production, 1941-1985.
VARIETAL COMPOSITION OF MANITOBA WHEAT PRODUCTION - 1941 to 1985
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Figure 2. Varietal composition of Manitoba wheat production, 1941-1985.

In Saskatchewan (Figure 3) Thatcher was the most popular variety from 1941
to 1967, and until 1963 accounted for over 50 percent of seeded area. Unlike
Manitoba, Marquis still held an important residual position in the 1940s and
none of the other early rust-resistant varieties (pre-Selkirk) gained a position of
strength. By way of contrast, in relatively rust-free Alberta Thatcher was much
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slower in gaining a position of dominance (Figure 4). Until 1946 Red Bobs and
Marquis were the two leading varieties and the early maturing but inferior
Garnet persisted for a number of years. However, by 1951 Thatcher accounted
for over 50 percent of Alberta's seeded area, a situation that pertained until
1967. Indeed, as late as 1973 Thatcher was still the leading variety in Alberta.
VARIETAL COMPOSITION OF SASKATCHEWAN WHEAT PRODUCTION - 1941 to 1985
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Figure 3. VarletalcompositionofSaskatchewan wheat production, 1941-1985.

VARIETAL COMPOSITION OF ALBERTA WHEAT PRODUCTION - 1941 to 1985
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Figure 4. Varletal composition of Alberta wheat production, 1941-1985.

While Thatcher enjoyed a long period as the leading variety, Figures 5-7
(1943, 1960 and 1972 respectively) portray changes in the spatial pattern of its
importance. They show its westward displacement by other rust-resistant
varieties on the eastern Prairies and its displacement of Marquis and Red Bobs
further west. Bushuk (1982) notes that it is perhaps surprising that Thatcher's
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superior drought resistance compared to Marquis was not more rapidly recognized in the drier areas of both Alberta and Saskatchewan.
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Figure5. The distributionof wheatvarietiesby cropreportingdistricts,1943.

For the region as a whole Selkirk, resistant to race 15 B of stem rust, was the
second leading variety from 1955 to 1966 (Figure 1). However, this disguises
the position it held in the "rust area" of Manitoba and eastern Saskatchewan.
Figure 2 shows that Selkirk dominated the seeded area in Manitoba from 1956
to 1966 while over the same period it was the second leading variety in
Saskatchewan (Figure 3) but, as is evident from Figure 6, it was largely
restricted to eastern Saskatchewan.
The rapid change to Selkirk in the "rust area" was in response to the
susceptibility of such varieties as Thatcher, Regent and Redman to 15 B stem
rust, the rapid increase in the prevalence ofthat race over the years 1952 to 1955,
and the licensing of Selkirk in 1953 with a resistance to race 15 B. As noted by
Peterson (1956, p. 6), "fortunately the existence of 15 B had been known since
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1939 at which time the plan for the development of Selkirk was initiated. " In
1955 over three million bushels of Selkirk seed were available and by 1956
ample seed was available for everyone needing Selkirk (Peterson, 1956).
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Figure6. The distributionof wheatvarieties by cropreportingdistricts, 1960.

According to Peturson (1958) comparative yield studies in 1954 for
Manitoba were Selkirk, 35 bushels, Redman, 17 bushels, and Thatcher, 14
bushels, while those for Saskatchewan were Selkirk, 31 bushels, and Thatcher,
13 bushels. Given these data the speed of the varietal transition is hardly
surprising. However, "the quality of Selkirk was not quite up to that of
Thatcher, which it replaced, but it was still approved by the Associate Committeeas 'equal in quality to Marquis.' " (Irvine, 1983, p. 94' As an emergency
"stop gap" variety its dominance was spectacular if short-lived in the "rust
area" but, unlike Thatcher, it never gained much acceptance on the western
Prairies (see Figure 6).
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In 1965Manitou,both stem andleaf rust resistant,was licensedand enjoyed
a short period (1968-72) as the most popular variety (Figure 1). In Manitoba
(Figure 2) it was the leading variety from 1967 to 1971, a position it held in
Saskatchewan (Figure3) from 1968until 1972.It made only modestinroadsin
Alberta (Figure 4). Manitou was rapidly displaced by Neepawa, a variety not
only superior to Manitou in disease resistance but also earlier and superior in
straw strength (lodging resistance). As Figure 1 indicates, by 1973 Neepawa
was the leadingvarietyand by 1982it reachedits greatestlevelof acceptance at
over 65 percent. Manitoba farmers were the first to adopt Neepawa and it
exceededthe 50 percentlevel by 1972,but was' soonchallengedby a numberof
newer varieties (Figure 2). In Saskatchewan, Neepawa first exceeded the 50
percent level in 1974 but its period of dominance was much longer than in
Manitoba (Figure 3). While by 1985 Neepawa was still at 46 percent of total
seeded area in Saskatchewan and the leading variety in every crop district
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(Figure 8), in Manitoba it accounted for less than 20 percent of seeded area. In
Alberta, where Manitou never gained a significant position, Neepawa progressively displaced Thatcher and reached maximum acceptance at 57 percent in
1983.
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Figure8.The distributionof wheatvarietiesby cropreportingdistricts, 1985.

The trends from 1941 to 1985 indicate a definite east to west progression in
the timing of dominance by the two leading varieties, Thatcher and Neepawa.
Selkirk and Manitou, of lesser overall significance, never had much impact in
Alberta. Manitoba, where rust is a major threat, experienced very rapid changes
in varietal composition, and its pattern of varietal composition would seem to
indicate a greater willingness or need to accept and experiment with rustresistant varieties that had limited impact elsewhere. Major changes in
Saskatchewan have been more gradual, presumably reflecting the fact that
across large parts of that province rust is not nearly as serious a threat. But this
disguises the more rapid changes in the' 'rust area" of eastern Saskatchewan. A
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comparison between the graphs for Alberta and Manitoba is instructive as it
helpsto highlightthe gradualnatureof varietaltransitions in relativelyrust-free
Albertacomparedto the rapid turnovers in Manitoba.
In addition to the major varieties the graphs make it possible to trace the
course of two groups of other wheats. The wheat stem sawfly-resistantvariety
Rescue is plotted on Figure 1 from 1948 to 1962. Its superior successor,
Chinook, first appeared in 1954and persisted until 1977.Both also appear on
the graphsfor Saskatchewan and Alberta(Figures3 and 4). In contrast,Canuck
only gained sufficientpopularity to be representedon the Alberta graph from
1974to 1985. The areas where these varieties were of some significance are
evident on Figure 6 for Rescue and Chinookin 1960,Figure 7 for Chinook in
1973,and Figure8 for Canuckand Leaderin 1985.
Saunders and Park, the two post-Garnet varieties developed for earliness,
whilerepresentedon Figure 1,only attaineda significantpositionin somecrop
districts of Alberta. Saunders first appears on the Alberta graph (Figure 4) in
1950,four yearsafterlicensing,andpersisteduntil 1971.As of 1960,its relative
importancein the shorter season areas of Alberta is shown on Figure 6. Park,
first appearingin 1966,graduallydisplacedSaunders,and retained a relatively
constantandsignificantshareof Alberta's seededareathroughto 1985.Figures
7 and 8 show the details of its distribution in Alberta for 1972 and 1985
respectively.
The Varietal Landscape in 1985
By the terminalyear of this overview the varietallandscape seems to be on
the thresholdof anothermajortransition. Neepawa's shareof seededarea stood
at about 39 percent, a substantialreductionfrom the 65 percent level it enjoyed
in 1982(Figure.1). ColumbusandKatepwaheld secondandthirdplace at about
19 and 17 percent respectively. Collectively, however, these three leading
varietiesof rust-resistanthard red springwheataccountedfor about75 percent
of total area seeded.Differences in the relative position of the three is clearly
revealed in Figure 8. Again Manitoba was the first to experience the rustresistant variety transition, for here both Columbus and Katepwa were more
importantthan Neepawa, in contrastto the situationin both Saskatchewan and
Alberta.
Themajordepartures frompast trendsare,first,the significantincreasein the
areadevotedto winterwheat.This trendpresumably reflectsthe superiorwinter
hardiness of Norstar. As noted by Irvine (1983, p. 102), "the total area of
Western Canada where winter wheats might be grown on a regular basis has
been estimated at no more than one million acres, mostly in southern Alberta
and the southwestern comer of Saskatchewan." The traditionalarea is seen by
ThomasandGaudet (1983) as an even more restrictedarea in the Chinookbelt
of southwestern Alberta.However,by 1985winterwheatwasreportedin every
crop district acrossthe region exceptfor Districts9, 10 and 11in Manitobaand
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12 in Alberta. If Crop Districts 1, 2 and 3 in southern Alberta and 3b and 4 in
southwestern Saskatchewan represent the more favourable area suggested by
Irvine, then in 1985 these districts accounted for only 37 percent of the total area
(558,000 hectares) devoted to the crop. In absolute terms Crop District 5 in
Saskatchewan (Yorkton-Melvi1le area) reported the greatest. area devoted to
winter wheat, and the variety Norstar accounted for 95 percent of this.
Grant (1983) provides a comprehensive overview of winter wheat breeding
objectives, partially in the context of problems as the crop moves north and east
from its more traditional area of production. The class Canada Western Red
Winter Wheat, of which Norstar is the dominant variety, are wheats of superior
milling quality, the top grades of which perform well in the production of
French-type hearth breads and are also suitable for the production of certain
types of noodles, flat breads, steamed breads and related products (Grain
Research Laboratory, 1986). Grant (1983), in discussing the milling and baking
quality and the quality breeding objectives for winter wheat, suggests that it fits
to a large degree the requirements of a 3M wheat (medium kernel hardness,
medium protein content, and medium gluten strength) and suggests it could
share a common market with the new 3M spring wheats being developed, of
which HY320 is the first licensed cultivar. Indeed, the end product use
descriptions are very similar.
The second departure is the appearance of the class Canada Western Soft
White Spring Wheat on the production landscape. Soft white spring wheat is
first listed along with other bread wheats in the Prairie Grain Variety Survey in
1974, with about 53,000 hectares in Alberta. By 1985 this had increased to
162,000 hectares, about 93 percent of which was the variety Fielder, and was
itemized as to variety in a separate tabulation. While in 1985 it represented only
1.5 percent of the total area seeded, it did represent a significant portion of
production in Alberta, and accounted for about 38 percent of the seeded area in
Crop District 2 (Figure 8). This class of wheat yields "a product more desirable
for pastry flour." (Veeman and Veeman, 1984, p. 109)
The final departure is represented by the variety HY320, as noted earlier the
only variety eligible for a new class of Canadian wheat introduced in 1985,
Canada Prairie Spring. As indicated in Figure 8, this variety represented about
2.7 percent of seeded area, and while its production was reported in every crop
district in 1985, it is represented on Figure 8 only for Crop Districts 7 and 8 in
Manitoba.
The ultimate success of these" departures is of course conditional on success
in producing and marketing these classes of wheat. The argumentby Veeman
and Veeman that Canada expand its production and marketing base in nontraditional wheat types was noted earlier. These departures represent the types
of developments they felt should be encouraged. They note further (p. 109) that
"the premium for protein indicates that it is not sufficient to offset the yield
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advantages of lower protein varieties for many regions in Western Canada,
especially the Peace River and black soil zone regions (but not southern
Saskatchewan).',
While the foregoing represent interesting departures, one should not lose
sightof the fact that prairie farmers overwhelminglygrowhardred spring wheat
destined for the various grades of CanadaWestern Red Spring Wheat. In 1985
varieties of this class, the high-quality, high-protein bread wheats, still
accountedfor about 90 percent of the total area of the various classes of wheat
consideredin this article, and if one includesdurum, some78 percent of the total
area devoted to wheat production. Since Marquis was developed the focus has
been on the development of cultivars equal to it in breadmaking qualities but
superiorto it in the protection provided against environmentalhazards. Recent
cultivars with these characteristics still dominated the production landscape in
1985.It has been argued that the greatesthurdle facing the introduction of new
and higheryielding varieties has been the grading and handling system requirement that varieties be visually distinguishable (Veeman and Veeman, 1982).
While the strict licensing system exists to maintain the integrity of the grade
standards, Carter, Loyns and Ahmadi-Esfahani (1986) estimate that annual
producer gains with the higher yielding wheats would be 5 to 17 percent of
current net farm income.

Conclusion
This article has provided a comprehensive documentation of the changing
varietal composition of prairie bread wheat production. While a great number
of varieties have been developed over the years it is quite evident that to date a
handful of rust-resistant cultivars have dominated the landscape. What is also
evident is that the timing of dominance of these varieties has varied considerably across the region. This is particularly evident if one compares the graphs
for Manitoba (Figure 2) and Alberta (Figure 4), and is evident from the maps
(Figures5 to 8)for selectedyears.Thesedifferencesreflect,in the final analysis,
decisions made by thousands of producers as to the variety or varieties best
suitedto meetthe requirements of their productionenvironments.
Consequently this article has only scratched the surface of a large and
complex topic. The aggregate changes displayed on the graphs and maps
representthe outcome of individualdecisionswithinthe frameworkof information and recommendations provided by the provincial Departments of
Agriculture. The mechanisms of the adoption and diffusion process remain
unexploredand are potentially a fascinating avenue for further research. What
are the communication channels involved in this process and how efficiently
and effectivelydo they operate?
Given the variations across the region in environmental hazards, do fanner
attitudestowardsvarietalchange vary significantly?There is certainlyevidence
to indicate that "rust area" farmers have been willing to make almost total
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varietal change in a very short period, such as that which occurred with Selkirk
wheat. Bushuk has argued, in regard to the area where the wheat stem sawfly is
a hazard, that farmers have tended to revert to nonresistant varieties superior in
other characteristics once the resistant varieties had controlled damage. What
have been the tradeoffs of this behaviour?
These are just some of the more particular questions that could only be
effectively addressed within the decision-making framework of adoption and
diffusion research. To this researcher's knowledge, in the context of the
changing varietal composition of prairie wheat production, this is largely
unexplored territory.
This article also provides evidence of the outstanding contribution Canadian
plant scientists have made and continue to make in developing varieties to meet
the needs of the production environment. According to Zentner and Peterson
(1984, p. 348) publiclyfunded wheat research activities from 1946 to 1979 have
yielded average annual internal rates of return ranging between 30 and 39
percent. They note further that these rates of return "were generally much
higher than those typically earned on most ordinary business investments and
from those realized on most types of public investment opportunities. "
It is premature to judge the implications of some of the more current
developments that represent departures from past trends. Undoubtedly this is a
time of pessimism about the future of prairie wheat production given current
market realities. But good years and bad have always been a part offanning" on
a knife-edge of hope between the despairs of frost and the terrors of drought, "
(Watson, 1965, p. 29) and subject further to the vicissitudes of the international
market place
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In Defence of Public Ownership: The Case of Manitoba
Errol Black
and
Jim Silver
ABSTRACf. The resounding defeat of the ManitobaNDPgovernmentin 1988after large increasesin
public auto insurance were announced suggested to some that public ownershipin Canada had been
discredited. Buta closeanalysisof thePawleyyears in government suggeststhatpublicenterprisebrought
benefits to Manitoba. Better planning and greater involvement of workers and consumers in public
enterprises could have improvedthat record.This article suggestsways in whichpublic ownershipcan
becomea toolforgreatereconomicdemocracy.
SOMMAIRE. La defaiteretentissante du gouvemementneo-democrate manitobainen 1988,juste apres
qu'il eut annonceune augmentation importante desprimesd' assurance automobile semblaitindiquerque
laproprietepubliqueavaiterediscrediree auCanada.Maissi on analysede pres les anneesouPawleya ere
Premierministre, il sembleraitqu'au contraire, Ie Manitobaait beneficiede l' entreprisepublique.Cela
auraitereencoreplussensibles 'il y avaiteuunemeilleureplanificationetuneplusgrandeparticipationdes
employes et des consommateurs dans les entreprises publiques. L'article suggerede quelles faeons la
proprietepubliquepeutdevenir1'instrumentd'une plus grandedemocratie economique.

In recent years, public ownership has been under attack from both the Right
and the Left. Neo-conservatives have made privatization a central part of their
market-oriented program, while many on the Left have come to see public as no
different from private ownership - it is argued that formal ownership entitlements may change, but the relations of production do not. Crown corporations
are removed from public control, subjected to the demands of the market, and
directed by a corporate philosophy. The consequence has been justifiable
criticism of existing publicly owned enterprise.
We offer a defence of public ownership, and some observations on its role in
the face of certain global trends, by examining the use of public ownership by
the recent Pawley government in Manitoba. We argue that, contrary to the
neo-conservative view, the NDP's use of public ownership yielded real
economic and social benefits to Manitobans, while at the same time, as if in
response to criticisms from the Left, the Pawley administration took certain
tentative steps toward subjecting provincial Crown corporations to a greater
degree of public control, and toward an opening of their decision making to
workers and users. These steps, though limited, suggest the possibilities
embodied in public ownership. We think Manitoba's experience with public
ownership is especially worthy of examination at a time when an increased
reliance on market forces threatens to further erode the viability of peripheral
economies such as those in western Canada. Yet those same market forces,
together with the fiscal crisis of the state and the rise of neo-conservatism, have
placed serious constraints on the use of public ownership, and have been the
mainforces behind the trend to the privatization and commercialization of
publicly owned enterprises.

Globalization, the FiscalCrisisand the Riseof Neo-Conservatism
The world economy is restructuring. This is normal in capitalism, but the
process has accelerated and taken on a more global character since the economic
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crisis that began in the 1970s. To counter decliningprofit rates, corporations
have consciously reorganized theiroperations in a globally integrated fashion,
a processmadethe morepossibleby dramatic technological changes affecting
production, transport and communication. In somecasesproduction has been
physically relocated. In othersit has been' 'outsourced," that is, contracted out
toother,oftenforeign, companies. In stillothercases,collaborative activities of
variouskinds- licensingagreements or joint ventures, for example - have
been enteredinto with foreign corporations. Frequently, particularplants in a
globallyintegrated networkhave beenretooledto specialize in the production
of particularpartsof finalproducts, resultingin a dramatic increasein intrafirm
trade. In all cases, the objective of this globalrestructuring is to cut costs and
increaseprofits. Theconsequence is anintensification ofinternational competitive pressures. This situation has been exacerbated, moreover, by the entry of
firmsfromcertainnewlyindustrializing countries into globalcompetition.
At the national level,this globalization and heightened competitiveness has
led to increasedmergerand acquisition activity, a shift towardnew high-tech
industries and service sectoractivities, anincreasedincidence ofplantclosures,
layoffs, downsizing, work reorganization, concession bargaining and unionbusting, and the attempt generally to shift national income from labour to
capital/ as companies and nation-states manoeuvre to make themselves more
competitive.
Markets, too, have become more international. Globally structured companies see the entire world as a potential market, and seek to remove statecreated impediments - often referred to as market "imperfections" or
"rigidities," whichare in needof "adjustment" - to the international movement of capital and goods and services. They wish - indeed heightened
competition forces them - to move freely and rapidly around the world,
withoutgovernment interference andirrespective of national borders, in pursuit
of thehighestratesofprofit.AsJoyceKolkoputsit: "the prominence of aworld
market is clearly a new structural feature, making the forces of competition
determinative even for the largest corporations.' ,2 This, as we shall argue, "
includespubliclyownedcorporations.
Theseprocesses of globalization weakenthe statein individual countries by
creatingeven greaterpressures to accommodate the needsof bigbusiness. This
in tum aggravates thefiscalcrisisof the state- thatis, the widening imbalance
betweenrevenues andexpenditures - whichis itself,in part,a manifestation of
theeconomic crisiswhichstartedin the 1970s. The fiscalcrisis,asdescribed by
JamesO'Connor,is rootedin theprivatization ofprofitsandthesocialization of
costs - that is, business continues to appropriate the profitsfrom the system,
whilethestatepaysmoreandmoreof thecostsofreproducing thesystem,'costs
whichrise with the deepening of the economiccrisis.
In Canada, for example, federal Liberal governments responded to the
emergence of theeconomic crisisin the 1970sand thedemands of big business
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with large tax expenditures which were intended to induce investment, but
which servedonly to aggravatethe fiscal crisis. Governmentcould not respond
to the deteriorating situation by raising corporate taxes, since that would have
defeated the purpose for which the tax expenditures were made. At the same
time, there were limits to the extent to which taxes on wages could be raised,
sincesuchmeasureshad an impactat the bargainingtable,addingto inflationary
pressures. Consequently deficits expanded. A sort of institutional deadlock
emerged. Its economic outcome was stagflation and accentuationof the fiscal
crisis of the state.
Neo-conservatism grew out of this environment. It became apparent that
liberalismand Keynesianismhad no answers to the problem of stagflationand
the concomitantfiscal crisis. In the absence of any adequate response from the
Left, the basis was created for the rise of neo-conservatismwith its determination to reduce the role of the state, and increase the role of the market,' Neoconservatism'smost obviousexpressionshave been in thepoliticalsuccessesof
Margaret Thatcher in Britain since 1979, and Ronald Reagan in the United
States since 1980.But behind these electoral victoriesthere has emerged avast
networkof neo-conservative institutions- "factories of ideology," as Sidney
Blumenthal calls them in his account of the rise of neo-conservatism in the
United States,' whose efforts made neo-conservatism a material force in the
Western world.
These three forces - globalization, with its intensification of competitive
pressures;the fiscal crisis, withthe restraintsit placeson stateexpenditures; and
neo-conservatism, with its orientationto the market ~ have had an enormous
impact on publicly owned enterprises. The most publicized manifestationhas
been the drive to privatization," but it has also, and this is of particular
importance for our purposes, taken the form of pressures for the commercialization of publiclyowned enterprises.
While privatizationinvolves turning publicly owned enterprisesover to the
private sector, commercialization involves making such enterprises operate
more like private-sector, profit-seeking firms, while remaining a part of the
public sector. Public enterprisesare instructed to make a "profit," to measure
their success against the' 'bottom line," to act more like competitive,privatesector corporations so as not to add to the fiscal crisis. Social purposes are
de-emphasized, in favourof a morenarrowlydefined,profit-oriented' 'business
logic." Public corporations become ever more indistinguishable from their
private-sector counterparts as they move into new competitive commercial
activities, sometimes involving their vying for export markets and offshore
contracts and generally engaging in the new globalized economy in order to
generateprofits.Thisis aphenomenoncommonthroughouttheWesternworld.'
In this environment, the idea of public ownership, and .especially public
ownershiporientedto purposesother than thosedefined by the bottomline, has
taken a pounding.This was made particularlyclear in the campaignheading up
to the April 1988Manitobaelection.
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The Public Ownership Debate in Manitoba
Conservative, Liberal and Winnipeg FreePresscampaigns in the April 1988
Manitoba election focussed on "NDP incompetence." A main target was
Manitoba's Crown corporations - guilty, so the Conservatives claimed, of
"six years of waste and mismanagement.,,8 Many people were apparently
receptive to this criticism. In March, a journalist generally sympathetic to the
merits of state intervention observed that Crown corporations had become ','the
most unpopular part of the NDP legacy. ,,9
The catalyst for this discontent was a more than 20 percent premium increase
for auto insurance, the consequence of a $62 million loss in 1987 by the
Manitoba Public Insurance Corporation (MPIC). Protestors rallied outside the
legislature; a twenty-year-old student who organized a petition campaign
against the premium hikes was nominated woman of the year by the Chamber
of Commerce; and the NDP'srelentless arch-foe, the Winnipeg FreePress, had
a field day attacking this' 'typical example" of waste and mismanagement.
The unpopularity of Crown corporations stemmed from financial losses and
a series of scandals and fiascos. The president and two senior executives of
McKenzie Seeds were convicted in 1986 of defrauding the company of more
than $300,000. The president of MPIC was dismissed in 1986 for nepotism and
misuse ofexpense accounts. Two executives of the Manitoba Lotteries Foundation were dismissed in 1986 for having an interest in a lottery supply operation.
In 1987 John Sweeney, who had been hired as president of MANFOR (the
province's publicly owned forestry complex at The Pas) to turn the company
around (and who was paid a $150,000 annual salary, given generous bonus,
expense. account and holiday provisions, plus a fully-paid membership in
Montreal's plush Mount Royal Club), quit and told the government to sell the
company. 10
There was also the MTX fiasco. MTX Telecom Services Inc., a subsidiary of
the Manitoba Telephone System (MTS), was set up in 1982 to do business in
Saudi Arabia. In 1986 it was revealed that MTX employees had paid thousands
of dollars in bribes and unauthorized loans; that MTX hiring practices discriminated against Jews and women; and that one MTX employee had been
flogged by Saudi Arabian police. As revelation piled upon revelation, Al
Mackling, minister in charge of MTS, was forced to admit publicly that he had
no idea what was happening with MTX. A management audit concluded that the
government had lost control of MTX. Five senior officials were dismissed or
resigned. The whole sordid affair has cost Manitoba taxpayers at least $27
million. 11
Around this record, the opposition parties built a campaign strategy centred
on attacking public ownership and "NDP incompetence." Their success
reflected the anti-public ownership mood of the times."
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Public Ownership and Myth-Making
The attack on Crowncorporations,however,is not really about the specifics
of MTX, or MANFOR, or even public auto insurance. Rather, these cases are
important to the Conservativesfor their value in myth-making. The myth is the
magic of the' 'enterprise culture" whichwill, we are told, bestowbenefitsupon
all of us. In pursuitof thesebenefits,the statemust berolled backandthe market
expandedon allfronts.Chargesof wasteandmismanagementatpubliclyowned
corporationsare mere fodderfor the manufactureof the mythsneededto justify
this broaderideologicalpurpose.

Even Conservativeprivatization,to the extent it occurs, will have less to do
with themeritsof eachcasethanwiththe valueof privatizationasmyth.Thomas
Kierans, president of a major investment brokerage house and co-sponsorof a
1985conferenceon privatization,accuratelystated:
Theactof privatization is at leastas symbolic as it is substantive. Asan exercise in
symbolism, it signals the government's intentions to respond to the challenge of
changeby strengthening themarketat theexpense of the state,"

To thisend,publicownershipis equatedwithwaste,inefficiency,incompetence
and bloatedbureaucracies, whileprivateenterpriseis heldto be lean,productive
and crisply efficient.
But reality differs from this myth. Manitoba's Crown corporations are not
nearly as badlymanagedas the Conservatives andLiberals (andthe Free Press)
have claimed. In fact, they have added significantlyto the economicand social
well-beingof Manitobans in ways not possible withoutpublic ownership.
A defence of public ownershipis overdue. Too much has been conceded to
neo-conservative myths. It is true that socialism does not stand or fall, is not
advanced or delayed, by the ownership arrangements of isolated Manitoba
enterprises.It is alsotruethattherecordof publicownershipin Canadahas been,
from a socialist point of view, uninspiring. Most publicly owned enterprises
were establishedto support capital," and have been organized and operated in
ways that made them virtually indistinguishable from capitalist enterprises.
This no doubt accounts in large part for the failure to mount a campaign in
defence of public ownership. But the failure to defend public ownership adds
fuel to neo-conservative myths, and erodes the credibility of an institution
which, at least to some extent, can offer protection against the worst effects of
the unbridledforces of the market.
Public Ownership and the Globalization of Capital
Our defenceof public ownershipuses the recent experienceof Manitobaas a
case study, but our analysisis set in the broadercontextof the dramaticchanges
in the internationalpolitical economy of capitalism described earlier. Among
the consequencesof the globalizationof capital, the fiscal crisis of the state and
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the rise of neo-conservatism, are that the political space within which public
ownership can fruitfully be used is contracting, and that the operations of
existingpublicly-owned enterprisesare being distorted."
The globalization of capitalrenderspublicownershippotentiallyobsolete in
some industries. The ownershipof a single plant in an industry dominated by
vertically integrated, globally organized, multiplant enterprises, leaves the
ownerswith little leverage.ManyCanadiansubsidiaries have become,or are in
the process of becoming,little more than singlelinks in a globallyrationalized
production system. They are not independententities, but are almost wholly
dependentupon otherparts of their globalcorporatenetwork.
For example,the acquisition of essentialinputsintoa subsidiary'sproduction
process may require access to other parts of the globalnetworkof whichit is a
part. If a subsidiaryproducescompleteproducts,their sale may require access
to the corporate marketing system through which end products are sold. For
those subsidiaries which produceonly a portion or portionsof an end product,
salesmaydependuponaccessto otherlinksin thecorporation's globalnetwork.
It becomesfutileto takeintopublicownershipa singleplantin a globalnetwork,
since the plant is increasinglylikely to be organizedin such a way as to make
economicsenseonly as part of the biggercorporatesystemof whichit is a part,
and within whichit plays a smallassignedrole.
Shouldsuchplantsbecomepubliclyownedthey are likely to sufferfinancial
losses,not becauseof mismanagement or any inherentfailingin public ownership, but becausea singleplant makeseconomicsense only as part of a larger,
global network. Deficit-ridden governments are unwilling to absorb the
resultantlosses.As a consequencesuchenterprises are pushedtowardadopting
more "businesslike" practices.
In some cases this includes diversification of product and service lines and
extension beyond geographic borders. In other cases, such as Canada Post,
public enterprises are prevented by business-oriented, neo-conservative
governments from diversifying their product and service lines, and are thus
denied access to the most profitable and technologically advanced spheres,
which are left to the private sector. In such cases the pressure to cut losses
requires narrow and repressive measures. In all cases, there is a general
orientation toward "the bottom line." Similar competitivepressures impinge
upon the operationsof almostall publicenterprises,includingutilities.
This makes it increasingly difficult for public enterprises to fulfill broader
social goals, and pushes them toward becomingmore distant from the usersof
theiroutputs,andmoreindistinguishable fromtheirprivate-sectorcounterparts.
At the national level, CNR and Air Canada are good examples. Support for
public ownership is therefore further eroded, preparing the ground for the
zealous ideologues of privatization, and ironic sales pitches like "public
participation" - as privatizationis calledin Saskatchewan.
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Yet it remainsthe case that for peripheraleconomies like Manitoba's- and
most of Canada's for that matter - the globalization of capital is making
reliance on private capital and the forces of the market even more hazardous
thanit has always been.
We will arguethat at the provinciallevel a publicownership strategyshould
avoid highly competitive, globalized sectors of the provincial economy, because to take into public ownership just one of the pieces in a globalized,
verticallyintegratednetworkis to guarantee financialloss,whichthenservesto
advanceneo-conservative interestsby furthererodingtheideaof publicownership.Butanavoidance ofglobalizedcapitalallowscontrolofthemostimportant
sectorsof the economy to go unchallenged, while confiningthe use of public
ownership largely to those sectors of the economy which are least profitable.
This wouldappearto fly in the face of that socialistthinkingwhichwouldhave
the use of publicownershipaimedspecifically at the mostprofitablesectors of
the economy,in order to build up investment capital.
We maintain, however, thatit is essentialtorecognizethelimitsofprovincial
governments, especially vis-a-vis globalized capital. A singleprovincecannot
takeon theglobalizedcorporategiants. Thusif themostprofitableandpowerful
sectorsof the economyare to be takeninto the publicrealm, and subjectedto a
morerationalanddemocratic control,it has to be doneby biggerunits- whole
regionsin somecases,Canadaas a wholein others,andin stillothersCanadaas
part of a broaderpublic networkthat cuts across severalor many nations. This
will require new, more "globalized" formsof public ownership. Our purpose
here is not to commenton howthis mightbe done, it is simplyto observethat it
mustbe doneif globalized capitalis to be confronted.
We want to emphasize, however, that it does not follow from such an
observation thatthereis nothing to bedoneat a morelocallevel.Webelievethat
there are areaswhere new provincial publicownershipmakessense,and these
opportunities should be pursued aggressively. More importantly, we believe
that much more shouldbe done-with those Crowncorporations which already
exist,to open themto usersandemployees, to makethemmoredemocratic and
accountable, and to more accurately measureand make known their real costs
and benefits.While this willnot itself shiftthe powerrelationsin capitalismthe formal ownership arrangements of individualenterprises may, or may not,
bring tangible benefits to workers and the communities in which such
enterprises are located, but they cannot by themselves dramatically affect the
impact of globalcapitalism(exceptperhapsinsofar as they exist as a concrete
alternative to private ownership) - it could, if done properly, serveto rebuild
the legitimacyand desirability of publicownership, thus constructing a baseof
supportfrom whichto confrontthe globalized corporategiants.
Manitoba's recent NDP government introducedsome potentially important
- albeitlimitedandbelated- innovations withrespectto Crowncorporations.
A reform-oriented approach to public ownership could usefully extend and
build upon thosemeasures.
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Crown Corporations in Manitoba
Manitoba has between twenty-five and thirtyCrowncorporations, the most
importantof whichare identifiedand categorized in Table 1:
Table 1
KeyCrownCorpomtions in Manitoba, By Activity

PUBUC UTILITIES

Manitoba Hydro*
Manitoba Telephone System*

COMMERCIAL

ManitobaPublicInsurance Corporation (MPIC)*
ManitobaLiquorControlCommission*
VentureManitoba Tours*

MANUFACTURING

McKenzie Seeds*
MANFOR Ltd.*

RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

Manitoba Mineral Resources*
Manitoba Oil andGas*
LeafRapidsTownProperties

REGIONAL-COMMUNITYDEVELOPMENT/
PROVISION OF LOW-COST FINANCE

Communities Economic Development Fund*
Manitoba Development Corporation*
Manitoba Housing & Renewal Corporation
MooseLakeLoggersLtd.*
Channel AreaLoggersLtd.*

AGRICULTURE

Manitoba Agricultural CreditCorp.
Manitoba CropInsurance Corp.

PLANNING/COORDlNATING/REGULATING

Manitoba EnergyAuthority*
Manitoba DataServices*
Manitoba TradingCorporation
ManitobaLotteries Foundation
Manitoba Hazardous WasteManagement Corp.*
Manitoba Properties Inc.

*Theseenterprisesweresubjectto the 1987CrownAccountabilityAct.

Unlikeprivate-sectorfirms whichseekto maximize profits, Manitobapublic
enterprises havediverseeconomic andsocialobjectives - a factorobscuredin
the attackdirectedat themand theNOP. For example, afterthe 1982depression
theNDP government usedpublicinvestment on its ownaccountandthrough the
Crowns to stimulate the economy and sparkprivate-sector investment.
Table2 presents summary dataon investment expenditures of the Manitoba
government relativeto total investment in Manitoba, and to investment by all
provincial governments combined. As can be seen, public investment in
Manitoba increaseddramatically, both absolutely andrelatively.
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Table 2

Manitoba Government Public-Sector Investment (Millions of $),* 1981-1987**
Year

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

InvestmentExpenditures
by Manitoba Government
PublicSector .

426
510
563
604

776
727
870

InvestmentExpenditures
by Manitoba Public
Sectoras % of Total
InvestmentExpenditures
in Manitoba
15.8
19.2
18.1
16.4
18.0
15.5
18.0

InvestmentExpenditure
of allProvincial/
Territorial Governments
PublicSectors as % of
TotalInvestment
Expenditures
14.6
17.2
16.3
14.5
12.8
11.9
12.2

*Capital andrepairexpenditures combined.
**Thedata for 1987arebasedon intentions, thosefor 1986arepreliminary actual.
Sources: Statistics Canada, Private and Public Investment in Canada (61-205); Manitoba Bureau of
Statistics.

The major public investment was the Limestone Generating Station, which
started in 1985 and involved an expenditure of $1.5-$2 billion over six years."
The government assisted Manitoba firms to obtain contracts, and instructed
Hydro to give northern residents - most of them Natives - the training
required for them to get jobs. These initiatives would have been much more
difficult, perhaps impossible, without public ownership ofHydro. Some studies
have suggested that Natives have benefited little from this training, and that
hydroelectric projects have undermined their traditional sources of livelihood.
It has been argued that "Native people have been enticed to become active
participants in their own underdevelopment by seeking employment on projects
that do harm to, rather than benefit, their economic future." This important
finding is not necessarily inconsistent with our observations on the merits of
public ownership. On the contrary, the solution, as the same author argues, is
stillmore public involvement: "in order for mega-project employment to have
a positive impact on Native communities, it must improve the level of certifiable
skills of the Native employees, and result in the development of productive
economic activities in the communities to utilize these new skills once the
project hasbeen completed.'?" Public ownership in some form would be an
essential element in any such strategy.
The use of public investment - much of it channelled through publicly
owned enterprises - to overcome stagnation produced the desired results. As
is indicatedin Table 3, from 1983 to 1987 the Manitoba economy matched or
outperformed the national average on most significant economic indicators,"
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Table 3
Comparison of SelectedEconomic Indicators, Manitoba/Canadian Economies, 1983-1987

Percentage Change

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

GrossDomestic Productat
CurrentMarketPrices
Manitoba
Canada

6.4
8.3

10.9
9.6

8.7
7.6

5.9
5.7

6.4
8.5

PrivateandPublic
InvestmentExpenditures Manitoba
Canada

11.2
-3.4

16.2
4.1

25.7
15.0

11.3
4.6

2.4
3.8

Manitoba
Canada

-4.0
-10.9

19.4
3.0

10.9
9.2

9.7
1.6

1.9
4.3

Manitoba
Canada

6.4
4.9

7.1
7.5

7.0
7.7

8.0
6.7

6.4
7.6

Average VVeekly Earnings
(Industrial Composite)
Manitoba
Canada

4.5
1.2

4.6
2.3

2.4
3.5

3.6 .
2.8

1.4
2.7

Business Capital
Expenditures
VVages,Sahudesand
Supplementary Labour
Income

Sources: CanadaDepartment of Finance,Quarterly Economic Review (AnnualReference Tables),June
1987;andManitobaBureauof Statistics, Manitoba Statistical Review, FirstQuarter,1988.

There was an added benefit associated with the success of this economic
strategy: the government was able to maintain the social welfare programs
whichConservative governments elsewhere were gutting. Muchof the investment of the Manitoba Crowns also has significant social consequences. The
Manitoba Housingand RenewalCorporation (MHRC), for example, invests in
public-housing units, which provide decent accommodation for low-income
people, and strengthen the province's systemof rent controls. As of 31 March
1986, MHRC owned7,712 unitsof elderlypersons'. housing and 7,779 unitsof
family housing, witha totalvalueof morethan $300million."
Similarly, the vast amounts of money capital generated by automobile
insurance premiums areinvestedin Manitoba. Asof31 October1987,MPIC had
$243 million investedin long-term Manitoba provincial, hospital, school and
municipal bondsanddebentures - atrateslowerthanthoseavailable in capital
markets."Underprivateautoinsurance, mostof thiscapitalwouldhaveleft the
province in theform of dividends or otherremittances to distantshareholders.
The pointis that public ownership creates the basisfor directlyinfluencing
the timing and content of public-sector investment in ways which promote
important economic and social objectives. The three major Crowns- MTS,
Hydroand MPIC- produceessentialservices usedbyvirtually everyhousehold
in Manitoba. The rates chargedfor their services are amongthe lowest in the
country: MTS, the lowest;Hydro, the secondlowest,just behindQuebec; and
MPIC, second only to Saskatchewan (evenafterthe substantial hikes in 1988).21
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Manitobans with lower incomes benefit most, because these rates are similar in
many respects to regressive taxes. These enterprises have also adopted purchasing practices intended to maximize the impact of their expenditures on
Manitoba producers, thus creating jobs and yielding a net benefit to the
province.
The prime example of the impact of such practices is the Manitoba Hydro
Limestone Development. When the decision was made to proceed with the
project, Manitoba Hydro personnel toured the province to encourage businesses
and communities to take advantage of the potential opportunities available in
the tendering process. As well, Hydro advised prospective bidders that
Manitoba content would be one of the factors taken into account in awarding
tenders. According to Manitoba Hydro, these policies have resulted in a
significant increase in Manitoba content relative to previous projects,"
In summary, public enterprises contribute significantly to the province's
economic and social well-being, and do so in ways that would not be possible if
the enterprises were privately-owned and run solely for profit. The question that
arises is whether, and if so how, the role of public ownership can be sustained
and/or expanded in the face of emergent trends.

The Trend to Commercialization
Manitoba's publicly owned enterprises, like those elsewhere, are subject to
the intensified competition associated with the globalization of capital, and the
related fiscal crisis of the state. As argued earlier, these forces have created a
push toward the privatization of some Crowns, and the commercialization of
others.
The example of MTS illustrates the push toward commercialization. The
corporation's revenue base was adversely affected not just by the depression of
the early 1980s, but also by competitive forces arising in other jurisdictions
largely as a result of deregulation - for example, the competitive sales of
telephone and other telecommunications components, and the application by
CNCP Telecommunications for long distance telephone rights. In an attempt to
secure its revenue base and prevent layoffs, MTSestablished MTX Telecom
Services Inc. to pursue profit-making ventures outside Manitoba," The result of
MTX'S Saudi Arabian adventures was the political scandal described earlier.
The Conservative opposition attributed the scandal and the $27 million loss
to the "waste and mismanagement" which it claims are intrinsic to public
ownership. In fact its real cause was the decision by MTS to reach beyond
Manitoba's borders, and to plunge into the cutthroat competitive world of
international capital in search of profits. When a company operates in this
world, it either adopts the practices of its competitors, or it loses money. MTX
did both. Its ill-fated foreign adventures are an example of the trend toward
commercialization which is affecting publicly owned enterprises everywhere,
creating pressures on them to emulate their private-sector counterparts,"
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MPIC is another example of a Manitoba Crown corporation which was hurt
financially when it became involved in the trend toward commercialization.
MPIC'sgeneral insurance division took positions in the international reinsurance
market. Reinsurance is a common practice among private insurers, involving
the sharing of risks to reduce the liability of single insurers. MPIC became
involved in these high-risk, international reinsurance efforts as a means of
generating additional revenues, but its involvement ultimately resulted in its
being held liable for large claims. In 1985-86 alone,MPIC had to establish a
provision of $36 million for such claims."These losses are another example of
the consequences of the commercialization of publicly owned enterprises.
The irony is that the cases of MTX and MPIC reinsurance have been used to
discredit public ownership, when in factwhat both reveal is the damage that is
done when the irrational forces of intensified competition push well-managed
public enterprises into aping the practices of big business. The further irony is
that both of these ill-advised adventures for which the NDP paid a political price
were initiated by Sterling Lyon's Conservatives.
Other Manitoba Crown corporations have been or will be privatized - Flyer
Industries was sold to a Dutch multinational bus manufacturer in July 1986 and
MANFOR was sold to Repap Enterprises Ltd. in May 1989. Both sustained large
and persistent losses through much of the 1980s as a consequence of their
apparent inability to compete in national and international markets.
Still other "potential" Crown corporations are not taken over at all because
of the pressures created by the same forces. The Pawley government considered
taking over Winnipeg's profitable Kimberly-Clark plant when it shut down in
1983, but decided - perhaps wisely - that a single plant producing only one
of a wide range of paper products would be unable to compete with the large,
integrated operations whose marketing costs, for example, are spread over a
much higher volume and wider range of products." And Inter-City Gas was not
taken over (despite the fact that such a takeover makes economic sense and is a
long-standing policy of the NDP), because of a $30 million hitch which
developed at the end of negotiations in 1987.z: The forces, both economic and
ideological, which are pushing existing publicly owned companies toward a
more commercial orientation, and militating against the initiation of new
publicly owned enterprises, are very powerful.
We might add, almost parenthetically, that these powerful forces are pushing
for the privatization of sectors of our society which have for so long been in the
public realm that we scarcely think: of them as being publicly owned, and thus
we fail to see them as examples of the benefits of public ownership. Public
libraries and universities are among many good examples.

Subjectingthe Crowns to Political Control
The Pawley government took steps in the opposite direction, in an attempt to
subject Crown corporations to a greater degree of public, rather than market,
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control. It did so by trying to improve its capacity to analyze Crown corporation
activities, and by trying to pry open, however slightly, Crown corporations'
decision-making processes to users and employees. In the end, the NDP' s efforts
in these regards can either be criticized because they were too little and too late,
or praised because they were steps in the right direction. We will do both, though
it must be emphasized that the steps taken were so tentative, partial and late that
their worth lies almost wholly in their potential rather than their achievements.

The Department of Crown Investments
In 1982 the new Pawley government created a Department of Crown
Investments (DCI). The DCI acted as a secretariat to the powerful Economic and
Resources Committee of Cabinet (ERIC). Its mandate was to ensure a full and
adequate two-way flow of information between Crown corporations and the
government, to ensure that Crown corporation investments and activities
reflected government objectives, and to provide the analytical support to enable
greater government control and coordination of Crown corporation activities.
The NDP government was well advised to create the DCI for these purposes.
On too many occasions provincial governments have been taken to the cleaners
because they lacked the necessary specialist expertise in an industry,"
However, the DCI was far too small. It had a staff of only six professional
analysts, a budget well under $1 million, and was headed by three deputy
ministers in four years, all of which suggests that the Pawley government did
not give the department the support it needed. This seems to have been
deliberate. The DCI's first minister, Wilson Parasiuk, insisted in the legislature
in 1982 that' 'it is our intention to limit the size and scope of this newly created
department,' ,29 and this commitment was repeated and adhered to throughout
the department's existence. In 1987 Gary Doer was quoted as saying that "we
had the right idea in 1982 ... and then we didn't provide the resources," with
the result that "billion dollar decisions" were being made on the basis of
completely inadequate information and analysis." Similar frustrations were
expressed by Robin Murray, in describing his experiences with the Greater
London Council. He observed that' 'in the end, its policy and popular planning
side contained a hundred people, working 3500 hours a week. It was tiny
relative to the task at hand. ,,31 The DCI was even tinier - with six analysts to
monitor the activities and plans of all the province's Crown corporations, some
of which employed a very substantial body of technical expertise, and were
being pushed into new and unfamiliar territory in search of additional revenue
- and with much of their limited time consumed by the problems associated
with large losses at Flyer and MANFOR, the DCI was never able to fulfill its
mandate.

The Real Costsand Benefitsof Public Ownership
However, even with Flyer and MANFOR, DCI had problems. The decision to
seek private-sector buyers for these two Crown corporations mayor may not
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have been a wise one - we cannot tell. Nor could the DCI, because it was
reachedwithoutadequate information, Substantial economic andsocialbenefits
accrued to Manitoba as a resultof the eighthundredor sofull-time jobs created
by these two Crowncorporations, and as a result of the various linkages with
other parts of the economy. Such benefits may outweighthe costs incurredin
coveringthelossesof thesecompanies. Butthecapitalistaccounting framework
used by commercial Crowncorporations is far too narrowto capturereal costs
and benefits. The accounting system used by Crown corporations does not
include, forexample, the benefits derivedfromtheirlinkages withothersectors
of the economy, through the supplying of inputs,theprocessing of outputs, and
the expenditure of wagesand salaries. Nor does it includethe impacton social
welfarecostsassociated withchanges in thelevelofemployment. The DCI never
developed an alternative. Without a broader accounting framework able to
identify all costs and benefits, including those which are nonquantifiable, it
becomes almostimpossible - especially giventhe fiscalcrisisand the current
neo-conservative climate - to justify the continued existence of a Crown
corporation which consistently incurs (narrowly defined) losses. Yet such an
enterprise may yielda net benefitto the province,"
Worker Directors
A secondinitiativeof thePawleygovernment wasto addworkerdirectors to
the boards of someCrowns. Asof 25 September1987, eightof the Crowns had
workerrepresentatives ontheirboards: McKenzie Seeds,twoofnine;Manitoba
Data Services, two of seven; MANFOR, three of nine; Manitoba Hydro, two of
eleven; MPIC, two of seven; MTS, twoof ten; MooseLakeLoggers Ltd., twoof
nine;and Venture ToursLtd., oneof nine.33

Somesegments of theLefthavelongpromoted theideaof boards comprised
of those who work in the enterprises, plus representatives from users of its
services, and/or from the communities in which the enterprises are located.
However, our understanding of howtheseboardswould, andcould,differfrom
traditional boards remains fuzzy.
An assumption underlying the idea of worker directors is that the goal of
publicenterprise is not to maximize profits,but to achieve some socialobjectives. In some cases this involves preservation of jobs as a vital part of a
community's economic base.Thereis, in short,more to theirjobs than simply
the cashnexus; they are partof a collectiveprojectand havea directinterestin
makingthatprojectwork.At thesametime,however, thereis a suspicion on the
part of both workers and unions that participation in boards will result in
co-optation and the sacrifice of their interests to the interests of the enterprise
andthe provincial government.
Whentheideaof addingworkerdirectors wasraisedin Manitoba, theunions
insistedthat directors either be elected by the union membership or namedby
the unionexecutive. The NDP government acceptedthis. The arrangements for
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appointing thesedirectors variedfrom situation to situation."Thus,in the case
of MANFOR, twodirectors wereelectedbythemembership of the IWA local (one
fromeachof theWoodlands andSawmilldivisions) andonedirectorbythe CPU
unionlocal.In contrast,the unionrepresentatives on theHydroand MTS boards
were selectedby the government from a list of names submitted by the union
executives. The representatives on the MTS board were a vice-president of the
CWC local and the presidentof the IBEW local. The IBEW representative on the
Hydroboard,on the otherhand, was not a memberof the executive, but was an
activistwithinthe union.
The workerdirectors are bound by the samerules pertainingto contlict-ofinterestandconfidentiality as otherboardmembers. Consequently, theycannot
participate in issuesinvolvingcollectivebargaining or othermattersrelatingto
unionaffairs, and they cannotreveal information which may be detrimentalto
the company, if it becomespublic- for example,a new strategyrelatingto the
pricingandmarketing of the Crown's productsor services.
Reporting-backarrangements alsovaryfromsituation to situation. Theunion
representatives on the former MANFOR board reported regularly to both the
unionmembership and the unionexecutive; the CWC representative on the MTS
board reportedregularly to her executive; and the IBEW representative on the
Hydroboardreportedtwicea year to the executiveand was encouraged to give
reports at seminars and other educational projectsorganizedfor the membership.
Most of the union representatives we talked to believe that having union
representation on the boardsis a positivedevelopment. The main advantage is
thattheunionandthe workers arerepresentedonissuesthatdirectlyaffectthem.
MaggieHatfield,nationalrepresentative of the CWC, cited the "shock" affair
andpayequityas twoissueswhereit helpedto havearepresentative on the MTS
board.JimAnderson, unionrepresentative of the IWA localat MANFOR, saidthat
the mainadvantages he saw were,first, that his members were betterinformed
- had a better understanding of the operationof the entire enterprise- and
second, that the union was in a better position to anticipate problems. And
Charles Washington, presidentof the IBEW local at Hydro, said that the main
benefit he saw was that the labour representatives might dissuade the boards
from making some decisions which could have serious consequences for the
unionand theirworkers.
The one drawbackcited by a couple of union representatives is that representativeswithcareer ambitions were inhibitedby the presenceat meetingsof
theirbosses.There was also agreement that if the unions lost controlover such
appointments, havingworkerson boardscouldbe detrimental to the interestsof
unions andtheirmembers. Thisis now a real possibility. The newConservative
government hassofardealtwithCrowncorporations on anadhocbasis:in some
cases whole boards, and in others only certain board members, have been
replaced, whilein at least one case the workerdirectors wereremovedwithout
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consultation withthe union.(TheConservatives'Bill 37, The CrownCorporations Public Reviewand Accountability and Consequential Amendments Act,
proclaimedin January 1989,weakens the provisionin the old CrownAccountability Act for the appointment of employee directors. Under Bill 37, the
government "may appointpersons who are employedby the corporation and
who,in the opinionof the ministerresponsible for thecorporation, arequalified
to serve as directors, to be members of the board of the corporation." [Section
23(b)] The NDP' sBillS8read: "In appointing directorsof a CrownCorporation,
the LieutenantGovernor in Council shall, where the LieutenantGovernor in
Council considers it practical to do so, appoint not less than two individuals
employedby the corporation in positionsother than seniormanagement positions to be directors of the corporation." [Section 11]) The elected worker
representatives on the McKenzie Seeds Board were replaced by two workers
appointed by the Conservative government. According to Al Patterson, union
representative for ManitobaFood and Commercial Workers Local 832, there
was no prior consultation with either the union or the workers at McKenzie
Seeds.He also said that the two people appointedwere amongthe least active
members in the union. Subsequently, on 1 August 1988,representatives from
CUPE and the Unionof HealthEmployees on the boardof the ManitobaCancer
Research and TreatmentFoundation werereplacedby Conservative-appointed
workerdirectors. Thesechangestoo weremadewithoutpriorconsultation with
eitherthe unionsor the employees of the foundation.
The Crown Accountability Act
A third initiative was the 1987 Crown Accountability Act. The series of
highly publicized problems made it clear that the DCI could not monitor
Manitoba's Crown corporations. Thus the act created the Public Investments
Corporation of Manitoba (PIC), a holding company modelled on Saskatchewan's CrownInvestments Corporation. It was to havea staffof twenty-five
and a budget of $2.5 million, giving it substantially more analytical capacity
than the DCI. The fledgling PIC has been dismantledby the Conservatives and
replacedwith a dilutedCrownCorporations Council, but the PIC was a further
step toward subjecting Manitoba Crown corporations to rational rather than
market control. (The Crown Corporations Council is to consist of seven
members appointed by cabinet, "one of whom is the Dean of the Faculty of
Management of theUniversity of Manitoba', [Section 4(2)(a)] - currentlythe
right-wingex-bankerMr.WilliamMackness - and "one of whomis a person
nominated by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Manitoba" [Section
A(2)(b)]. It is clear from the relevantprovisions of Bill 37 that the new council
is not intendedto have the analytical capacitythat PIC was intendedto have.)
Opening Up the Crown Corporations
The CrownAccountability Act also includedprovisions to open up decision
makingtousersandemployees. Thesestepsweretimidbutpotentiallyvaluable.
The act required that by 9 January 1988,the boards of all Crowncorporations
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establish service committees (Bill 37 eliminates service committees), a majority
of whose members were to be members of the board, and whose purpose was to
ensure that the senior management of a Crown corporation:
(a) shallmeetat leastoncea yearwiththepublicfor thepurpose of explaining the
objectives of the corporation, reviewing the corporation's relationships with its
customers andthe delivery of its services to thepublic, andreceiving suggestions
from thepublicastothemanner in which itcanimprove thoserelationships andthe
delivery of thoseservices tothepublic; and
(b) shallreceive and,if considered appropriate, shallinvestigate complaints from
thepublic relating to theoperations of the corporation."

The act also required that the boards of all Crown corporations establish joint
councils, to be comprised of the responsible minister, the chief executive
officer, a board member and three employees named by the trade union or
employee association or by the employees at large:
Thepurpose of ajointcouncil is topromote theexchange of information andideas
between the corporation that established it and the trade union. or employee
organization naming members to it but suchpurpose does not include collective
bargaining within themeaning of theLabourRelations Act.36

These joint councils were in addition to the provision that where cabinet
"considers it practical to do so," it would appoint not less than two nonmanagement employees to the board. The Conservatives have replaced the
joint councils with labour-management committees. However, neither unions
nor employee organizations play any role in selecting the employee members of
these labour-management committees. The method of selection is left open,
thus further reducing the role of organized labour.
These provisions gave users and employees few, if any, new powers. Our
argument is not that these initiatives constituted a shift in power relations.
Rather we wish to argue that these are steps - however limited and belatedwhich had the potential to move Manitoba's Crown corporations in the proper
direction. Nor is it our argument that a future NDP government in Manitoba
would be capable of realizing this potential. The small steps taken so late in the
Pawley administration may represent the limit of what NDP governments in
Manitoba are prepared to do in this regard - they have historically been
exceptionally reluctant to introduce initiatives untried in other jurisdictions." It
is worth noting, however, that Gary Doer, the current leader of the NDP and the
minister responsible for the 1987 Crown Accountability Act, stated that once
the government had achieved its objectives for the Crowns regarding financial
control and strategic planning, the intention was to introduce a form of social
auditing which would be used to monitor progress toward the achievement of
social objectives." We maintain that the small and tentative steps that the
Pawley administration did take, along with the ideas that were apparently being
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worked on by cabinet, could usefully be built upon in thinking about a strategy
for public ownership.

Conclusion
The intensified competition arising from the globalization ofcapital, plus the
fiscal crisis ofthe state and the rise ofneo-conservatism, are pushing Manitoba's
Crown corporations, like those everywhere, in the direction of commercialization and even privatization. The Pawley government, unlike almost every other
government in Canada, took steps which can be seen as an attempt to use the
provincial state to push in the opposite way, by introducing measures intended
to subject Crown corporations to a greater measure of public as opposed to
market control. These measures, very limited and belated though they were,
seized upon the two areas where gains must be made with respect to public
ownership: the development of analytical capacity, and the opening of Crown
corporations to their users and workers.
Much more needs to be done. For example, a new means of evaluating public
enterprises, based upon a full accounting of real costs and benefits, needs to be
developed. This is especially important if the public is to be mobilized to
confront and challenge the powerful economic and ideological forces pushing
for commercialization and privatization. 39
New public ownership initiatives should be aggressively pursued, but in
targeted sectors of the economy. At least initially, this should be done in those
sectors which are or can be protected from the increasingly competitive and
internationalized market. Within such niches the pressures toward commercialization and business logic are less onerous, and space can be found for new
Crown enterprises to establish themselves economically and build social
measures, including democratization, into their corporate strategy. By picking
sectors at least somewhat insulated from the pressures of the internationalized
market, such Crown corporations have the opportunity to become "model"
operations.
The aim should be to create publicly owned enterprises which "work," both
in a broadly defined economic sense, and in the sense of democratizing their
operations by opening up the decision-making processes to both users and
employees. To the extent that this can be done, support will emerge for public
ownership through the' 'propaganda of practice. ,,40
The limitations of public ownership - important corrective though their
identification has been - have been overstated, and the potential of public
ownership for promoting social change has been sadly neglected, and in many
cases even negated, not only by neo-conservatives but also by many ofthe Left.
We agree with the recently stated view of Robin Murray, based on his
experience with the Greater London Council:
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whileweshouldreaffmntheaimsof socialownership as theywereadvancedin the
1930's, we should add to them the many-sided purpose of changing the social
relationsof production ... the task is to unite the interestsof usersand workers
againstthecapitalistpressuresthatbeardownon a publicenterprise ... Keyto the
strategy is the establishment of liberated zones, within which an alternative
administration is established,"

"Liberated zones" may be too evocative a term, setting up standards which
public ownership by itself cannot reasonably be expected to reach. But
Murray's point is that public ownership can make possible, or can create the
conditions for, the achievement of much that is not otherwise possible. It
enables an experimentation with administrative forms which emphasizes
greaterdegrees of participation and involvement, both by workers and users.
Murrayconcludes:
changesin ownership beginratherthan finishtheprocess.Thedevelopment of new
skills,of management, strategic planningandopendiscussion, theestablishmentof
new types of social accounting and a culture of socialcreativity- all these take
timeandinvolvea great trail of errorsandfalsestarts.Forthisreasonweshouldnot
wait for a blue~rint. We should go forward with the new approaches in many
differentways.4

It is perhaps ironic that a social democratic government, which has been
justifiablycriticized for its timidity, and which operated within the constitutionaland economic constraints whichseverelylimit the optionsof provincial
governments, should have begun this very process. Manitoba's NDP governmenttooksomesmall,tentative stepsin therightdirection, anddidsoin theface
of powerful forces pushing it in the opposite direction. Manitoba's Crown
corporations werenot,of course,"liberated zones," nor couldtheyhavebeen.
But it wouldbe appropriate notjust to criticizethe timidity of theNDP's efforts,
but also, and more importantly, to rethink the importance of publicownership
in anerawhenthe marketis beingusedto makemoreandmoreof thedecisions
that arecentralto society- to the ultimatedetrimentof peripheral societies,"
NOTES

1. A 1983IMF reportnotedthat "the majorshift . .. fromcapitalto labourthattookplacein
thelate 1960's andearly 1970'shasnotbeenfullyreversedandremainsanimportantfactor
accounting for low profitability and low investment" IMF, World Economic Outlook
(1983),14.
2. JoyceKolko,Restructuring theWorld Economy (NewYork:PantheonBooks,1988),90.
3. JamesO'Connor, TheFiscal Crisis of theState (NewYork:St, Martin's Press, 1973).
4. Fora usefuldiscussion of thesepoints,seeCyGonick,TheGreatEconomic Debate: Failed
Economics anda FutureforCanada (Toronto: JamesLorimerandCompany, 1987).
5. SidneyBlumenthal, TheRise of the Counter Establishment (New York: Harper & Row,
1986). It is interesting tonotethatneo-conservatism hasachievedits greatestsuccessin the
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twocountries - BritainandtheUnitedStates- whichhavefaredleastwellin thefaceof
intensified competition in globalmarkets.
6. A full-blown discussion of privatization is beyondthe scopeof thisarticle. However, it is
important to note here that privatization is perceived to bring at least three significant
advantages to the neo-conservative state: it generates revenue whichcanbe usedto lower
the deficit; it extricates the state from political problems faced by publicly owned
enterprises intimesofeconomic crisisandfiscalrestraint- forexample, shouldaplantbe
closedor workers laid off; andit removes the statefromthe "problem" of public-sector
workers whoare nowunionized, increasingly militant, andunhappy aboutbeingsqueezed
bythefiscalcrisis.Privatecapitalalsobenefits from privatization. Ratesofprofit,squeezed
by the economic crisis and the increasingly competitive environment brought on by
globalization, arehelpedenormously whenproductive assetscanbepurchased atdepressed
prices. [SeeHerschel Hardin, ThePrivatization Putsch (Halifax: TheInstitute forResearch
onPublicPolicy,1989)]. As well,thetransfer ofassetsfromthepublictotheprivatesector
strengthens the position of capitalvis-a-vis thestate.It is frequently arguedthatprivatized
companies. can perform betterthan publicly ownedenterprises, especially in a periodof
economic crisis.Butthismaywellbebecause theprivatesectorcanunloadworkers - that
is, socialize the costs of dislocation and adjustment. The privatesectorcan make these
"tough" decisions withlesspolitical falloutthancanthestate.Thisthenmakestheprivate
sectorlookmore' 'efficient" - a conceptlessclearandlessusefulthanisusually thought
- thus reinforcing the neo-conservative ideology, and promoting the mythof enterprise
culture. Recent evidence from Britain on these questions suggests that the benefits of
privatization to the state are largely illusory. The benefitsto privatecapitalon the other
handare likelyto be immediate, and significant - majorbenefits for investment dealers,
merchantbankersandstockbrokers, majorcapitalgainsforthestockpurchasers, andmajor
increases in the salaries andbenefits of the management of privatized fmns. Suchresults
areentirely compatible withthe overriding objective of the neo-conservative agenda- to
undermine the stateand strengthen privatecapital. See, for example, EdwardGreenspon,
"Britishprivatization givesinvestors bigprofits," Globe andMail, 12May1989.
7. See,for example, JeanneKirkLauxand Maureen AppelMolot,StateCapitalism: Public
Enterprise in Canada (Ithaca and London: CornellUniversity Press, 1988), especially
26-27,33-34, and73-78.

8. Winnipeg FreePress,9 March 1988.
9. Ibid.,12March1988. This,ofcourse, wasnotjusta Manitoba phenomenon. AsDoemand
Tupper pointout, "most recentliterature is criticalof crowncorporations as institutions,
partialto marketforces as a solution to contemporary woos and supportive of privatization." Theyadd: "both intellectually andpolitically, supporters of crowncorporations are
on the defensive." AllanTupperand G. BruceDoom,"Canadian PublicEnterprise and
Privatization," in Allan TupperandG.BruceDoom, eds., Privatization, Public Policy and
Public Corporations in Canada (Halifax: The Institute for Research on Public Policy,
1988), 12. For a more detailed discussion of this point, see Laux and Molot, State
Capitalism.

10. Winnipeg Sun, 8 March1987.
11. Ibid.SeealsoCoopers andLybrand, Management AuditofMTX, sixvolumes, submitted to
MTXManagement AuditSteering Committee, 1986.
12. The' 'publicmood" is,ofcourse, a verydifficult thingtodefine, andit maywellbe thatthe
publicviewof publicownership is both moreambiguous and morecomplex thanwhatis
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suggested by the election campaign and outcome in Manitoba in April1988 (andby the
reelection in November 1988 of a national Conservative government withan ideological
predisposition to privatization). Thisis borneout by Richard Johnston's review of public
opinion on thepublicownership question in Canada, Public Opinion andPublic Policyin
Canada: Questions ofConfidence (Toronto: University ofTorontoPress,1986),especially
181-85, which leadshimtoconclude that' 'in general, thepublicdoesnotseem gripped by
enthusiasm for eithermore or less public ownership ... Canadians seemto favour the
public/private statusquo." (p. 183) Johnston'sreview is based on responses to survey
questions askedin theabstract. Theresponses to suchquestions do notnecessarily reveal
howpeoplewillacton the ownership question, oncea concrete issuearises. In Manitoba,
the saleof FlyerIndustries, and morerecently MANFOR, generated littleresistance. There
are probably two mainreasons for this.First, the benefits of thesetwo enterprises were
perceived toaccrue solelytothepeople whohadjobswiththemand,inthecaseOfMANFOR,
to the community of The Pas. Second, it seemslikelythat the publicresented the large
infusions of tax dollars required to offsettheirlosses andkeepthem going- tax dollars
thatpresumably couldbe usedto improve education, health careandotherservices. Asit
turnedout,moreover, eventhepeople immediately affected by thesaleof thesefirmsdid
not oppose the change in ownership; indeed, theymayevenhavewelcomed it. Withthe
increased emphasis on commercialization in the 1980s, perennial loserssuchas Flyerand
MANFOR, weresubjectto relentless criticism and the constant threatof closure or sale, if
theirperformances did not improve. Thissituation created muchuncertainty andanxiety
for the people involved in theseenterprises. Privatization resolved theseproblems - at
leasttemporarily. Theprivatization ofpublicenterprises which haveabroaderconstituency
'of beneficiaries, including the users of the products and/or services produced by the
enterprises (for example, publicutilities), wouldlikelyproduce a different reaction. For
example, theattempt by theDevine government in Saskatchewan (whose commitment to
privatization verges onthepathological) toprivatize SaskEnergy hasgenerated widespread
opposition. Theresults ofa pollcommissioned by theSaskatchewan Federation ofLabour
in April 1989 indicate that significant majorities of the population in that province are
opposed to the sale of major public enterprises. As well, the pollsters suggest that
opposition toprivatization hasrisensignificantly since1988. (These results arereported in
theReginaLeader-Post, 3 May1989.)
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20. Manitoba PublicInsurance Corporation, AnnualReport, 1986-87.
21. Saskatchewan, Department ofFinance, "The Saskatchewan BudgetAddress," 1988.
22. Manitoba Hydroelectric Board, AnnualReport,12.
23. See Manitoba Telephone System, Annual Report, 1981-82, especially "Chairman's
Report" and"GeneralManager's Report," andAnnualReport, 1982-83. TheChairman's
Report for 1982-83 noted that MTS profits had been adversely affected not just by the

recession, "but alsobycompetitive forces arising inotherjurisdictions. MTSis undertaking
to findnewusesforits network andnewwaysof marketing its existing services to secure
its revenue base." SeealsoCoopers andLybrand, Management Auditof MTX, Volume 1,
which states that the MTX projectwas undertaken "to provide an additional source of
revenue to offsetdeclining MTS profitability." (P. 2) This reportalso details other MTS
efforts to generate revenues by entering into commercial activities beyond Manitoba's
borders.
24. Forotherexamples, seeLauxandMolot, StateCapitalism, 76-77.

25. SeeManitoba PublicInsurance Corporation, AnnualReport,1985-86.
26. JimSilver, "Plant Closures inManitoba, 1976-1986," inJeremy HullandJim Silver.eds.,
ThePolitical Economy ofManitoba (Regina: Canadian Plains Research Center, 1990).
27. TheNDPhadconducted a survey in thespring of 1987 which revealed thattherewaslittle

public support for a takeover of ICG. The government went ahead with the takeover,
believing that public support would be generated during the course of the debate and
through an effective educational effort. The hitchdeveloped when ICG realized that the
agreement wouldrequirethe company to assume a $30 million federal government tax
liability. ICG, of course, wanted theprovince to assume thisresponsibility. At thistime,a
majority in the NDPcaucus recommended thatthetakeover attempt be abandoned.
28. See,forexample, PhilipMathias, ForcedGrowth (Toronto: J. Lewis& Samuel, 1971).
29. Manitoba, Legislative AssemblyDebates, 31 May 1982.

30. Winnipeg Sun, 8 March 1987.

31. Robin Murray, "Ownership, Control andtheMarket," 104.
32. Tupper andDoern, in "CanadianPublicEnterprise andPrivatization," provide a succinct

discussion oftheproblems involvedinestablishingcriteriabothforevaluating theactivities
of publicenterprise and for assessing thet'social' implications of privatization. See in
particular pages17-33. Theexperience withthesaleof MANFOR toRepapEnterprises may
clarify someof these issues. There has already been some controversy because of the
Conservative government's refusal to reveal the contents of the agreement with Repap.
Ironically, the Manitoba Keewatinowi Okimakanak (MKO), an organization created by
northern Indianbandstoassesstheimplications ofresource projects forNatives, obtained
a copyoftheagreement through theUnitedStatesSecurities andExchange Commission in
Washington just beforethecommencement of legislative committee hearings on thedeal.
TheConservative members of the committee withdrew from the hearings whenthe MKO
andtheopposition parties pointed out majorflaws in the agreement withRepap- flaws
which suggested both thatRepapwould be the chiefbeneficiary of the deal and that the
government had given no consideration either to the environmental consequences of
Repap's plans or to the impact these plans would have on the economies of Native
communities. Moreover, sincethe deal was finalized, it has been revealed that MANFOR
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generated profitsof $9 million in the first quarterof 1989. According to Val Werier, a
columnist for the Winnipeg FreePress, experts in the industry suggestthat MANFOR was
"commercially viable" on a long-term basis "becauseit is 'environmentally friendly'in
comparison to Repap whichwill convertto bleached kraft paper,a process that can be
harmful to theenvironment." Winnipeg FreePress, 13May 1989.
33. Information supplied by Stephan R. Barg,President, PublicInvestments Corporation of
Manitoba, 27 May1988.
34. The following information is basedon personal interviews with unionrepresentatives in
Manitoba Crowncorporations.
35. An ActRespecting theAccountability ofCrownCorporations andtoAmendOtherActsin
Consequence Thereof, 12(2).
36. Ibid.,13(5).
37. See, for example, JamesA. McAllister, TheGovernment of Edward Schreyer (Kingston
andMontreal: McGill-Queen's University Press,1984).
38. Interview withGaryDoer,20June 1988.
39. GaryDoerindicated to usthatwhiletheNDPgovernment's approach tosocialauditing was
stillinits formative stages,it intended tomonitor suchthingsas thequality andgeographic
distribution of jobs, the incidence of accidents, workplace healthand the environmental
impactofCrownactivities. Fora useful example ofthepotentialofevaluating Crowns (and
private-sector firmsas well)froma socialperspective andina waythatprovides a basisfor
mobilizing supportforpublicenterprise, seeBobRowthom andTerryWard,"How toRun
a Company and-Run Downan Economy: TheEffectsof ClosingDownSteel-Making in
Corby," Cambridge Journal ofEconomics, 3, no.4 (December 1979).
40. RobinMurray, "Ownership, Control andtheMarket," 103.
41. Ibid.,112.
42. Ibid.
43. Questions onpowerandcontrolhavefigured prominently in thedebateonprivatization in
Saskatchewan. In particular, the opponents of privatization have tapped the historical
memory of thepeopleof Saskatchewan toremindthemof thevulnerability of aneconomy
and societyexposed to the rigours of the marketand the whims of the privateowners of
productive wealth.

Review Essay
"Beer Drinkers Make Better Lovers:"
Covert Messages in Saskatchewan Women's Writing
Joan Givner
Sky High: Stories from Saskatchewan, edited by Geoffrey Ursell. Regina: Coteau
Books,1988; Queen ofthe Headaches, bySharonButala.Regina:CoteauBooks,1985;
The Gates of the Sun, by Sharon Butala. Saskatoon: Fifth House Press, 1986; The
Garden of Eloise Loon, by Edna Alford. Victoria: OolichanBooks, 1986; The Last
Echo, by Byma Barclay. Edmonton: NewestPress, 1985; Best Kept Secrets, by Pat

Krause. Regina: CoteauBooks,1988.
In "The Gift" (Sky High: Stories from Saskatchewan) Marlis Wesseler
describes a visit by a groupof tourists to a Greekmonastery. A sign, "Women
mustpleasecovertheirheadsandwearskirts," threatens toexcludethecasually
dressed women. But they hastily improvise, one woman entering in a wraparound skirt over her blue jeans and a baseball cap bearing the words: "Beer
drinkers make betterlovers."The monks are not offendedbecause they do not
speakherlanguage. Thissimpleactof subversion providesa resonantimagefor
all women obliged to find ways of copingwith the restrictions imposedupon
themas theyentermaleenclaves.

I want to use it as a point of departure in my reading of six books by
Saskatchewan authors, all, savesomestories in Sky High, by women. Theseare
notrecentbooks: Queen ofthe Headaches appeared five yearsago.All of them
have been reviewed before, half of them by me. I should like, therefore, to
explore them this time around for indications of how the women authors
experience themselves as writers within the larger writing community of
Saskatchewan.
It is, I believe, generally acknowledged thatwomen writershavea veryhigh
profilein Saskatchewan. Yet,if women exceedmenin numbers, they seemnot
to do so in authority, as evidenced by the recent "Writing Saskatchewan"
literary symposium. There the main speakers were men, and when the conference papers were published, only six of the twenty were by women. The
Governor General's Awardwinners fromthe provincehave beenmen, as have
mostof the editorsof anthologies of localwriting. It is worthnotingin passing
that when the editor is a woman (as in Bonnie Burnard's The Old Dance) the
proportion of women's stories is as highas two-thirds.
I suspectthattheprevailing situation imposes restrictions onnon-mainstream
writers who are inclined, unconsciously if not consciously, to placateand gain
approval frommaleauthority figures. When,for instance, thechiefreviewerof
the Globe & Mail complains about the unrelievedly sombre tone of certain
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booksby Saskatchewan women, hiscommentconstitutes a subtletemptation to
lighten up. In this lies the danger that anger will be held in check, and thus a
patternof repression is established.
Wesseler's "The Gift" deals head on with the threat of repression, the
narrowing, softening andrestricting of thefemale vision. Theactionof thestory
coversa range of countries, allowing the maincharacters, Kathleen and Allan,
to experience civilizations older thantheirown- Morocco, GreeceandIsrael.
Whilethereis a greatdealof tensionbetween thelovers, it is sometimes relieved
by Allan's "gifts." As in the old myths and legends, these have a symbolic
ratherthan a tangible value,and withinthe storytheynumberthree.He has the
habit of presenting Kathleen with "perfect scenes frozen in time, snap-shots
fromanotherdimension":
To him,eachpicture wasa whole, entire, beginning andendingwithitself,and he
presented the scenes to herwithdelight, as if theywerejewels. Theystayedin her
memory, frozen images she couldbring out and turn over againand again with
pleasure.

Beforeeach"gift" is presented, sheis requiredto closehereyes, see nothing
of thecontextbut onlyhis selectedandframedpicture,renderedstatic,lifeless,
idealized, deathlike - in the narrator's word "frozen." The three gifts are a
scenein Morocco, a pairof foolishly jolly identical fifty-year-old twinsplaying
in the sea, and finally the monastery which is the idyllic home of only two
monks. Thesescenes, whichappealtoAllan,imagesofcontentment andofmale
camaraderie, do appearcharming when they are extractedfrom their context.
K&4!'leen, however, notices other details-invariably evidence of oppression.
In .. . roccosheremembers" a mandrivinga ploughpulledby a woman. " She
notices that the jolly twins bear tattoos that mark them as concentration camp
victims.
When she enters the monastery and drinks the monks' wine, she is briefly
euphoric, carriedawaybythebeauty, dignityandsimplicity of thereligious life.
But once again, she cannotshare Allan's abilityto banishfrom consciousness
whateverdoesnotmakea perfectpicture. Attheendof thestorytherelationship
has long sinceended, but the remainsof the monks' liquorcan still inspireher
with a momentary vision,like that of Allan's third gift. It comes back to her,
however, with a slightwhiffof decay. What is this odour?The distastefor the
exclusive, excluding, tidy world of men who are replicating their own images
like thejolly twins?
Although Wesseleris not self-consciously literary, the few echoes of other
textsresonate throughout this story.A studentof VirginiaWoolf,shemusthave
been aware when she referred to the monastery as a "monk's house," of the
house in which Woolf lived and died under the vigilance ~of her protective
husband. The comparisonof the twins with Tweedle Dum and Tweedle Dee
starts a chain of associations of Kathleen with Alice travelling through her
wonderland of sinister avuncular figures.
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Finally, there is an undertowof religious associations. Allan's gifts suggest
the giftsof theMagiwhichsymbolizethemajesty,sufferinganddeathof Christ
When Kathleen sees the unearthly perfection of the monastery, she exclaims
"Jesus!" When she sees the image of Christ, she notes that he looks like "a
spectatorat a particularlyshabbyand boringcircus." Her feelingof euphoriais
short-livedbecause,of course, she has no placein this worldof men whodo not
speak her language.She feels like a "balloon with a slow leak" in which she
cannot locate the opening..Allan, on the other hand, his masculinesuperiority
affirmed, stands "shining a little, like a candle.' ,
Lois Simmie's "Sweetie Pie" in the same anthologyoffers a variation on
Wesseler's theme. Again a man and a youngwoman are travelling, this time
withhisexoticcockatooin the backof the truck.The specialuseof birdimagery
(particularly caged) in women's writing was noted years ago by Ellen Moers
andhas beenoftendocumentedsincethen.Here,the birdis thepetof a manwho
is "meaner than ajunk-yard dog." His girl friend in a moment of anger lets
Sweetie Pie out of her cage, but the cockatoo's bid for freedom is short-lived.
The trail of food set out by the man is too temptingand the cockatoofollowsit
back into the cage. The cockatoo's fate mirrors that of the girl friend. She has
becomethepartnerof thisuncouthmanafterherlive-inpartnerhas shothimself.
After theescapadeof the freeingand therecapturingof the cockatooshemakes
her own bidfor freedom.The storyends as sheis irresistablydrawn backinto a
cage, steppinginto yet anothercar with yet anotherman.
The most telling detail of this story is what has happened to the cockatoo's
voice.It has been trained to make a noiselike a toilet flushing and the owner is
now teachingit, with a great deal of patience,to parrot his own obscenities. He
experiences a momentof triumphamid the frustration of tryingto recapturehis
pet, when it tells him, "fuck you." "Sweetie Pie" is a light-hearted, jaunty
story,yetthereis surely'somepathosandmorethana littleangerin thedepiction
of an awesomely beautifulbird,beingtaughtpointlessobscenitiesbya manwho
every morning "picks up his shorts from wherever he's left them, sniffs the
crotch, and if that doesn't knock him out he wearsthem anotherday."
"Best Kept Secrets," the title story in Pat Krause's collection, might well
serve as an artist's manifesto.Here she expandson the themes of caged lives,
usurpedvoicesand blinkeredviews of the world.She also takes up the issue of
the conditionedrepressionthat affects the tellingof stories.
Againsta backdropof political oppression, disenfranchised nations and the
denial of autonomy, her main characters in the safety of the New World are
drawn into their own patterns of oppression. The central characters, a pair of
star-crossed cousins,are restiveunder the authoritarian disciplineof the home.
TheyfindrelieffromthatdisciplinethroughtheimaginationofOlga, thefamily
maid who comes from the old country. She participatesin their horseplayand
tells them stories with overtones of brutality that dismay the little girl. One
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particularstory,a memoryfrom herown past,echoesthe largerthemeof "Best
Kept Secrets" - that ofthe deadly collusionbetween silenceand oppression.
In Olga' s story,a villagepriest,toodeaftohearconfession, is alsounabletoread
the warningsigns beforesoldiers swoopdown,destroythe village,and reduce
the hero to pieces of meat. Olga's association with the cousinsends when she
passes into another kind of servitude - an arranged marriage with an old
widower who has four sons. The narrator's participation as attendant in the
wedding ceremony foreshadows her own future, for she later marries and has
fourchildren.
Themainincidentof the storyisthat the boycousinis beatenalmostto a pulp
in a playground incident that has racist and nationalist overtones. He never
recovers and is thereafter reduced to the status of a nonperson, shrouded in
secrecy, never mentioned in the family. Much later in her life, the narrator,
escaping briefly from the clamorous attentions of her family, and with her
husband's permission, seeks him out. She finds him in hospital, a hopeless,
speechless vegetable in a baby's crib.
The most significant part of this reunion,however, is the narrator's role and
her own unconsciousness of its implications. Sheisled into the presenceof her
cousinby anotherpatient- a young woman, strapped into a wheelchair, with
moremobility thanthecousin,butas speechless asheis.Thewheelchairwoman
and the vegetable cousinparallelthe two cousinsat the beginning of the story.
Both are unableto speak.
Thereis alsoan equationbetweenthenarratorandthatotherstoryteller, Olga.
Whenin childhoodthe narratorlistenedto Olga, sherejectedthephrase' 'a fate
worse than death," reluctantto believe that anything could be worse or more
final. When she.contemplates her cousin, she finally believes that she has
learned the truth - that happy endings do not exist and that certain fates are
living deathsor worsethan death. Yet in some ways, she is still the same girl.
Like the girl in the wheelchair, she has some mobility and can manage an
awkward kind of communication. But, for all that, sheis bound and hampered,
preventedfrom speaking clearly.Olga remains as the unattainable exampleof
the teller of tales which are at the same time true, prophetic and terrible. She
carriesher terribletalesfromone countryto another, speakstwolanguages and
is theonlypersoncapableof reachingthedestroyedcousin.The storyendswith
the sense of the narrator's impotencein the face of her cousin. She fmds him,
seeshim, but ultimately is renderedspeechless in the face of his living death.
EdnaAlfordbegins' 'The LateDate" byquestioning theeffectiveness of the
well-told tale for deadening, embalming and making palatable experiences
whichshouldnotberenderedacceptable. The narrator, Marilyn,introduces her
storyby sayingthat she has repeatedher "tale" manytimesover the years and
there is "no longer anyfeeling attachedto it other than the concern about the
telling itself, the timing, the well-delivered line." She has turned it into "a
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humorous anecdote" in whichthe "mandate was entertainment. The storyhad
to be palatable, served,as it were,with dry martinis andfreshpate." The result
of this constantretellinghas been to buryor repressthe experience:
Certain uncomfortable fragments. . . hadresurfaced. .. butshehadputthemout
ofhermind, orratherreplaced them verycarefully in thedeeper recesses ona solid
shelfin thehope thattheywould remain there, notfalloffagain, reappear behind
hereyes.

Finally,whensheis approaching menopause andherdaughteris reachingthe
age at which the experienceof her "tale" happened, she knows that she must
cometo termswithit. Her desire to do so recallsVirginiaWoolf's attempt,just
before she committedsuicide, to exorcise the memoryof being molested as a
child: "By puttingit into words ... I makeit whole; this wholeness meansthat
it has lostits powerto hurt me.' ,
The story is set against an implied background of cosmic horror, full of
imagesof dismemberment:
Recently shehadreadan article which declared thatthedecade would be marked
byimages ofdismemberment, mutilation andraredisease. .. Several ofMarilyn's
friends, women. .. had toldher of the things theyhadseenoverthe years, were
witness and nurseto the numberless victims risinglikewraiths from thepit, men
and women and children who preceded the images or followed them - no one
seemed toknow which.

Therelationof causeto effectis partof theinterrogation of storymaterialand
storytellingwhichunderpins' 'The LateDate.' , It takesplaceduringMarilyn's
eighteenth summerspent among fragmented people while she does a summer
job at apsychiatric hospital. Her experiences marktheend of her childhoodand
threatento reduceher to fragments. But she hopesto make herselfwholeagain
byremembering.
Marilyn is exposedto the spectacleof various kinds of dehumanization, the
most shocking of whichis the sight of old men lined up naked in shower stalls
and hosed down. All the same, the repeated examples of dehumanization of
women are more persistent. She meets "Amazing Grace" a former English
teacherwhospeaksa languagesimilarto thatof GertrudeSteinandwhoevokes
the contrasting female spectres of "Motherhood and apple-pie"· and "Suzie
Rotten-Crotch"; she meets a womanwho wasraped at seventeen whose story
recalls ajoke her father heardabouta prostitute andpubic hair.Marilynbegins
to sensethelethal dangerthatexists for her.
An aspectof that dangeris personified by Bill,Marilyn's late nightdate. His
squiffedviewof womenis suggested by his physicallyimpairedvision.He has
lostthe sightof oneeye,wearsbifocalswithoneopaquelensandlacksbinocular
vision. His reductionof Marilynto a one-dimensional female is suggestedby
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his habitof callingher "Monroe." She suspects that her exposure to the naked
menlinedup in the showerstallshas beenhis idea of ajoke and,as a preludeto
theirdate, he thrusts uponher yet anotherdevastating experience. He leadsher
to the morgue (echoes of Sylvia Plath's "Two Views of a Cadaver Room")
where she sees the remains of an inmate, preserved and labelledin different
bottles. Unhinged by the sight,perhaps in an effortto feel aliveand whole,she
has sexwithBill on the bankof a river.
The scopeof this reviewdoes not permitan exploration of the rich mythical
dimension by whichthis story,withits manyscenes in thebowels of the mental
institution, connects with numerous other literary womb-shaped grave caves.
But its connectedness to another story by Alford is relevant to my present
purpose. The most remarkable story of her earlier collection, A Sleep Full of
Dreams, is "Communion," in which a young woman seen in a series of
"frames," after watching a framed sceneof two dogs havingsex, goes to the
bathroom, locksherselfinto a stall,and masturbates. Both "Communion" and
"The LateDate' , standtogetherasexamples of theboldestexpression of female
experience which has traditionally been shroudedin silence. A glance at the
acknowledgements tojournalswhichhavepreviously published the storiesthat
makeup TheGarden ofEloise Loon showsnoentryfor' 'TheLateDate." I have
no means of knowingwhat that signifies. But a memory of Alford's comment
in an interview, that many editors had rejected "Communion," makes me
speculate on the tendency of editorsandreviewers to enforcethe silencewhich
Alfordbreaches so daringly.
The two novels, Gatesofthe Sun and The Last Echo, arethe most ambitious
of the six books, being not merely full-length novels but also parts of an
extended set- a trilogyanda quartetrespectively. Eachisrootedin a particular
location - Barclay's in the Livelongarea which she shares withEdna Alford,
'andButala's in the Cypress Hills region.Both clearlyare attempting, as Willa
Catherdid in My Antonia, to carry the muse into their own country, to endow
the storiesof their own places with heroic dimensions. This is evident in the
bardicoral styleof Barclay andthepoeticpassagesof Butala's book.For heroic
literature, bothturnfromtheplainprosestyleof theshortstories they write, and
in thesenovelsbothturnto an earlierera in time.
ByrnaBarclay'snarrator locatesherselfin thelastpagesof hernovelbetween
two of her characters, of whomshe says "there's something of both womenin
methatcreepsoutwhenI leastwantit to." The storyof thesetwogreat-aunts is
potentially the old-fashioned tale of a jilting, since great-uncle Arvid left his
love Johanna and travelled to Livelong with Astrid whom he eventually
married. Yet, the triangular relationship is not quite the traditional one. Astrid
didnotseduce ArvidonhislastnightinSwedenbecause shelovedhim.Shewas
simplyusinghim as ameansof escapefromherabjectlifeas thedaughterof the
public bath woman. Hardship has taught her to harden her heart against
expectations of love,marriage andchildbearing. Survival andself-preservation
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are her aims.She has managedto get to Livelongand becomeArvid's wife and
her status is proved by the large photograph of her in her wedding clothes,
"framed" on the wall.All the same,shehasneverbornehischildrenandhe has
sought solacein the bed of the prostituteat the LivelongHotel. His true love,
Johanna, wasalmostdealta death-blow byhisdesertion. Butshecomesof hardy
stock,leavesSweden,followsArvidto Livelongand marries his brother.If she
does not marryArvid, she never surrenders her dream that romantic love does
exist, and she works on a "someday wedding cloth" for the narrator. The
narrator, however, positionsherselfbetweenthe two women:
I'm nevergetting married. Ever.Menlovethelandandtheirwork. Theytalk to the
tractor, to theOverland Ford,to the '46 Fargo,tothehorses, eventoeachother,but
neverto thewomen in thefamily.

Bothgreat-aunts havemadeeffortsto tell theirstories. AfterJohannawasjilted,
she tried to express that grief in letters, bleedingonto the page. She sits at the
table,tryingto begin a sentencethat will reach and touch Arvin,but ultimately
she is paralyzedand unableto breakher silence. Astrid,on the otherhand, who
has takenherfateinto herownhands,rejecteddependency to a certainextentby
relegatingthe man to the peripheryof her existence, feels the need to tell the
storyof her last night in Sweden.Then she threwoff one kind of oppressionat
the inn but avoided assuminganother. The story of such resourcefulness and
defiance is not one that womenusuallytell.Usuallyit is consignedto the blank
page. Yet it gets throughto the narrator, whohas had a silenceimposedon her.
Sheis forbidden to speakSwedishso thatshewillnot speak' 'brokenEnglish."
In spite of this ban againstcommunication with her aunts, she understands the
language. Thus, the story of Astrid's resistance is communicated despite
languagebarriers,banson speechand all othertaboos. The storythat shouldbe
shrouded in secrecy, respectability and silenceis passedon.
"The Mission," the first story in Butala's Queen of the Headaches is
concerned with a woman's attempts to createin two different art forms and to
communicate with people of different racial, educational and geographical
backgrounds. She shows the overwhelming difficulty and loneliness of both
endeavours. Butalahas alwaysbeenconcernedwiththe basicdifficultiesfacing
womenwhoyearnto write.Shehasexpressedherconcernnotonlyin herfiction
but in moving tributes on the deaths of women members of the writing
community in her Eastendneighborhood:
Serious writing requires complete dedication, it requires a desiremoreintensethan
eitherof themcouldmusteranymore. Likesomanywomen all overtheworld, their
energies hadbeendevoured by family, theirburiedtalentsneverallowed breathing
room, their deepest, most personal desires never fulfilled. I wept at both their
funerals andeventhough, asa mothermyself, I knowthattheywouldnotwishaway
onechild,or one moment of family life,theirlivesprevented thembothfromfully
becoming whattheymighthavebeen:writers, artists. I mourn forthatpart of them,
andindeed of all Canadian women, whichdied without beinggiventhe chance to
blossom.
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In "The Mission," she depicts the obstacles mentioned in her obituary
notice. She also shows, with anger, the hostility and suspicion directed at the
artist. In her earlier life, her husband has thrown all her paintings on the town
dump. When in a later phase, she tries to incorporate that experience in a short
story, a neighbor drops by for coffee. The narrator, sensing the neighbor's
disapproval, pretends that she is writing a business letter for her husband.
Finally, she links the difficulties to the fOnDS that writing takes. In such harsh
conditions, the artist is' unable to remember anything peaceful and happy and
she abandons her colourful paintings, the scenes and still lives associated with
the Mediterranean artists of another time. Her vision becomes somber, her lines
angular and stark.
Another story, "Where the Red Hibiscus Flares," in the same collection,
provides a variation on the same theme. Here a female poet from a wanner
climate finds herself unable to write: "my poems are frozen inside me. " She is
discouraged by the savagery of the climate, the ugliness (to her eyes) of the
landscape and by the denigrating attitudes towards poetry. The stories that seem
to count are tales of hardship, blizzards ofother years. Yet, when her very life is
threatened in a blizzard, her frozen voice is somehow forced up through the
frozen layers and lines ofpoetry emerge. She survives, drives on to the city but
decides she cannot stand the place and makes plans to return to her hot southern
homeland. As she makes her plans to leave, her voice is "flat, without
resonance.' ,
While this story, like the first story in Queen of the Headaches, articulates
very strongly the overwhelming odds facing the artist - climate, hostility, lack
ofinterest- both stories seem to suggest something else. This is that writing in
these circumstances is possible but that it calls for almost superhuman determination. The result of the need to force something up through frozen layers
produces its own kind of voice. It is not a weak voice lacking resonance and it
is vastly different from that which creates art in softer climates. Just as in
"Mission," the artist has abandoned still lives, fruit and flowers, the paintings
associated with Mediterranean painters, so Naomi of "Where the Red Hibiscus
Flares" longs for a lush landscape with flocks ofexotic birds. Colour, prettiness,
conventional lyricism are replaced in Butala's credo with a tough elemental
harshness.
When Butala published her second novel, Gates ofthe Sun, the surprise was
that, after many short stories and an earlier novel from a female point of view,
she should choose a rancher as her hero. Her new direction raised the question
of how a writer could portray heroism in this western province. Could it be
shown only through the conflicts, battles and sexual exploits of a man? In what
could a woman's heroism in the Cypress Hills consist of! Butala herself, when
pressed on the subject, said that she intended to follow Gates ofthe Sun with a
woman's story, and she has since fulfilled this promise. Yet, even in the story of
Andrew Samson, many readers felt that the women surrounding the hero - his
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mother, wife, daughters and mistresses formed the most compelling part of the
story. It was clear that their heroism consisted in midwifery,childbearing,
suffering and just plain enduring and that it provided a counterpart to the
adventures of Andrew Samson.
Ofparticular interest are the places in which Butala inscribes in her story the
presence of the woman artist. One of the most vivid sections of the book,
rendered with all the more emphasis for being something of a digression, is the
description of two women who come to the region to live together in solitude
and write. But they do not even survive one winter, before they are found frozen
to death, one of them in bed and one at the table with pen in hand. The tableau
constitutes a vivid emblem of the futility of two women trying to be sufficient
to each other within a patriarchal culture in a stark western location.
The telling detail in this episode is that they die not through. their .own
negligence, not battered by the elements, but by the agency ofa man. Their
shopping list has contained all the essential items and has included matches. But
the shopkeeper omitted the matches and for the lack of them, they have died.
This oversight seems to point to the conclusion, not that women cannot survive
alone and live autonomously, but that they are not permitted to do so. A punitive
restriction is laid on those who live outside the heterosexual mainstream.
At the end of her novel when her hero, like the dying Samson for whom he is
named, watches all that he had striven for disappear, Butala again introduces an
artist. Here, she seems to say, hopefully, that it is the artist alone who can
preserve the memory of an earlier time, give permanence to the vision of a man
of action and record his transient glories. Butala's first instinct was to make her
artist - a painter- a female character. Under editorial guidance, however, she
changed her first conception and created a male figure. It has always seemed to
me that this slight gesture on the part of a well-intentioned editor replicates the
gesture within the novel of the grocery-store clerk who withheld the matches.
Thus, by slight words and deeds, the authority and presence of the woman artist
is quietly eroded.
Even a highly selective reading of these six books reveals a strong concern
on the parts of the writers not merely for the process of telling stories but of
stories silenced and prevented, voices usurped, and of visions blinkered or
narrowed. There is a surprising coherence ofimages - of bodies dismembered,
caged, reduced to vegetable form, hands paralyzed and frozen, and voices
reduced to parroting nonsense or babbling mindlessly like ventriloquist's
dummies. All these suggest a kind of duress which might confirm William
French's statement:
Forreasons bestknownto sociologists, Reginais currently theCanadian capitalof
women'splight. Tworecentcollections of shortstories byReginawriters - a total
of 29 stories - deal exclusively with theplightof women and theirvictimization
by men.

Book Reviews
Canadian Volunteers: Spain 1936-1939, by William Beeching. Regina: Canadian
PlainsResearchCenter,1989. pp. 212.
On 18 July 1936 troops in Spanish Morocco led by General Francisco Franco
rebelled, signalling the start of that bitter conflict, the Spanish Civil War. A
week later, on 25 July, the World Committee Against War and Fascism, an
international front organization established by the Third or Communist International (Comintern), issued an appeal to "All Friends of Freedom and
Civilization" asking that they attempt to influence governments "to grant all
possible moral and material support to the Spanish People's Government. "
Taking its cue from that appeal and spearheaded by Tim Buck, its general
secretary, and A.A. MacLeod, a leading Central Committee member, the
Communist Party of Canada (CPC) began recruiting volunteers for military
service in Spain. The CPC also led the way in establishing ancillary organizations such as the Canadian League Against War and Fascism and the Committee
to Aid Spanish Democracy. In May 1937, anticipating the formation of a
Canadian unit in Spain, the CPC helped establish the Friends of the MackenziePapineau Battalion. Such bodies, which included in their membership a wide
range of like-minded individuals representing all shades of Canadian political
opinion, were integral components of a worldwide anti-Fascist campaign
orchestrated by Willi Munzenberg, the Comintern' s brilliant propagandist, and
formed a backdrop to the armed struggle taking place on Spanish soil.
From the outbreak of the war until September 1938, when Spanish Prime
Minister Juan Negrin agreed to withdraw foreigners serving in the Republic's
armed forces, over thirty-five thousand men and women from all parts of the
world fought in Spain. Organized into five International Brigades the volunteers
included 1,448 Canadians, the majority of whom came from western Canada.
Their casualties were staggering: 721 were killed or died on active service.
William Beeching, a Civil War veteran and a longtime leading member of the
CPC, tells the Canadian volunteers' story in clear, unadorned prose, a story that
is .enhanced by insights distilled through his own experiences in Spain. His
account, which is well-organized and direct, is buttressed with simple but
effective maps, and supplemented with numerous photographs, most of them
previously unpublished. The book also lists the names of all Canadians known
to have served in Spain, and contains a limited bibliography of secondary
sources notable for its surprising omissions.

In nine chapters Beeching recounts the Canadian volunteers' history, tracing
their response to the call to Spain, their recruitment, dispatch and training, and
their part in the major campaigns in which they fought while serving with the
XVth International Brigade. Initially randomly distributed in that unit, the
Canadians were subsequently transferred to the Lincoln Battalion, which was
159
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mainly composed of American volunteers. With the Lincolns they fought at
Jarama, Villenueva de la Canada and Mosquito Creek, and experienced the
Brunete bloodbath before being consolidated into their own. battalion - the
Mackenzie-Papineau or Mac-Pap - in the late summer of 1937.
From private archives, letters, primary and secondary sources, Beeching
vividly recaptures the grim realities of those actions as well as the subsequent
battles in the Aragon, and the debacle which characterized the Republicans'
retreat to, and crossing of, the Ebro River during the winter of 1937-38.
Confronted by an opposition which was not only numerically superior and
better equipped but which also enjoyed air superiority - if the Spanish Civil
War proved anything it was the supreme importance of air cover, particularly in
support of ground operations - Canadian volunteers had to make the best of
inadequate supplies and medical services, rudimentary communications,
inferior weapons and questionable leadership, while enduring the blistering
Spanish summers and numbing cold during the winter months. In doing so they
experienced to the full the confusion, contradictions and demoralization which
are the hallmarks of defeat.
Unlike previous accounts of Canadian volunteers in Spain, Beeching covers
aspects of their service which have been neglected or overlooked: duties with
partisan groups, artillery, communications, medical - Norman Bethune's
blood transfusion unit is referred to only briefly - transport, armour and
cavalry units. His account of atrocities, although focussed primarily upon those
committed by Franco's forces, graphically projects the horrors perpetrated by
both sides during the Spanish conflict, and goes far in explaining the bitterness
which divided Spain for so long, and which to some extent still lingers.
Beeching rounds out his book by pointing up the volunteers' difficulties in
withdrawing from Spain: their appalling treatment in Franco's prisoner-of-war
compounds; the overcrowded, insanitary French holding camps; near starvation
rations; bureaucratic delays; and their eventual return to a largely indifferent
dominion on the threshold of World War II.
While Beeching's book is compelling and compassionate in its recounting of
the volunteers' experiences during the Spanish conflict, it is also noteworthy for
the predictable thrust of its analysis, and for its pronounced omissions. The
International Brigades caught and held the world's political imagination, particularly that of the Left. Canadian Volunteers emphasizes that point by
insisting (despite the factors of rampant unemployment, lack of opportunities,
and a plain yen for adventure) that the young men who committed themselves
to the Republican causedidsoout ofan enhancedidealism which stemmedfrom
an intense loathing for fascism. He discounts the intense anti-Fascist campaign
initiated by the Comintern and waged unremittingly by the CPCin Canada, and
is 'coy about confmning that a significant proportion of the recruits from the
dominion were CPC members and carefully screened left-wing supporters,
many of whom were experienced labour militants and On-to-Ottawa Trek
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veterans. Nor does he put into accurate perspective the Comintern'srole in the
formation and directionof the International Brigades which, as Raymond Carr
points out, were controlled "by humorless Communists moreinclinedto hunt
out politicaldissidents thanto providecreaturecomforts for the men."
Again, no accountof the SpanishCivilWar can overlookthe part playedby
foreign militaryadvisors. Beeching pointsup the infusionof men and materiel
by Germany andItaly,butis largelysilentaboutthenatureandextentof Soviet
assistance. Yet, until Stalin decided to abandon the Spanish cause, the large
Russian military mission (whichoperated under the cover of false identities)
wasextremelyinfluential because of its controlof aircraft(Chatas andMoscas)
andtanks.Equally,Comintem representatives weretoooftenincompetent, selfrighteous andvindictive in theirleadership - AndreMartyis a classicexample
- whilemilitaryadvice, suchas thelate SovietMarshal Malinovsky's mendacious claims about his part in planning the Brunete action, proved to be
disastrous.
That the Canadian volunteers who foughtin the Comintem's armyin Spain
were,as WilliamBeeching's admirable volumeconfirms, brave,often selfless
men,is undoubted. Thattheywerealsomishandled and,in theend,abandoned,
areconsiderations whichhe,in hissummary of the volunteers' placein history,
fails to address. Old loyalties, it seems, even in this day of glasnost and
perestroika, die hard.
WilliamRodney
RoyalRoadsMilitaryCollege
Victoria, BritishColumbia
Canada and the Metis, 1869-1885, by D.N. Sprague.. Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier

University Press,1988. pp. 204.

Amongthe mostfamous episodes in Canadian historyarethe twoconfrontationsbetweenthe federalgovernment andthe Metisof the west,thefirst at Red
Riverin 1869-70, thesecondatBatochein 1885. Despitetheimpressive amount
of ink spilled, the impassioned argument and learned exposes, we are far from
havingheard the last wordon theseevents.New researchinto the voluminous
John A. Macdonald papers, facilitated by a comprehensive index unveiledby
thePublicArchives of Canadain 1968,andfreshexaminations of theeconomic
and socialcontexts of thetroubles, haveturnedupdetailsthatpromiseto leadto
a whole series of new interpretations. Widely acceptedstereotypes are being
revealedas anything but secure.
D.N. Sprague,a historyprofessor at theUniversity of Manitoba, hasjumped
into the fray on.the side of the Metis, as a partisan of the Manitoba Metis
Federationfor whichhehasbeenworking since1978.Takingadvantage of their
new accessibility, he has delved deeply into the Macdonald papers, and has
emergedwith sufficient evidence to make a strongargument for a variation of
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the conspiracy theory, that the Canadian government played a double game of
apparent conciliation and hidden provocation with the Metis.
The issue, of course, is dominated by the personality of Macdonald himself.
As complex as the problems he was dealing with, he is famous for his
deviousness and capacity for delay. That he used these techniques to undercut
the Metis position can be demonstrated up to a certain point, as Professor
Sprague does with careful detail, sometimes in Macdonald's own words. But to
then argue that Macdonald was set upon destroying the Metis as a people by
removing their land base is to strain the evidence. The conviction remains that
Macdonald was not so much concemed with undoing the Metis as he was with
the creation of a nation stretching from sea to sea. If the Metis got in the way,
then unfortunately they had to take the consequences. To Macdonald, that meant
putting the Metis in their place, rather than destroying them. The prime minister
was tough rather than heartless, and he was clear about his priorities.
The Metis, too, had their priorities, but they were not unanimously agreed
upon, as Professor Sprague acknowledges. Typical of the leaders of the Red
River resistance, Baptiste Tourond and Andre Lepine were buffalo hunters,
freighters and subsistence fanners who were in "peaceful possession" of their
lands but without registered title. They represented those Metis who were most
vulnerable to changing circumstances as the buffalo herds diminished and
settler pressures from the east increased. Other Metis leaders, such as William
Dease and Pascal Breland, were much better situated; as Sprague describes it,
they had lucrative ties with the Hudson's Bay Company, had registered title to
their lands, and some were members of the Council of Assiniboia. While quite
prepared to stand up for their political rights, they were inclined to doubt Riel's
course of action, and in some cases actively opposed it. In Sprague's view,
Dease and his friends were willing tools of the Canadian expansionists who
were "diverting attention from the real danger, which was land loss." Riel, in
taking up the cause of those who had the most to lose, accentuated this division.
It is certainly true that nineteenth-century Canada was not comfortable with
the "Native fact" of the west. There were even those who were alarmed when
the Metis showed signs of developing political power; in the ethos of the times,
sharing power with a "savage" nation was unthinkable. The Metis, a people
"in between savagery and civilization," were viewed as dubious candidates at
best for active political participation in the new nation that was being forged.
Macdonald may have even shared some of these perspectives; certainly he had
to take them into account as he prepared to open the west for settlement. He
appears to have taken for granted that large concentrations of Native peoples whether Amerindian or Metis - were to be avoided. That his priority was white
settlement is beyond question; what remains to be determined is how far he bent
the rules of fair playas he set about realizing his national dreain. Did he, as
Sprague claims, see war as the most likely means of dislodging the Metis?
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In arguing his case, Sprague concentrates on the political aspects of the
confrontations. Ifhe had widened his scope to include more ofthe economic and
social aspects, he might well have found circumstances that would have
tempered his conclusions. For example, not all dispossession was due to
governmental double-dealing and entrepreneurial fraud; economic developments, such as the short-lived buffalo robe trade (active from mid-nineteenth
century until the disappearance of the herds), and the growing importance of
commercial agriculture at the expense of traditional subsistence farming, were
major factors in Metis displacements even before the confrontations. So were
the diminishing fur trade, crop failures, the effects of the railway on Metis
freighting activities (a point which Sprague does touch upon), and periodic
economic hard times, which were the result of the industrial boom-and-bust
cycle which affected even such remote areas as the northwestern plains. In other
words, war was not necessary for Macdonald to achieve his goals. For such an
astute politician, that must have been evident at the time.
That said, Sprague raises a point that must be seriously considered by
historians. Iffraud was not the only factor in Metis dispossession, neither can its
presence be discounted; the rush to open the west did not always allow for
careful procedure. The extent of the fraud is now coming in for consideration in
a court case that has been launched by the Manitoba Metis against the Canadian
government. If there is a moral to all this, it might be in changing attitudes as to
what is fair and allowable in government; the unfettered Machiavellian
approach, of which Macdonald took such skillful advantage, may have had its
day.
Sprague makes no bones about writing contentious history, and feeding the
still flourishing debate. Canada's past is alive and kicking furiously.
Olive Patricia Dickason
History
University of Alberta

Magpie Risingt Sketches From the Great Plains, by Merrill Gilfillan. Boulder,
Colorado: Pruett Publishing Company, 1988; Ranchers' Legacy: AlbertaEssays, by
LewisG. Thomas.Edmonton:Universityof AlbertaPress, 1986.
Twenty years ago now, I left Saskatchewan with my husband and small child
and did not come back for five years. We went first to lower mainland British
Columbia and then to Halifax, I never got to like the lower mainland, and it
seemed tome that Nova Scotia,though I liked it very much, was more like
another country than merely another province. I remember the day we returned
to Saskatoon, pulling into the parking lot of a small mall near the outskirts ofthe
city before we went on to our relative's house. As I satin the car waiting for my
husband, I was very happy to be back in what felt like civilization to me and, as
I sat there watching all the people passing by on the sidewalk, I remember the
shock I felt on suddenly seeing what seemed to me to be their uniquely
Saskatchewan faces.
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I wasshockedbecauseI hadnotrealizeduntilthenthattherewassucha thing
as a typical Saskatchewan face and I felt, as well as recognition, a glow of
warmthstarting, thatone feelswhenoneknowsoneis homeat last, and a flush
of love for the provincewhere I was born and raised.For the first time in my
young life - I was twenty-nine - I understood that Saskatchewan was an
identifiable place and that I was a nativeof it, one whoknew it, one who loved
it. I settledin witha contentedsigh,andhavenotleftfor morethana few weeks
at a time since.
In the yearssincethatpsychically momentous dayI haveextendedthat sense
of home to the entire west, in which I now, though more tentatively, include
BritishColumbia. Since that time, too, Ihave become a writer of fiction and I
havefoundthat myworkis grounded in the mostprofoundwayin my life lived
in thisprovinceandfurther, in the west,as a westerner.

Any numberof western writerscould tell the same story (though probably
theyrecognized themselves as belonging herea gooddeal soonerthanI did).At
any rate, we now have a large and growing numberof serious writerswho are
trying, throughfictionandnon-fiction, to describe andexplain"the west" both
to ourselves and to the rest of the world,as we have our own pressesto ensure
this workis madeavailable to readers.
Duringthistimetoo, "the west" hasbecome anobjectof moderate curiosity
to the litteratae and the intellectuals of the rest of the country, who have sent
journalistafterjournalistout here, somewith tenuous connections to the west,
manywithout, who then write articles in national magazines or publish books
purporting to explainus to the rest of Canada. I thinkof a long articleby Barry
Callaghan that appeared a yearor twoagoin Saturday Night magazine, mostof
theinterviewing forwhichappeared tohavebeendone in thebarof a seedyhotel
in downtown Calgary, and of Mark Abley's BeyondForget which, I am told,
waslovedby the east and, I know,loathedby the west,fulfilling as it did every
prejudice of the day about this place and its people. In any case, like the
decorative ceramicducksthatare suddenly appearing - nowthat the wetlands
that nourishthem are vanishing - in every gift boutique from one end of the
countryto the other,we havebecomefashionable.
Probably the first,andin my opinionstillthe best,of thesebooksattempting
todelineate our livesin thiswesterncountry, is Wallace Stegner's WolfWillow:
A History, A Story and a Memory of the Last Plains Frontier (Viking Press,
1966). Othersthat cometo mindare Canadian Geoffrey Ursell's novel Perdue:
Or How the West Was Lost (Macmillan, 1984) and Katherine Govier's novel
Between Men (penguin Books, 1987), American William Less Heat Moon's
flashynonfiction pieceaboutthe American westthat wasfirstpublishedin The
New Yorker (Great Plains, Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1989), and now Mark
Abley's Heartland: Prairie Portraits andLandscapes (Douglas and McIntyre,
1989), a titlerevealingeither a willfulignorance on the part of the publisheror
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an attempt to cash in on a myth since, although the midwest may be the
American heartland, western Canada is certainly not the Canadian heartland,
but seems instead to be viewedat least by centralCanadaas an aberration. At
anyrate,millions of wordshavebeenexpended in whathas become the' 'Great
Quest": to capturethe flavour, the nature,the true soulof the real west.

Magpie Rising: Sketches From theGreat Plains is a nonfiction workwhose
author, Merrill Gilfillan, was born in the midwest and now lives in Boulder,
Colorado, but who cannothave spentmuchof his life on the GreatPlainssince
hisbookhasthatflavourof unmistakable romanticism, as thoughit werewritten
by someone whojust discovered the centralgrassland and is stilloverwhelmed
by its wonders. Gilfillansays:
On this continentand in the psycheof its peoples the plains have always been a
staggering presence, a place of myth and cliche, a place of transformation, a
bafflement, or heartbreak. (P. 2)

This is a thesis which mayor may not be so, or may be true of the American
GreatPlains but not of the Canadian, or it may once have beentrue in the time
of the explorers, or evenof the first settlers, butis no longer- whocan say?In
anycase,it is the statement thatlies at the bottomof Gilfillan's search, andthat
informs all his observations aboutthe GreatPlains.

Magpie Rising is in the nature of a travel book, coveringGilfillan's movement over the Great Plains, some fifty thousand miles of travel from the
Mexican borderto the Peace Riverregionand fromWest Texasand Manitoba
in the east to Medicine Hat in the west.His way of workinghas been to travel
with a notebook and pen, sometimes bird-watching, sometimes hiking, sometimes camping, or sometimes simply going for an aimless drive, an activity
whichhedescribes as "as NewWorldapastimeas baseball" (p.9),andtomake
notes on everything and anything which catches his attention, together with
comments on how he understands what he sees in the contextof this mythical
westthat so fascinates him.He has compiledtheseobservations into a seriesof
twenty-five essaysor "sketches," as he refersto them,mostno longerthan six
pages (although Chapter 18is twelvepageslong), some only a few lines long.
There' are sketches abouthamlets, aboutthe searchfor a cafe that offers "good
homecooking at 1950'sprices" (p. 62)- a romantic questif evertherewasone
- sketches about particular Indian tribes or about one legendary Indian, a
loving sketchabout western speech, though the subjectof most is less easy to
pin downandoften has onlyone particulardriveas a framework.
In each place he has gathered myriad details: the names of the local
topographicalfeatures,its mythsandlegends, storiesandfactsaboutits history,
its wildlife and its vegetation. He has described each place's physical
appearance, either with a sweeping eye or one that concentrates on the
microcosm. He searches fortheimage,thedetail,usuallyvisual, thatwillatonce
evoke andencapsulate something of theessenceof whatis the west.
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Sucha methodof approaching a subjecthas its merits,butit is a difficultone
to handle. For instance, if a feelingof fulfillment is to emergein thereaderfrom
all of this, the writer has to be skillful; he has to express himself with utmost
clarity and precision, and unfortunately Gilfillandoes not alwaysmanagethis.
Sometimes his momentary passion is too much for him and its expression is
garbledandvirtuallyincomprehensible:
Where u.s. 34 crosses the North Republican a brown thrasher sings: multidimensional intersection and coordinate point of June crux potent as astrological
gearage.(p.117)

Or,
To imagine a collectiveancestral mouth dropped open at that juncture was the
assignment that week,as its humansignature, the imagethat sticksby virtueof its
silhouette and thrift,is one from a campground near Vermilion, Alberta,an edgey
placewithhordesof mosquitos and scatteredpopple.(p. 154)

But wherehe doessucceed, usuallyin describingsomething smallanddetailed,
the proseis beautiful, the imagecaught:
Rightthere,at 6:45,turnedawayalongthefence,I hearit offbehindme.It registers
instantlyas Baird's songandsendsa flurryof chillup thespine.It is a lovely,minor
key little song, wistfuland carefreeat once, delicateas crystal,simpleas breath.
More than that, it is a new song to these ears; it is a new configuration, as in
snowflake, of thegivenworld.(p.67)

Although he has made no claim to having seen every square inch of North
America's Great Plains, the book is heavily weighted toward the American
section,and Gilfillan's explorationof the CanadianPlains has a cursoryfeel to
it and lacks the intimacyof his accounts of his travelsin the United States.He
speaks of a "rackety Canadian wind," .that shakes a Montana motel, and
describes a shed he passes as "lonesome and newspaper-caulked as ... outer
Saskatchewan. " Buttheimageevokedin thelatterphrasecaughtthisreaderby
surprise: it seems more characteristic of a sight in poverty-stricken rural
Montana (where, in fact, he actually saw it) than it does of Saskatchewan.
Exceptfor Chapter20, wherehe describes a scenein a campground in northern
Albertaandthen spends moretimeon his visitto Writing-On-Stone in southern
Alberta, Gilfillanleavestheimpressionthat he mentions Canadianplacenames
, more as proof that he has beenfrom one end of the plains to the other than out
of any real understanding of, or affectionfor, this part of the territory. And for
alltheintensityof hisgatheringof facts,Gilfillandoesnotmentionthefewacres
of tallgrass prairieleftin the heartof Winnipeg, northeshortgrassnationalpark
at Val Marie, Saskatchewan, which, were they in the United States, would
doubtless havemeriteda visit and a few words.
But for all Magpie Rising's undeniable merits- its' 'laid back" attitude,its
pleasurable-to-read descriptions, its occasional quirkiness - the picture of
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Great Plains life which emerges is one from which ideas and meaningful themes
are missing. People too - aside from quick sketches of an old Sioux gentleman
enjoying the sun, a few Hutterites at a rummage sale, a foul-mouthed baby, a
woman worrying about lightning - are missing, and it seems to me that these
two problems are almost certainly related.
Why has Gilfillan so omitted any meaningful contact with people? I suspect
it is because rural westerners baffle him, as they seem to have baffled Mark
Abley, so he hasresorted to using short encounters which dwell on the flavour
of the place and the moment, which have been selected for their picturesqueness, but which have the effect of hiding rather than revealing the souls of the
people encountered. This bafflement (and often consequent hostility), it seems
to me, is rooted in the two different languages each solitude speaks.
Urban people seem to believe that everything can be said. This attitude
astonishes rural people, dismays them; they prefer to look off into the hills or
into the other person's eyes, finding this more eloquent than mere speech could
ever be. The urban person does not understand that the rural person uses
language differently; the rural person has, as well as a different vocabulary and
a different verbal style which makes frequent use of a verbal shorthand, a
reliance on a poetic use of silence - the thing not said but inferred or implied.
And sadly, the rural person fails to understand that the urban person misses the
inference entirely and hears only the silence, or that his shorthand contains for
the urban person only an infuriating lack of precision, and that in the rural
person's silence and refusal to elaborate, the urban person reads only cussedness, or worse, stupidity. Each has lived a different life, has a different set of
values and an understanding of life that is rooted in different experiences. Each
would do well to approach the other as he would a person of a different culture:
with respect, and the patience stemming from humility that is born out of
awareness of one's own ignorance.
And it seems to me that no place can be illuminated without recourse to its
people, to those who spend their lives in it and know it in their souls, are
themselves a part of it, and in whose memory it exists going back three or more
generations, and in whose tribal memory it still exists as it was in the beginning,
when it was wild. So Gilfillan's approach, for all its gathering of facts and its
unsimulated awe, remains essentially shallow, because of the great void where
true contact with the people should be.
This is a point with which the historian Lewis G. Thomas would be unlikely
to argue. Where Magpie Rising is poetic, subjective, random and wide ranging
without providing much depth or many ideas, Thomas in Ranchers' Legacy
focusses on one short period of time (1883-1914), in one fairly definable area
(the foothills of Alberta), and on one group of people (the privileged settlers).
He pursues his ideas about this subject in depth and from several different
angles.
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Ranchers' Legacyis a collection of tenpapersandessayswrittenby Thomas
over his long and distinguished career asan academic historian, all of which
delve into the roots of Alberta society, drawing threads from it to show how
these roots have helped to make present-day Alberta society what it is. The
earliestof thesepapersis a chapterexcerptedfromhis 1935 Master's thesis,and
the latest is a paper called "Privileged Settlers," writtenas an introduction to
anotherworkandpublishedby the AlbertaHistorical Societyin 1981.
Thomas ishimselfadescendentof oneof thesefamilies of privileged settlers,
whomhedefines as "anyone. . . whohad access to financial resources beyond
the bare minimum necessary to bring him to his destination," who had a
"superior levelof education" and "inherited socialposition." (Pp. 15~-57) It
is histhesisthattheseprivileged settlersmadea vitalandlastingcontribution to
Albertasociety, a contribution whichif studiedgoes a long way to explaining
the conservative andwestward-looking stanceof Albertatoday.
He explains the influence these people wereconsciously able to wield (and
unconsciously spread) through his theory of "social contiguity," which he
defines as "more than a cluster of attitudes, values or convictions held in
common. .. [It is] supported by frequent meetings. .. somedegreeof education,thepossession of somemeansand . . . someleisure." (P. 141)In thiscase,
the settlers were nearlyall from England where they had shareda social class
andits habitsandvalues, andweresupported.in the newcountrybyinfusions of
money from there, and by continuing close contact with that world. Over the
_ courseoftheessays,Thomas elaborates onwhatthesevalues andattitudes were,
on how they directly shaped the new Alberta society ("Associations and
Communications"), and gives a detailed and interesting accountof what the
lives of these settlers on the foothills were like (' 'The Ranching Tradition and
the Life of the Ranchers," "A Rancher's Community - Okotoks,' "Ranch
Housesof theAlbertaFoothills").
Those of us who come from different backgrounds - French, Ukrainian,
or who were raised in non-Protestant religions may well look
askance at the kind of societythe privilegedsettlers embodied and espoused: a
conservative, class-oriented one, with an inbredsenseof themselves as rightful
leaders - in fact, as those who are always right - with little tolerance for
difference, whichis invariably seenas a manifestation of lowersocialclass.But
Thomas, presumably as one raised within the tradition, is only moderately
critical,andmuchof hiswritingaboutthesepeopleis infusedwithaffection and
his ownpowerfulsenseof belonging.
German -

Nonetheless, this readerfound Ranchers' Legacyfascinating, explaining as
it does much about the peculiarities of today's Alberta with such a depth of
understanding andsucha keenintelligence that thereader's interestneverflags
despite, the book's essentially academic orientation. Even the essay "Ranch
Housesof the AlbertaFoothills" ~ in fact a detaileddescription of "Cotton-
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woods," the home where Thomas was raised - which might well be seen as
self-indulgent, amplyjustifies itself.
, 'Cottonwoods," near Okotoks,was built in the 1880sby anotherfamily but
in 1910 became the Thomas family home. It is still occupied by a family
member.The essay recounts the house's history,its additionsand changes to it
over the years,and describesand tells the historyof manyof the artifacts within
- the rugs, the dishes, its mattresses and curtains,its doors and its furniture. It
is a house typical of those of the privileged settlers, and their attitudes and the
lives theylivedcan be teasedout of suchartifactsas a souvenirplate celebrating
the coronationof King GeorgeV. In this essay and in "The ShiresTransplanted
- Millarville," Thomas does such a masterful job of pulling together and
making sense of the small everyday world around us that I found myself
thinkingof the old log house next door to the room in which I write, and of the
smalltownelevenmilesfrom here to whichthe samemethodsmightbe applied,
yieldingwho knows what treasures.
And yet it is fascinating to read these two books side by side, to note the
differences in approach and in attitude to the west, and to mull over the
shortcomings and the strengthsof each. Gilfillan says' 'the theatre of the plains
spacecries out for human gestureof fitting magnitude,ample of dimension yet
humble under a full sky" (p. 41) and Lewis Thomas, in unwitting response,
writes a detailed description of the home in which he grew up under this same
sweepingsky, which he does not even mention.
But the questionoccurs: why does the west alwaysseem to provoke the need
for myth?Becauseof its relative emptiness?Its vast spaces?The newnessof its
settling?Or is it our senseof failure about it, our senseof things gone wrong,of
hopesshatteredand promisevanished,thatturnsus againand againto searching
out a definitive,a final explanation?
Gilfillan is absorbed by the hunt for the myth; he chases myths down
wherever he finds them, recounts them, elaborates on them, accepts them
wholeheartedly and with delight. Thomas, with a curmudgeonly eye, traces
them, patiently picks away at them, and warns that they seldom turn out to be
whollycorrect(' 'Myth andFiction' '). I wasremindedof my continualirritation
with scholars whose habit of mind is alwaysto correct and clarify ad infinitum,
it often seems,wholly for the love of the process. Revision,it seems to me, is a
process that never ends.
Gilfillanspeaksof' 'the struggleto find a shredof local traction" (p. 105)and
in the attemptgoesback to prehistoryand finallyto the landitself,ajourney with
whichI sympathizebut find futile. It is a poet's journey, and althoughGilfillan
is a poet, he has failed to find the key, the grail, on thisjourney, perhaps lacking
the vision to see the invisible. Thomas's history, at least in Ranchers' Legacy,
begins with the first settlers as though nothing which has gone before is of any
consequence, and he almost succeedsin convincingthe reader that this is so.
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Gilfillan's view of the Great Plains is that of an outsider. His west feels
mostly like a strange place I have never visited, but which must be quite
wonderful, while Lewis Thomas, the quintessential insider, talks about a west I
recognize, which feels like the one I live in, comfortable as an old shoe, but
homely and without much poetry. The truth, I think, lies somewhere in between.
Sharon Butala
Eastend, Saskatchewan

Northern Prairie Wetlands, edited by Arnold van der Valk. Ames: Iowa State University Press. pp. 400.

The Canadian Prairies are currently under a state of siege as a result of two
major forces: the drought conditions which have drastically reduced the moisture supply, and the pressures of agriculture which have resulted in draining
these areas to increase crop production. It is a most fortunate time for the
appearance of this book, which results from a 1985 symposium held at the
Northern Prairie Wildlife Research Center in Jamestown, North Dakota. This
book consists of twelve chapters, representing papers which were presented at
the symposium. In addition, the editor has provided a preface, an introduction
and an index. While I will deal with the chapters separately, I would first like to
make some general comments about the publication. The book is both stylistically consistent and readable. The binding is sturdy and the text and
illustrations, with the exception of some photographs, are clear and'readable. I
think it is a useful compendium ofsummarized information for the library ofany
educated person interested for either professional or personal reasons.
The opening chapter, a political and economic overview of prairie wetlands,
is brief and lacking in much detail. It does, however, paint a bleak picture for the
continued existence of this resource. Chapter 2, by Thomas Winter, is an
intensive review of the complexities of prairie hydrology with an especially
interesting treatment of the interactions between wetlands and ground water.
James LaBaugh, in Chapter 3, deals primarily with surface water chemistry,
summarizing much of the published information on the more permanent water
bodies. The short section on ground water indicates the lack of literature,
although there are data available in government records. Noticeable by their
absence are data on ephemeral water bodies, the small potholes and sloughs that
are an important part of this ecotope. This is not meant as a criticism of the
author but as a general comment on the lack ofavailable information. Following
this chapter is one on nutrient dynamics which also contains many useful
references on pesticides.
Kanrud et al. (Chapter 5) describe the classification and characteristics of
wetlands and aquatic macrophytes (vascular plants) and discuss the
anthropogenic impacts resulting from agricultural practices. The characterization of the flora and description ofenvironmental factors affecting species
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composition and abundance are quite extensive. In contrast, the following
chapter on algae is somewhat abbreviated. While the discussion touches on
many aspects of algal ecology, it would have been useful to present more detail
including, for example, some information about toxic blue-green species.
Two multiauthored chapters (7 and 8) are devoted to waterfowl, their
populations, species abundance and composition, habitat, breeding and so on.
This extensive coverage probably reflects the perhaps natural bias of the
symposium to this most spectacular wetlands-user group. Much less attention is
given in Chapter 9 to mammals, and Chapter 10, on fish, is very short. It is
interesting to note that the invertebrates, both aquatic and terrestrial, and the
noneconomic birds receive essentially no attention at all. As aquatic insect
larvae and other invertebrates serve as important food for waterfowl, these
groups should have received some attention. Similarly, the diversity of the
wetlands provides habitat for a wide variety of song birds and upland game
species. A chapter on food chains does discuss various trophic levels and their
interactions. The final chapter of the book is essentially a mini-version of the
symposium devoted to a special area: the Nebraska sandhills. This chapter
presents an overview of that uniqueregion,
In conclusion, I enjoyed reading the book, and judge it a useful reference for
several aspects ofprairie wetlands ecology.
DonT. Waite
EnvITonmentCanada
Regina
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